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Mitigation is the modification of language in response to social or cognitive
challenges (stressors) in contexts of linguistic interaction (Martinovski, Mao, Gratch, &
Marsella 2005). Previous mitigation research has been largely from social perspectives,
addressing the word or utterance levels of language. This dissertation presents an
empirical study of mitigating language resulting from both a cognitive stressor (degree of
uncertainty) and social stressor (degree of imposition) in Spanish discourse, and the
impacts of mitigation on interaction and interlocutors.
The tripartite approach includes a: (1) quantitative analysis of discourse markers
associated with mitigation (speaker-discourse, speaker-listener, and epistemic markers);
(2) qualitative discourse analysis, relying on concepts from the Conversation Analysis
vi

framework; and (3) qualitative analysis of interlocutors’ perceptions of mitigation, using
metalinguistic conversations. The results are discussed considering prior research on
mitigation, politeness theories, and Clark’s (2006) model of ‘language use’ to address
information types, interlocutor roles, and mutual knowledge. In addition, Caffi and
Janney’s (1994) ‘anticipatory schemata’ and Pinker’s (2007) social psychological
perspective of indirect language inform the theoretical framework. Results indicate that:
(1) Mitigation devices vary depending on contextual factors prompting mitigation,
significantly fewer speaker-listener markers are shown as evidence of mitigation,
and epistemic markers, which are commonly analyzed mitigation devices, are
infrequent overall in these data. These results provide evidence against the
assumption that mitigation is associated with increased use of linguistic devices;
(2) Two mitigating discourse structures were found, depending on the degree of
uncertainty. Within contexts of high-imposition, the Co-reconstruction structure
(CRS) is found in contexts with uncertainty and the Non-linear structure (NLS) is
in contexts with certainty; and
(3) The listeners’ metalinguistic comments indicate that the CRS, compared to the
NLS, is preferred. Also, the results indicate how interlocutors address cognitive,
social, and emotional stressors in interaction.
Considering all analyses, a unifying definition of mitigation in discourse is
provided. This phenomenon is characterized as the postponement of both confirmed
knowledge and negotiation of the interlocutor relationship. This research contributes the
first experimental investigation of mitigation as the result of cognitive and social
stressors, and also the first systematic analysis of mitigation in Spanish discourse.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
As members of a social culture, communication with others is central to our lives.
In conversations, we are aware of the different social contexts in which we communicate,
and we often modify our language according to specific situations. In addition, we are
constantly faced with cognitive challenges in conversation, such as the organization and
recall of information when we relay a story to someone. Therefore, when we
communicate we respond to certain social and cognitive challenges or stressors that are
present in the context. These stressors often impact our language. Martinovski, Mao,
Gratch, and Marsella (2005) defines this modification of language that is the result of
stressors as mitigation, a phenomenon that until recently had been investigated mostly
from social perspectives. The current research includes the investigation of both social
and cognitive factors in the study of linguistic mitigation in Spanish discourse.
This dissertation presents the previous literature related to the linguistic study of
mitigation, calling attention to prior definitions and descriptions of mitigation while also
identifying the voids in the previous literature that are addressed by this current study
(Chapter 1). In addition, mitigation is also discussed as it relates to social interaction,
participants in communication, and indirect language (Chapter 2). Following the review
of the previous literature pertinent to this research, the current investigation is described
in detail (Chapter 3), results from 3 types of analyses are presented and discussed
(Chapters 4, 5, and 6), and a final discussion relating all of the results is presented
(Chapter 7). The current research contributes the first empirical investigation of
mitigation considering both social and cognitive factors in context, and the first
1

systematic analysis of mitigation in Spanish discourse, resulting in the identification of
distinct types of mitigating discourse structures.
1.1 Leading to the current investigation
Mitigation has been generally described as the linguistic communicative strategy
of softening an utterance, reducing the impact of an utterance, or limiting the face loss
associated with a message (e.g. Fraser 1980, 1990; Brown & Levinson 1987). As a
demonstration of mitigation at the utterance level, speakers may choose from Examples
(1.2) to (1.5), which use indirectness, specific verbs or verb tenses, lexical items, or
discourse markers to soften or mitigate the utterance in Example (1.1).
Example 1.1 I broke your new glass,
Example 1.2 The glass broke,
Example 1.3 I think I broke it,
Example 1.4 Oh, sorry, it’s that the glass broke, or
Example 1.5 Uh, um, well, it wasn’t on purpose.
Mitigation forms part of the modulation spectrum, which is a range of the possible
modifications made to an utterance with endpoints described as downgraders and
upgraders (House & Kasper 1981), weakeners and strengtheners (Brown & Levinson
1987), and hedges and boosters (Holmes 1995). Mitigation is described by the terms
downgrader, weakener, or hedge, and has been referred to as attenuating (Leech 1983;
Holmes 1984).
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1.1.1. Linguistic devices, effects, and motivations
Over the last 50 years, mitigation has been brought to attention in linguistics,
leading to particular interest in: (1) linguistic devices1 or structures used to communicate
a mitigated meaning; (2) effects on the interaction and interlocutors that are associated
with language that mitigates; and (3) circumstances under which mitigating language is
common. Linguistic devices used to mitigate include adverbials (poco 'little', algo 'some',
un tanto or un poco 'a little'2), verb tenses and aspects like the imperfect, conditional, and
subjunctive; and syntactic modification such as the use of question forms or passive voice
to modify the utterance along the modulation spectrum.
Of the existing research on mitigation (Lakoff 1972; Fraser 1975, 1980; House &
Kasper 1981; Prince, Frader, & Bosk 1982; Hübler 1983; Holmes 1984; Chafe 1986;
Clemen 1997; Caffi 1999; Ballesteros Martín 2002; Briz Gómez 2002, 2003; FloresFerrán 2010), the majority of studies have focused on isolated grammatical structures or
lexical items in utterances, and many have explored the concept of mitigation
theoretically yet without sufficient empirical data. Considering that communication of
mitigated meanings is scalar or gradual rather than categorical, similar to other discourse
strategies (Gumperz 1982), the study of mitigation calls for a more thorough analysis at
the discourse level. Some studies have approached discourse analyses of mitigating
language (e.g. Caffi 2006; Briz Gómez 2002, 2003), but these have provided little
information about how mitigated meanings are created and communicated in dialogic
1

Linguistic devices is a term used here to describe any linguistic variable that is analyzed outside of a full
analysis of discourse considering sequencing and turn-taking. In this study, the term often refers to
linguistic devices that have been associated with mitigation in the past literature.
2 Many examples are in Spanish since it is the language analyzed in this dissertation.
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interaction. Therefore, this current examination of mitigation moves beyond the analysis
of isolated grammatical or lexical structures, and focuses on the phenomenon at the
discourse level from a dialogic perspective that considers speakers and listeners in
sequentially organized, linguistic interactions.
From the definition of mitigation provided in this section, it is clear that research
on mitigation has focused on its effects. Mitigation is said to reduce semantic relevance
(propositional mitigation) or pragmatic forces (illocutionary and perlocutionary
mitigation) (cf. Caffi 2006). Mitigation has been said to provoke interactional and
possibly affective impacts, such as increased agreement between interlocutors (Briz
Gómez 2003; Félix-Brasdefer 2004), yet various proposals of effects have been based on
researchers’ general impressions. Most research on mitigation distinguishes and separates
propositional mitigation from illocutionary and perlocutionary mitigation (Fraser 1980;
Hübler 1983; Caffi 2006). This current research follows this trend, and addresses the
proposal that mitigation reduces illocutionary or perlocutionary force, since these are
based on a pragmatic notion of mitigation and more aligned with a functional and usagebased approach to linguistic analysis. Furthermore, instead of relying only on the
researcher’s impressions, speakers’ and listeners’ perceptions of the effects of mitigating
language are analyzed.
Finally, the circumstances under which mitigation is likely still lacks evidence,
yet the trend has been to attribute mitigation to social motivations (e.g. Brown &
Levinson 1987). This trend is exemplified by the fact that the first reference to mitigation
relied on a social perspective. Around 86-82 B.C, it was explained, “in order to avoid the
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impression of arrogant display, we moderate and soften the statement” (Cicero 1981,
355-357, in Caffi 2006, 40). In more recent years, many politeness studies have verified
that social factors of imposition, social power, and social distance influence mitigation
(e.g. Brown & Levinson 1987). The consideration of cognitive factors as motivations of
mitigation has been largely ignored. Therefore, the perspective of mitigation in this
research is grounded in Martinovski et al.’s (2005) model of the mitigation process,
which allows for the analysis of both social and cognitive motivations of mitigation.
1.1.2 Current research
Mitigation research is expanding to include the perspectives of various fields
related to and intertwined with linguistics, but it “still lacks a multidisciplinary treatment
that reconstructs its conceptual underpinnings and its practical functioning” (Caffi 2006,
121). Prior studies contribute to the understanding of mitigation, but theoretical claims
and observations should be verified with empirical evidence and discussed within a
framework that connects contextual motivations, expressions of mitigated meanings, and
various types of effects on the interaction and the interlocutors. This dissertation fills a
void by providing an experimental pragmatic analysis of mitigated discourse, considering
both social and cognitive motivations for mitigation as the independent variables. It also
offers a new approach to pragmatics and the study of mitigation by analyzing production
data along with interlocutors’ metalinguistic conversation data about their mitigated
interactions.
Furthermore, considering that “few studies have rigorously researched theoretical
and discourse aspects of mitigation in Spanish colloquial language” (Félix-Brasdefer
5

2004, 286, translation by Czerwionka), this study contributes an interdisciplinary
pragmatic perspective to the study of mitigation as it occurs in speaker and listener
discourse3 in Spanish. The intent of this research is to understand why and how specific
mitigating discourse patterns are formed and how they communicate a mitigated meaning
or other effects for speakers and listeners. This research discusses the concept and use of
mitigation as a cognitive and social phenomenon that involves motivations, linguistic
devices, discourse patterns, and effects on interactions and interlocutors.
1.2 Types of mitigation
Mitigation has become an important topic for linguistic investigation, following
Lakoff’s (1972) introduction of the term ‘hedge’. A hedge is a lexical item that makes
fuzzy or imperfect the categorization of piece of knowledge. For example, the utterance
“Mary is sort of a friend” contains the proposition “Mary is a friend”, which is mitigated
with the use of ‘sort of’, functioning to indicate that ‘Mary’ is not a perfect match with
the cognitive category ‘friend’. Hedges have also been called approximators (Prince et al.
1982), understatements (Hübler 1983), and bushes (Caffi 2006). All of these terms refer
to linguistic devices that impact the semantic relationships in propositions, and therefore
mitigation that is accomplished by way of semantic relationships is called propositional
mitigation (Caffi 2006). While these terms are used synonymously in most cases, there
are minor differences in the definitions, especially in the description of approximators

3

The use of ‘speaker and listener discourse’ is meant as a simplified way to talk about linguistic
interaction. Although not mentioned, it does not disallow the possibility of multiple speakers and listeners
changing roles within conversation or other types of online, moment-to-moment communication like
computer mediated communication (CMC).
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(Prince et al. 1982). Considering that this dissertation focuses on pragmatic, not semantic,
aspects of mitigation, the detailed descriptions of these terms are not important to this
study, yet associating these terms with one another assists in understanding the prior
mitigation research.
Besides propositional mitigation, two other types of mitigation are illocutionary
mitigation, which impacts the force of an utterance, and perlocutionary mitigation, which
reduces other effects associated with the use of the utterance (e.g. Fraser 1980; Prince et
al. 1982; House & Kasper 1981; Holmes 1984; Caffi 2006). For example, to tell someone
that their car was stolen, a speaker may select example (1.6) or example (1.7), among
other options. Both of these options represent the act of asserting information, yet the
assertion in example (1.7) is reduced as compared to example (1.6), indicating that
example (1.7) demonstrates a reduction in illocutionary force. The perlocutionary forces
associated with these utterances relate to other forces, not the force of the act itself, such
as anger, worry, or even a disruption in the relationship between interlocutors.
Example 1.6 Your car was stolen.
Example 1.7 Your car seems to have been stolen.
By addressing the illocutionary and perlocutionary forces, the topic of mitigation
is encompassed by the field of pragmatics.
Illocutionary force, a term coined by Austin (1975), is the force that accompanies
a speech act, like an assertion, question, warning, or order. For example, a speaker may
choose between questions that vary in terms of their force such as ‘Can I borrow your
car?’ or ‘You wouldn’t mind if I borrow your car, would you?’ These two utterances
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present the same question, but in two different ways and with two different forces. The
illocutionary force in the latter question is mitigated by the use of the modal ‘wouldn’t’,
the negation with the modal, and the tag question ‘would you?’ Comparing the
utterances, ‘I don’t know the answer’ versus ‘I may not know the answer’, provides
another example of the modulation of illocutionary force. Both utterances are assertions,
yet the latter example includes a modal ‘may’, which weakens the assertive force of this
utterance. Bach and Harnish (1979) indicate that the illocutionary force associated with
the utterance is only relevant when the listener hears it and understands it.
Fraser’s (1975) investigation of mitigation devices in performative utterances,
which are utterances that contain a matrix verb to identify the illocutionary force (e.g. ‘I
beg you to be more patient’ indicates the illocutionary force of begging), altered the study
of mitigation by including a pragmatic perspective focused on the illocutionary force. A
performative utterance like ‘I would ask that you sit down’ overtly identifies the
illocutionary act of asking or questioning. The modal verb ‘would’ reduces the force of
the utterance as compared to ‘I ask that you sit down’. The examples demonstrate
linguistic mitigation devices like negation, tag questions, and modal verbs (Hübler 1983).
The effect on the illocutionary force has also been called a shield (Caffi 2006), not to be
confused with the definitions of shields proposed by Prince et al. (1982). Illocutionary
force, and therefore the modulation of it, is communicated based on “conventions or
habits of use” (Levinson 2000, 23) of speakers and listeners.
When the illocutionary force of an utterance is mitigated, the impact on the
listener or the perlocutionary force may also be reduced or mitigated, yet previously this
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topic has only been addressed theoretically (e.g. Hübler 1983, Leech 1983, Brown &
Levinson 1987). Austin (1975) proposed that perlocutionary forces are the intentional or
unintentional effects of illocutionary acts. There are no studies to my knowledge that
strategically and empirically study the reduction of perlocutionary force. Considering the
lack of information, it is difficult to provide an example, since the perlocutionary force
depends greatly on the context, culture, and perceived consequences of linguistic
interaction on the individual person. It is possible to imagine that a speaker may use
either of the following two utterances to warn a listener of bad news:
Example 1.8 I have some bad news.
Example 1.9 I have something to tell you and it may be upsetting.
Example (1.9) modifies the illocutionary force of the utterance, while also having the
possibility of reducing some perlocutionary force as compared to the first utterance, such
as the listener’s degree of worry. The study of perlocutionary force is challenging,
beyond theoretical frames, since another measure of impact on the listener would have to
be evaluated. Therefore, to know whether the second utterance, in actuality, creates
perlocutionary mitigation, additional evidence would have to be provided, possibly in the
form of interlocutors’ evaluations or comments.
Perlocutionary forces may be affective, providing one option for a measure of
perlocutionary force. For example, an illocutionary force of warning may create a
perlocutionary force that instills some degree of fear in the listener. The interactions that
produce reduced listener fear would be considered to create perlocutionary mitigation.
Perlocutionary mitigation is “the reduction of certain unwelcome effects” that a speech
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act has on the hearer (Fraser 1980, 341), yet it is also reasonably defined as the reduction
of certain effects, welcome or unwelcome, on any interlocutor. Researchers have claimed
that mitigation occurs to protect the listener by modifying the force of the utterance
(Prince et al. 1982), and Hübler (1983) indicates that mitigation may minimize the
possibility of negotiation. These claims both address the listener and allude to
motivations or effects of mitigation, but provide minimal detail about how a
perlocutionary effect, like reducing the listener’s desire to contribute to the interaction or
reducing the vulnerability of the listener, is reflected in discourse. No information about
the actual perception of the utterance or interaction by interlocutors has been provided.
The consideration of perlocutionary mitigation implies that mitigation is related to
contexts of communication between speakers and listeners (e.g. Fraser 1980; Prince et al.
1982; House & Kasper 1981; Holmes 1984). Calling attention to speaker and listener
roles in mitigated interactions, Fraser (1980) proposed that mitigation can be altruistic
when the motivation is to reduce the perlocutionary force on the listener, or it can be selfserving when the motivation is speaker-centered. Presumably these distinct motivations
would prompt distinct mitigation devices and also distinct effects on the interaction and
on the interlocutors. His research changed the study of mitigation from focusing on an
abstract illocutionary force to one that includes the interlocutors’ affective and
interactional motivations and effects on participants in discourse.
1.3 Mitigation process
While earlier studies of mitigation alluded to or commented on various
motivations, linguistic devices, and effects of mitigation, a current trend in mitigation
10

research is to analyze and discover the complexities of the mitigation process resulting
from the interactions and relationships among these various components (Martinovski et
al. 2005). A recent model of mitigation, which will be referred to as the mitigation
process, integrated these components into the reality of interaction that involves speakers
and listeners. It places mitigating linguistic output within a cognitive and social model of
language that addresses both the motivations and effects of mitigation (Martinovski et al.
2005). A simplified version of Martinovski et al.’s (2005) model is provided (Table 1.1).
Table 1.1 Mitigation process

The mitigation process is initiated at the time that an actual or potential event
occurs. This event has some impact on the self and the other, who are also called the
speaker and listener. Interlocutors appraise the event as they generate emotions and
evaluation of the event. Martinovski et al. (2005) indicates that speakers make inferences
about the listeners’ thinking patterns, and predictions about the possible outcomes of
linguistic choices as part of the appraisal process.
Through the appraisal process, the event can be taken by the speaker as either an
actual or potential stressor, which creates mental or emotional strain that impacts the
interaction. An example of a potential stressor would be the possible negative
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interactional effects that may result from an imposition on the listener. In a case where
the speaker has to inform the listener of unfortunate news, the speaker likely predicts that
the information communicated may cause undesired effects on either interlocutors or the
interaction. Since these undesired effects are only potential prior to speaking, the speaker
may act out of consideration of the potential effects and use mitigated language. An
example of an actual stressor would be a lack of information about the event. If a speaker
does not have sufficient information about an event, either because of limited given
information or the inability to process or recall all of the information, the speaker faces an
actual stressor. It is actual in that it affects the speaker at that moment. This actual
stressor is also predicted to motivate mitigating language. These examples of potential
and actual stressors are motivations for mitigation.
In addition, Martinovski et al.’s (2005) mitigation process suggests that the
produced linguistic patterns align with the online cognitive processes of the speaker. The
linguistic patterns and cognitive processes align in two specific ways. Discourse moves,
which are interactional-goal or topic shifts that are reflected over multiple turns, are
associated with coping strategies, which are cognitive events to reduce or manage
stressful situations. Coping strategies may use problem-solving skills or emotional
control, and individuals may select more active or evasive methods to cope with a given
stressor (Folkman, Lazarus, Dunkel-Schetter, DeLongis, & Gruen 1986). In summary,
discourse moves by speakers and listeners reflect individual coping strategies as they
emerge. The second way in which linguistic patterns and cognitive processes align is
when linguistic arguments and acts, such as proposition types and individual speech acts
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within an utterance, reflect mental operators. Mental operators are the covert, cognitive
steps that lead an individual to gain new knowledge or a changed perspective. For
example, speakers often begin to tell stories before they have thought about the entire
story. As speakers begin to tell the story, they may remember more details, an associated
event, or all of a sudden they may think about the experience in a new light. The mental
operators are responsible for these changes in the cognitive state of information that
occur. The mitigation process indicates that mental operators that encourage a new state
of information are aligned with linguistic arguments and acts. Martinovski et al. (2005)
indicates that mitigation is a process of coping that is evidenced by discourse moves and
selected linguistic arguments. As evidenced in the model, this perspective begins to
analyze the relationships between cognition and language, while addressing mitigation.
Although effects of mitigated language are mentioned, specific effects associated
with types of stressors and resulting linguistic mitigation are not expounded upon in the
model by Martinovski et al. (2005). Prior studies of mitigation have mentioned effects on
the interlocutors and interaction (e.g. Fraser 1980; Briz Gómez 2003; Félix-Brasdefer
2004), but have not discussed them with respect to other stages of the mitigation process,
such as motivations or speaker and listener roles in interaction. The possible types of
effects of mitigation generally include behavioral or emotional effects on the speaker and
listener and also overall effects on the dialogue between speakers and listeners.
According to the mitigation process, once effects occur, interlocutors reappraise
or reevaluate the situation and the stressors, beginning the cycle of processes again, based
on the new evaluations. All of the processes in this model occur quickly and almost
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simultaneously. This cycle repeats until the interaction comes to a close or until the initial
stressor is no longer relevant to the interaction. Reflecting on the example above of an
actual stressor (i.e. lack of information), once speakers recall the information from
memory, the initial stressor is no longer present, and the speaker may cease to cycle
through the mitigation process.
Martinovski et al’s (2005) model of mitigation moves beyond the traditional
analyses of mitigation as specific grammatical constructs or utterances in isolation,
addressing discourse and the contextual environment of language with multiple stages of
social and cognitive influences. In addition, this model allows the findings from the prior
mitigation research that refer to various motivations like altruism, linguistic devices like
modals and tag questions, and effects associated with mitigation like the reduction of
perlocutionary force or increased agreement (Hübler 1983) to be better evaluated and
understood in terms of their positions within the mitigation process.
1.4 Components of the mitigation process: Spanish
The majority of mitigation studies have used sociolinguistic and pragmatic
approaches and have addressed to some degree the three main components of the
mitigation process: (1) factors that motivate mitigation such as degree of imposition on
the listener (House & Kasper 1981; Brown & Levinson 1987) and speaker uncertainty
(Lakoff 1972; Prince et al. 1982); (2) linguistic mitigation devices such as lexical items,
semantic meanings, and syntactic forms; and (3) the effects of mitigation addressing the
meaning of the utterance, the interaction, and the interlocutors. In general, linguistic work
that has been done on mitigation has alluded to the mitigation process, but has not studied
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the relationships among the motivations, linguistic patterns4, and effects of mitigation
that are three major components of the mitigation process. The following sections review
the prior research on mitigation, specifically related to motivations, linguistic patterns,
and effects on interlocutors and the interaction, and draw particular attention to the
research done on Spanish.
1.4.1 Motivations
The motivations behind any behavior are difficult to identify due to the fact that
multiple motivations can co-occur and that each individual’s motivations may be slightly
distinct. Motivations associated with mitigation have been proposed based on
researchers’ observations of linguistic patterns, the effects of those linguistic patterns,
and their personal experiences in similar situations. Therefore, the proposed motivations
have been assumptions based on general knowledge about human social and cognitive
tendencies, and the mitigation research thus far has seldom shown how specific or
isolated motivations may impact the rest of the mitigation process.
In general, mitigation is motivated by the context and situation (Clemen 1997).
Caffi indicates that “speakers mitigate out of uncertainty, caution, or consideration”
(2006, 3). Her mention of consideration deals with social motivations, and her mention of
uncertainty relates to a cognitive factor. If speakers mitigate out of caution, it is unclear
whether the caution is motivated by a cognitive factor, like uncertainty, or a social one,
like consideration. Speakers may be cautious if they are a bit uncertain or if they are
certain but trying to be considerate by imposing less. This brief introduction calls
4

Linguistic patterns is a term used to encompass both linguistic devices and discourse patterns.
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attention to the social and cognitive factors that motivate mitigation. These social and
cognitive factors are supported by Martinovski et al.’s (2005) notion of stressors. In this
dissertation, the social factor of imposition (e.g. Leech 1983; Brown & Levinson 1987) is
analyzed as a potential stressor, and the cognitive factor of uncertainty (Prince et al.
1982; Chafe 1986; Chafe & Danielwicz 1987) is analyzed as an actual stressor. Both
imposition and uncertainty have been prevalently mentioned in the research on
mitigation, but they have not previously been considered within the mitigation process.
These two factors, likely motivating mitigation based on the mitigation process, are
systematically researched in this study.
1.4.1.1 Social motivation: Degree of imposition
Many different social motivations can impact behavior. For example, Martinovski
et al. (2005) addresses blame placed on one person by another as a potential stressor
within their model of mitigation. They analyze blame within courtroom discourses and its
relationship to linguistic mitigation tendencies. Another field of research that approaches
possible social motivations for certain linguistic behavior is the study of speech acts.
Speech acts that have been studied in Spanish include: requests (Koike 1994; Placencia
1998; Márquez Reiter 2000, 2002; Félix-Brasdefer 2005; Pinto & Raschio 2007);
apologies (Blum-Kulka & Olshtain 1984; Márquez Reiter 2000); suggestions (Koike
1994), refusals (Félix-Brasdefer 2006; García 2007); and conflict repairs (Czerwionka
2010). Each of these speech acts represents a distinct type of potential stressor. For
example, when speakers request something of a listener, the speakers do not know what
the outcome will be, nor how the request will impact the interlocutors, their relationship,
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or the interaction. The situations likely present some stress for speakers, based on
potential outcomes. The intensity of the potential stressor depends on the social norms of
particular communities or particular contexts in which the interaction takes place. For
example, when a speaker requests a pencil from a friend, the thought of the act may
inflict minimal potential stress on the speaker, yet when that same speaker plans to
request a pencil from an disagreeable teacher, the thought of the request may cause more
potential stress. This example demonstrates that the social context impacts the perception
of the stressor.
Underlying contextual parameters that influence the intensity of the stressors have
been the focus of much pragmatic research. Three parameters that impact interactions,
and likely the perceived intensity of stressors, are social distance, social power, and the
degree of imposition (Grimshaw 1980a, 1980b; Leech 1983; Brown & Levinson 1987).
As examples of these factors, there is increased social distance between strangers and
decreased distance between friends. The social power differential is increased between a
student and a professor, in most cases, as compared with the power differential between
peers. The degree of imposition is greater if a speaker informs a listener of a stolen car
and less if the speaker informs the listener of a broken household item.
The combination of the forces of these parameters is claimed to impact the
politeness effort within the interaction (Brown & Levinson 1987). For example, if social
distance and power were equal in two contexts, it would be expected that, when
informing a listener of a stolen car, the interaction will likely indicate more effort to be
polite than when informing a listener of a broken household item. The interaction with
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increased imposition, representing an increased degree of a potential stressor, would
likely be more mitigated than the interaction with less imposition and lesser degree of a
potential stressor.
Confirming the influence of imposition on mitigation, Briz Gómez (2003)
provides an example in his study that compares lending a car to lending a book to a
neighbor. He states that lending a car is a more difficult situation in which to find
agreement than the book situation, and also indicates that mitigation would be more
expected in the car situation, given that all other factors were the same. House and
Kasper emphasize that mitigation is likely in “socially delicate situations” (1981, 177),
like that of the car situation. Brown and Levinson (1987) similarly indicate that the
degree of imposition in a situation impacts the interaction in general and, in particular,
the mitigation strategies used. Moreover, much of the research on mitigation uses
examples and discourse from physician-patient talk, which usually reflects delicate
situations (e.g. Labov & Fanshel 1977; Prince et al. 1982; Caffi 1999, 2006; FloresFerrán in press).
Whereas politeness theory addresses three social motivations, the degree of
imposition is the focus in this current research as opposed to social distance or power
because it involves a social context beyond the relationship between speakers and
listeners that is equal for both the speaker and the listener. The social weight of an
imposition is assumed to be sensed similarly by speakers and listeners, who share very
similar historical and social backgrounds.
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1.4.1.2 Cognitive motivation: Uncertainty
Whereas the response to the degree of imposition is a construct that is agreed
upon socially, and therefore quite easily investigated based on shared knowledge and
cultural perspective, cognitive certainty is more of an individual characteristic that is
difficult to access for research purposes. The difficulty in accessing cognitive certainty is
likely the culprit of the lack of empirical evidence related to degrees of certainty as a
motivation for mitigation. A cognitive motivation, like lack of certainty, is an actual
stressor within the mitigation process. The issue that is addressed in this research is while
uncertainty as a motivation of mitigation has been frequently mentioned in the literature
with terms such as the speaker’s personal commitment to truth (Prince et al. 1982), the
speaker’s ability to reflect presupposed information (Chafe 1986) or the speaker’s
expression of dissatisfaction with the selected lexical item (Chafe & Danielwicz 1987;
Lakoff 1972), there is no evidence of these presumed cognitive states when discussed in
the mitigation research.
While there is little, if any, evidence that uncertainty motivates mitigation,
mitigation studies often place importance on the expression of uncertainty as with modals
(e.g. I may have the car vs. I have the car) and indicators of epistemic variation like
parenthetical verbs (e.g. I think the car was lost) or epistemic adverbials (e.g. Maybe it
was stolen; Perhaps we should call the police). The basic issue is that linguistic devices,
like parenthetical verbs such as ‘I think’, index uncertainty, but they are not necessarily
motivated by cognitive uncertainty. For example, speakers may say ‘I think someone
took your car’ using ‘I think’ to indicate cognitive uncertainty, or using the same
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utterance, ‘I think’, to indicate certainty, but with the desire to reduce the force, possibly
to be considerate. Most mitigation research addresses the expression of certainty, but it
only assumes that mitigation relates to a cognitive degree of uncertainty as an underlying
motivation. The two concepts, cognitive uncertainty and semantic uncertainty, have been
confounded in the past research (e.g. Fraser 1975; Prince et al. 1982).
A discussion of the study by Prince et al. (1982) serves to exemplify fully the
confounded concepts of cognitive uncertainty and the expression of uncertainty. They
indicate that ‘plausibility shields’ relate to three grammatical categories: (1) modal verbs
like ‘could’, ‘can’, ‘may’, ‘might’, ‘should’, and ‘would’; (2) mental-content or epistemic
verbs like ‘to think’ and ‘to believe’; and (3) epistemic adverbs like ‘possibly’, ‘maybe’,
or ‘perhaps’ indicate the speaker’s personal commitment of truth. According to their
study, speakers use ‘maybe’ because they cannot commit to a more concrete truth than
that which is expressed with ‘maybe’. In other words, the selection of one of these lexical
choices on a continuum of more to less knowledge or more to less force, is based on the
cognitive information of the speaker. Prince et al. (1982) equates the speaker’s cognitive
degree of certainty with the expression of the degree of certainty, indicating that
epistemic devices are used because the speaker cannot commit to a more certain
expression. By necessitating the relationship between uncertain expressions and uncertain
cognitive states, they refuse the possibility that uncertain expressions, like ‘I think’, can
be used for another purpose, such as consideration for the listener.
Because the data analyzed by Prince et al. (1982) were naturally occurring and
because the speakers’ cognitive states could not be accessed or assessed by researcher
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observation, it is impossible to know the speakers’ level of certainty or their
psychological distance from the believed truth. Accessing this type of cognitive
information would provide insight into the relationship between cognitive uncertainty as
a psychological state and the semantic expression of uncertainty and also the
relationships among cognitive actual stressors, mitigating linguistic patterns, and
consequential effects. To access the degrees of speaker cognitive certainty, an
experimental methodology in which speaker certainty is controlled is required. This type
of study could provide information about the relationship between cognitive uncertainty,
a possible motivation of mitigation, and both the linguistic patterns selected in
communication and the effects of those patterns.
By including the social factor of degree of imposition as a potential stressor and
the cognitive factor of degree of uncertainty as an actual stressor, this current study
contributes empirical evidence about the relationships among social and cognitive
motivations of mitigation, the resulting linguistic patterns, and the effects of mitigation
on the interlocutors and the interaction.
1.4.2 Linguistic expressions
Mitigation research on Spanish has addressed lexical, semantic, and syntactic
mitigation devices and also other discourse patterns associated with mitigation
(Haverkate 1990; Briz Gómez 1998, 2002, 2003; Ballesteros Martín 2001; FélixBrasdefer 2004). Examples of mitigation devices include: adverbials (poco 'little', algo
'some', un tanto or un poco 'a little', más o menos 'more or less', medio 'part', and como
'like'), which most often are considered propositional mitigation devices; verb tenses and
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aspects like the imperfect, conditional, subjunctive; as well as epistemic markers like
specific verbs and adverbial modifiers such as no estoy seguro ‘I’m not sure’ or
posiblemente ‘possibly’ (Briz Gómez 2003; Félix-Brasdefer 2004).
Epistemic markers express degrees of certainty and include various types of verbs
and adverbs (e.g. Félix-Brasdefer 2004; Briz Gómez 2003; Caffi 2006). Félix-Brasdefer
(2004) presents mental status verbs, also called epistemic verbs and parenthetical verbs
(e.g. yo creo or yo pienso ‘I think’, se me hace ‘it seems to me’) as related to certainty,
which is appropriate considering his research is based on an epistemic framework (Nyuts
2001). Similarly, Briz Gómez (2003) mentions verbs like pensar ‘to think’, creer ‘to
think/believe’, suponer ‘to suppose’, imaginar ‘to imagine’, and parecer ‘to seem’,
claiming that they function to mitigate by reducing the conviction associated with the
evidence provided.
Similar mitigation devices are a lo mejor ‘maybe’ and es posible ‘it’s possible’
(Fraser 1975; Prince et al. 1982; Briz Gómez 2003). Ballesteros Martín (2001) calls these
epistemic possibility markers and provides examples in English like ‘a chance’ and
‘probable’. Félix-Brasdefer (2004) refers to this group of mitigation devices as modal
adverbs, citing as examples quizá ‘maybe’ and probablemente ‘probably’. These, like the
epistemic verbs, indicate a degree of semantic uncertainty and are claimed to mitigate.
Utterances using epistemic verbs, including no sé ‘I don’t know’, yo qué sé ‘what
do I know’, no sé cómo decirte ‘I don’t know how to tell you’, a mí me parece ‘it seems
to me’, and que yo sepa ‘from what I know’, have received special attention because of
the self-reference. These expressions mitigate based on the degree of uncertainty
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expressed in the epistemic verbs (Briz Gómez 2003). In addition, reference to the self in
examples like que yo sepa ‘from what I know’ addresses the notion of personal deixis,
which is “linguistic marking of personal relationships in terms of spatial coordinates”
(Caffi 2006, 25). The examples above that refer to the self indicate that the
communicated perspective is limited to that of the speaker, reducing the possibility that
the utterance is understood as a common perspective. Also referencing first person,
Ballesteros Martín (2001) classified expressions like temo que ‘I’m afraid that’ as
‘subjective opinion expressions’. She indicates that they reduce the force of an
affirmative, considering that they limit the perspective to that of the speaker.
The analysis of deixis is common in both politeness and mitigation research. Caffi
(2006) calls mitigation that uses deixis enunciative mitigation devices, which reduce the
speaker’s responsibility for the utterance. Utterances that do not refer to a specific person
are often referred to as impersonal expressions (Briz Gómez 2003; Félix-Brasdefer
2004). Included in this category of impersonal expressions are indefinite pronouns, the
use of uno ‘one’, the impersonal se construction in Spanish (e.g. Se dice que no es posible
‘They/One say/s that it’s not possible’ or ‘It is said that it’s not possible’), tú ‘second
person singular-impersonal’ or nosotros ‘first-person plural-impersonal’. Impersonal
expressions refer to impersonal agents, not the speakers or listeners present, thereby
moving the focus away from the interlocutors.
Another way in which deixis can be utilized to mitigate is through attribution
shields, which are devices that refer to another person’s reasoning and not the speaker’s
(Prince et al. 1982). The example ‘My mom said I couldn’t go’ refers to the mom’s
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reasoning and therefore reduces the speaker’s responsibility. The way in which a speaker
indexes the listener and himself with respect to their relationship or the social
relationships of others is an important cue to both politeness and mitigation.
Besides referencing personal deixis, temporal deixis is also examined in
mitigation research. For example Briz Gómez (1998) demonstrates the use of the
imperfect with quería ‘I wanted’ in a request for money to go to the movies, where the
imperfect indicates a temporally distant period. The use of this imperfect aspect has been
called the ‘polite imperfect’ (Félix-Brasdefer 2004), and marks deictic references of time.
Similarly, the conditional refers to a temporal deixis, and is often considered
evidence of politeness and mitigation in language (e.g. Koike 1989; Leech 1983). For
example, the request ¿Podrías prestarme tu coche? ‘Could you lend me your car?’ refers
to the future moment of the lending event but also indicates a level of semantic
possibility, like the epistemic markers. This possibility reduces the speaker’s
responsibility in the current moment, as well as in the future moment because of the
epistemic modification. Koike (1989) explains that in requests, speakers may select from
the present or future tenses or use the conditional and, of these options, she indicates that
the conditional is farthest from the deictic center, which explains the understanding of the
conditional as polite. The conditional in Spanish can indicate what modal verbs, like
‘could’, ‘can’, ‘may’, ‘might’, ‘should’, and ‘would’ that have already been discussed,
indicate in English: a level of semantic uncertainty. This example of the conditional
indicates that lexical choices have various properties that may contribute to an analysis of
mitigation.
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Studies that focus on specific mitigation devices have provided insight to the
study of mitigation. Yet, in naturally occurring interactions between speakers and
listeners, multiple mitigation devices typically co-occur both within the utterance and
within the discourse. Félix-Brasdefer (2004) mentions Haverkate’s (1994) study of deixis
and mitigation and Briz Gómez’s (2003) study of mitigation as the few examples of
research on Spanish that approach a discourse perspective of mitigation.
As mitigation research began to consider discourse, the importance of discourse
features like discourse markers, question forms, and information organization were
noticed as mitigating linguistic devices. Discourse markers (e.g. pero ‘but’, es que ‘it’s
that’) and also discourse particles, also called hesitators, (e.g. uh, este ‘um’) have been
studied as mitigation devices in Spanish (Ballesteros Martín 2001; Briz Gómez 2003;
Félix-Brasdefer 2003). Discourse markers are syntactically detachable, commonly used
in utterance initial position, operate on local and global levels of the discourse, range in
their prosodic contours, have multiple functions, display relationships in discourse, and
offer coherence and cohesion (Schiffrin 1987).
Politeness research analyzes a variety of markers called politeness markers,
including por favor ‘please’ or perdóname ‘excuse me’ and solidarity markers like
hermano or carnal ‘brother’ or güey ‘dude’ (Félix-Brasdefer 2004). Briz Gómez (2003)
provides the example como todo el mundo ‘like everyone else’ or literally ‘like the whole
world’, which may function similarly to solidarity markers when they identify the
interlocutors as sharing the same social group (Félix-Brasdefer 2004). Solidarity markers
are used infrequently in rejections and most often in informal relationships (Félix-
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Brasdefer 2004). These solidarity options are often referred to in politeness research since
they approach the topic of positive face and affiliation, addressing the relationship
between speakers and listeners.
Many solidarity markers like hermano ‘brother’ and consultive devices like the
vocatives mira ‘look’ and oye ‘hey listen’ are interjections, which have no grammatical
connection to the rest of the sentence and often express emotion (Crystal 2003, 239), yet
there are no studies that provide more than an observational perspective related to the
connection between interjections and emotion. In addition, the interjections here are also
vocatives, which are a type of interjection that serve to call the attention of the addressee.
Politeness markers may also be considered interjections, such as perdón ‘excuse me’ and
disculpa ‘pardon’, and have been associated with notions of negative politeness since
they may decrease the imposition on the addressee (Carrasco Santana 2002, 127),
defining a particular aspect of the relationship that is created between the speaker and
listener.
Other types of markers address the relationship between the speaker and the
discourse, helping to structure ideas, information, and actions in discourse (Schiffrin
1987). Hesitators address the speaker-discourse relationship. In a study by Ballesteros
Martín (2001), no examples of hesitators were found in Spanish, yet she provided the
example bueno ‘well’ in Spanish and ‘uh’ in English. Briz Gómez (2003) includes the
following examples of speaker-discourse markers, yet provides little analysis: es que ‘it’s
that’, pues ‘well’, and o sea ‘in other words’. He mentions these as they occur in a
segment of discourse (Example 1.10) and also bueno ‘ok’ (2003, 25), but he does not
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provide sufficient background information or explanations of these markers with respect
to their relationship to mitigation.
Example 1.10
B. pues yo/ es que/ no sé/ yo es que/ yo sí que estoy segura
A. pe- mm ¿ESTAS SEGURA?/ SEGURO?/ o sea ¿lo tienes claro?
B. sí
A. pues yo no
B. yo creo que te lo he demostrado/ que estoy bastante segura
A. mira, yo te quiero// y cre- y creo que lo SABES/// pero NO/……
B. pero si yo no te pido que me lo demuestres
A. pero
B. por lo menos ahora, si- si ahora tienes algún problema pues vale. Pues no me
lo demuestres// si- si- si tú ahora……
A. es que mira……
B. well I/ it’s that/ I don’t know/ I it’s that/ I yes that I’m sure
A. bu- mm ARE YOU SURE? / FOR SURE? / I mean it’s clear to you?
B. yes
A. well it’s not clear to me.
B. I think that I’ve showed it to you/ that I’m pretty sure
A. look, I love you// and I thin- and I think that you KNOW it/// but you DON’T
B. but if I’m not asking you to show me
A. but
B. at least now, if- if now you have some problem, well fine. Well you don’t show
it to me// if- if- if you now….
A. it’s that look……
(Briz Gómez 2003, 36, translation by original author)
Another discourse marker that has received attention in mitigation research is the
use of concessive movements in discourse, which are formulas that indicate agreement
and then offer an opposing utterance (Félix-Brasdefer 2004; Briz Gómez 2003). Such
examples are, no, sí ‘no, yes/yeah/right’ (Félix-Brasdefer 2004) and sí/pues/vale/es
verdad ‘yes/well/ok/it’s true’ followed by pero ‘but’ (Briz Gómez 2003). Félix-Brasdefer
provides an example of the opposite order no, sí ‘no, yeah’ (Example 1.11), and refers to
Koike, Vann, and Busquets’ (2001) finding that these affirming-unaffirming markers
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introduce a dispreferred response and mitigate by protecting face needs.
Example 1.11
No, sí, es que ahorita sí de veras no traigo los apuntes.
‘No, yeah, it’s that right now yeah truthfully I don’t have my notes’
(Félix-Brasdefer 2004, 297, translation by original author)
In general, discourse markers along with hesitators are grouped according to their
functions (e.g. Schiffrin 1987). Here they have been presented in relation to their function
to identify the speaker-listener relationships (e.g. politeness markers, solidarity makers)
or the speaker-discourse relationships (e.g. hesitators, es que ‘it’s that’, pues ‘well’,
concessive movements). There are many examples of discourse markers in Spanish
mitigation research, but the relationship between discourse markers and mitigation is less
than fully explained. Each discourse marker contributes to the interaction in a distinct
way, and often can function in various ways in the discourse (Schiffrin 1987). Yet,
considering that a main goal of this current research is to analyze mitigation in discourse,
the discourse markers are analyzed here based on their use for the identification of
speaker-listener relationships or speaker-discourse relationships. They are analyzed in
discourse resulting from two controlled contexts that vary in their motivations of
mitigation, imposition and speaker uncertainty. The analysis in this dissertation depends
on the previous research that addresses specific discourse markers.
Discourse and conversation studies have also addressed consultive devices (e.g.
House & Kasper 1981), which mark speaker-listener relationships in discourse.
Specifically, speakers use consultive devices to seek interaction with the listener (House
& Kasper 1981). For example, speakers may ask a question to elicit listener participation,
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or they may even use gestures that offer the listener the floor to speak. In addition to
indicating the speaker-listener relationship, consultive devices help to organize discourse.
Questions are the most obvious type of consultive device. A question like ‘What do you
think?’ overtly addresses and consults the listener while it also advances the discourse.
Félix-Brasdefer (2004) focuses on question forms, highlighting tag questions like
¿no?, ¿verdad?, and ¿sí? which may be understood as ‘don’t/can’t/won’t you?’,
‘really?’, or ‘right?’ depending on the prior proposition. Ballesteros Martín (2001) refers
to two types of consultive devices. Harmonizors are conventional expressions that
establish agreement or invite the listener to participate. Agreement formulas often mark
the end of a speaker turn and elicit the listener’s response. She provides examples of tag
questions for each of these, including ¿sabe? ‘you know?’, ¿verdad? ‘right?’, and
¿entiendes? 'you understand?’, which could be used as either harmonizors or agreement
formulas. The distinction between these types of consultive devices is dependent only on
the sequence of speaker and listener turns, yet again a thorough analysis of discourse
considering the interlocutors’ sequenced turns was not provided with the mention of
harmonizors and agreement formulas. The use of questions for mitigation purposes has
been related to both politeness and degree of certainty motivations, but empirical
evidence about the use of consultive devices with distinct motivations is lacking.
While questions help to organize the discourse, three other discourse
organizational strategies have also been considered in mitigation research. House and
Kasper (1981), in their cross-cultural comparative study of mitigation, mention
preparators, which indicate the goal of the discourse without addressing the topic
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overtly. An example of a preparatory utterance from the current data is Tengo que decirte
algo ‘I have to tell you something’, which indicates the goal of asserting something in the
upcoming interaction. Steerers advance the discourse toward the goal, providing guiding
information. Steerers and preparators can be compared to Gumperz’ contextualization
cues, which he defined as “any feature of linguistic form that contributes to the signaling
of contextual presuppositions” (1982, 131). Grounders are utterances that explain why a
particular speech act is done (House & Kasper 1981). The discourse marker es que ‘it’s
that’ often identifies reasons or explanations (Fernández Leborans 1992), as in the
example, ‘Do you want to go with me? It’s just that I don’t want to go alone’. The reason
provided indicates why the speech act of the question was uttered.
Brown and Levinson (1987) also mention discourse organization strategies as
related to mitigation. They define relevance hedges as topic shifts. They also refer to
manner hedges, yet they do not describe them in detail. Considering that Grice’s Maxim
of manner (1975), on which Brown and Levinson’s (1987) hedge categories are based,
relates to making utterances clear and organized, manner hedges seem to be those that
make the utterance unclear or unorganized. Brown and Levinson (1987) indicate that
manner hedges can function to mitigate any type of possibly offensive action and make it
more polite. Even though these mitigation terms were used within politeness theory, the
contribution to the understanding of mitigation is minimal. No other research on
mitigation addresses these terms used by Brown and Levinson (1987).
In current research that addresses mitigation and discourse, such as Briz Gómez’s
(2003) study, researchers focus on specific discourse features associated with mitigation,
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like discourse markers and discourse organization strategies, but thus far no one has
provided a thorough analysis of the relationships among the linguistic patterns analyzed,
the motivations of mitigation, and the effects of mitigation as they function in discourse
between speakers and listeners.
Although there is limited information about mitigation in discourse, there are a
few theoretical claims based on the research on Spanish. The first is the general claim
that mitigation can be analyzed from a dialogic perspective. This claim has been alluded
to based on the fact that the examples provided address topics like the speaker-listener
relationship in discourse. More specifically, Briz Gómez (2003) draws attention to turntaking in his analysis of Example (1.12), yet although he mentions turn-taking, he does
not analyze it. He also does not analyze other discourse features that may contribute to a
dialogic perspective of mitigation, such as tag questions (¿no? ‘right?’).
Example 1.12
E. estamos cómodos // mira que si me sale ahora un trabajo que me
interesaa ¿no?
L. tía pues no está mal ¿no?
E. mm si te interesa y encima te va bien / te es compatible con los estudios
F. no creo con el horario que TENGO //compatible a laah siETEE/ ya me dirás
qué trabajo.
G. ¡ay! a lo mejor es por la maÑANA
L. sí pero / [de ocho a una]
E. [de ocho a una]
G. oye hay gente que sólo/ trabaja por la mañana/ un horarioo// pues
yo qué sé/ de ocho a dos.
E. we’re comfortable // look that if I now get a job that interests me right?
L. girl well it’s not bad is it?
E. mm if it interests you and on top of that it’s going well for you/ you it’s
compatible with your studies.
F. I don’t think so with the schedule that I HAVE //compatible at sEVEN/ now
you can tell me what job.
G. ay! Maybe it’s in the morNING
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L. Yes but / [from eight to one]
E. [from eight to one]
G. hey there are people that only/ work in the morning/ a schedule// well what do
I know/ from eight to two.
(Briz Gómez 2003, 23, translation by original author)
His general conclusion based on this example is that cooperación extrema
‘extreme cooperation’ can be perceived. Cooperation would be considered an effect on
the interlocutors, evident in the discourse, yet an analysis leading him to this conclusion
is not conveyed in his research. He claims that this cooperative turn-taking exemplifies
what Bravo (1999) called affiliation, which is valued by Spanish speakers. In summary,
he mentions that turn-taking can indicate something about cooperation and face-work
values; and he mentions turn-taking within his study focused on mitigation and discourse,
but an explanation of the relationships among these concepts is absent. He addresses the
relationship between discourse patterns and effects, but indicates little analysis of the
relationship. Nonetheless, theoretically there is some relationship between turn-taking
and mitigation. Since turn-taking requires the participation of speakers and listeners, it is
also implied that mitigation involves both speakers and listeners and that mitigation is not
only based on the speaker’s selection of lexical items or syntactic constructions.
Considering that mitigation is created within speaker and listener turns, it must be
analyzed within discourse, considering the co-construction and participation of both
speakers and listeners.
The second theoretical claim is about mitigation devices used in conjunction with
one another, a phenomenon that is exemplified in many of the previous examples. FélixBrasdefer’s analysis moves beyond a quantitative analysis when he conjectures, based on
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his data, that mitigation devices used together can reinforce the effect of mitigation
(2004, 297). This proposal reiterates Briz Gómez’s (2003) similar claim that an increased
number of mitigation devices produces greater mitigation, and it also relates to Briz
Gómez’s conclusion that mitigation is scalar and the impact can be of greater or lesser
degrees (2003, 32). These claims and the analyses reviewed here call attention to the fact
that mitigation must be examined not only from a lexical or syntactic level, but from a
discourse level that analyzes the relationship among mitigation devices used jointly in
speaker-listener discourse.
1.4.3 Effects
In the mitigation process, the linguistic patterns selected create various types of
effects. The effects have been mentioned throughout this discussion about mitigation and
include propositional, illocutionary, and perlocutionary effects. Effects on the interaction
resulting from diverse levels of interlocutor involvement or agreement (Brown &
Levinson 1987; Briz Gómez 2003; Félix-Brasdefer 2004) and effects on the speaker as
well as the listener in terms of perlocutionary force and face (Fraser 1980; Chen 2001)
have also been mentioned. The prior research on the linguistic devices and discourse
patterns associated with mitigation in Spanish has connected specific effects with specific
linguistic devices (Table 1.2). For example, epistemic devices have been associated with
decreased evidence and increased agreement (Briz Gómez 2003; Félix-Brasdefer 2004).
Decreased certainty, decreased speaker assertiveness and increased listener involvement
resulting in increased cooperation, and increased negotiation have been associated with
speaker-listener discourse markers (Ballesteros Martín 2001; Félix-Brasdefer 2004).
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Politeness markers have also been associated with increased cooperation (Ballesteros
Martín 2001), and first-person references were associated with decreased force (Caffi
2006). Concessive-movements protect face needs (Koike et al. 2001). Decreased clarity
was suggested as the effect associated with hesitations (Ballesteros Martín 2001), yet
psycholinguistic lines of research indicate increased clarity in terms of increased
predictability with hesitations (e.g. Arnold & Tanenhaus in press). Finally, turn-taking
has been analyzed as providing evidence of cooperation and increased agreement (Briz
Gómez 2003). It is unclear whether these indicated effects should be interpreted as
specific to the described linguistic devices or whether they describe some larger effect of
mitigation in general.
Table 1.2 Proposed relationships in the mitigation process resulting from social
motivations
Patterns
associated with
mitigation
Epistemic
devices
Speaker-listener
markers

Example
No sé
‘I don’t know’
Mira ‘look’
¿No? ‘right?’

Politeness
devices
Concessivemovements
First-person
references
Hesitations

Por favor
‘please’
Sí, no
‘Yeah, no’
Temo que
‘I’m afraid that’
Este ‘uh’

Turn taking

S:
L:

Effects
(D – Decreased
(I - Increased)
D - evidence
I - agreement
D - certainty
D - speaker assertiveness
I - listener involvement
I - cooperation
I - negotiation
I - cooperation
Affiliation
Protection of face needs

Briz Gómez 2003
Félix-Brasdefer 2004
Ballesteros Martín 2001
Félix-Brasdefer 2004

Ballesteros Martín 2001
Koike et al. 2001

D - force

Caffi 2006

D - clarity
I - clarity

Ballesteros Martín 2001
Arnold & Tanenhaus in
press
Briz Gómez 2003

I - agreement
Cooperation
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Although various effects are proposed, “there is a lack of empirical studies that
examine…the function of the mitigating strategy” (Félix-Brasdefer 2004, 287, translation
by Czerwionka). Furthermore, because the majority of mitigation studies are situated
within a politeness framework, the motivation for mitigation presented in these studies is
necessarily related to social motivations, indicating that the effects may also be more
relevant only as a result of social motivations. Taken as a whole, the prior research calls
for additional investigation of the relationships among the major components of the
mitigation process: motivations; linguistic patterns; and effects.
1.5 Contribution of current research
Considering the three main components of the mitigation process addressed in
mitigation research (i.e. motivations, linguistic patterns, and effects), there is little or no
information about: (1) the impact of specific motivations on the interlocutors’ selection of
mitigating linguistic patterns or on the associated effects; (2) mitigation devices used in
conjunction with each other within discourse resulting in mitigating discourse structures;
and (3) evidence to support the proposed effects of mitigation on interlocutors and
interactions. This dissertation will fill these voids, thereby contributing to the
reconstruction of the “conceptual underpinnings” and “practical functioning” (Caffi 2006,
122) of mitigation as it occurs as a process embedded within social and cognitive aspects
of communication.
With respect to the motivations, Martinovski et al. (2005) states that motivations
can be actual or potential. This current study considers the actual versus potential
distinction and also specifically addresses cognitive and social motivations. Social
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motivations for mitigation have been addressed normally within politeness theories as
they relate to linguistic mitigation devices and effects on interactions, but cognitive
motivations have been left largely unstudied as they relate to mitigation devices and
effects on interactions. Cognitive motivation has been mentioned in past research (Prince
et al. 1982; Chafe 1986; Chafe & Danielwicz 1987; Caffi 2006), but the previously used
methods have not been able to provide empirical evidence related to cognitive
motivations. Based on this information, this research examines both the social motivation
of imposition and the cognitive motivation of speaker uncertainty.
With respect to the analyses of linguistic patterns that mitigate, the majority of
mitigation research has focused on the word or utterance level, often examining
grammatical structures and lexical items in isolation from their discourse environments.
Considering that multiple mitigation devices are found in dialogue and that dialogue
features such as turn-taking have been alluded to as important to mitigation, this project
examines mitigation at the discourse level, quantitatively and qualitatively analyzing
mitigation devices as they occur jointly within discourse along with the sequential
progression of linguistic interactions created by speakers and listeners.
Analysis of distinct motivations of mitigation and the resulting discourse patterns
would provide a more thorough analysis of the functions and effects of mitigation
strategies in interaction. Mitigation can create effects on the style of interaction between
interlocutors, and it can also impact the interlocutors on a more personal level.
Thus far, specific mitigation devices have been associated with specific effects
(Table 1.2). These effects must be verified with additional empirical evidence and, more
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importantly, the effects associated with mitigating discourse structures must be revealed.
This study is the first to address this issue with empirical data.
This current research provides a detailed discourse analysis of the produced
interactions considering linguistic devices and sequential patterns, while also taking into
account the distinct contextual motivations. In addition to a discourse analysis,
interlocutors’ perceptions of the mitigated interactions are analyzed to provide additional
information related to the effects of mitigation and the roles of speakers and listeners in
interaction. Perception is defined as the interlocutors’ ability to identify characteristics of
discourse and reflect on the way in which a particular discourse impacts them. When
interlocutors’ reflect on their linguistic interactions, they bring linguistic forms into
consciousness in an explicit way and they make language “an object of inquiry” (Gass &
Selinker 2008, 359). By using these data to identify effects, we gain a distinct perspective
related to how interlocutors’ cognitive states, including emotional states and perceptions
of interactions, are impacted by the mitigating linguistic patterns resulting from distinct
motivations. Considering that mitigation has been claimed to be a metapragmatic concept
(Caffi 2006) requiring some degree of consciousness, it is reasonable to request the
perceptions of speakers and listeners. Metalinguistic data, which has not been considered
in previous mitigation research, can contribute to our understanding of interlocutors’
abilities to analyze the dialogues in which they participate.
The prior research on mitigation has provided a basis for this current investigation
that is concerned with the interactions among the three major components of the
mitigation process (Martinovski et al 2005). Although a complex research topic, Caffi
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indicates that the complexities involved with the analysis of mitigation are “not a
symptom of theoretical weakness” (2006, 59).
The overarching goal of this dissertation is to provide an experimental pragmatic
treatment of mitigation, utilizing Martinovski et al’s (2005) mitigation process as a guide,
and relying on fields of linguistics, communication studies, psychology, and
psycholinguistics for analysis. Mitigation is particularly important because, although we
sense its natural use in dialogue, which we assume to improve the quality of our
interactions and negotiations, the empirical evidence is lacking related to when, how, or
why we use this strategy. Using an experimental design that manipulates two contextual
factors (degree of speaker uncertainty and degree of imposition), the first goal is to
determine to what degree these contextual factors influence mitigation and, ultimately, to
determine in what contexts mitigation devices are commonly used. In addition, this
dissertation examines how mitigated meanings are created in dialogue, using qualitative
discourse analyses, supported by quantitative analyses. Finally, to address why mitigation
is used as a common communicative tool, the effects of mitigation are investigated in
multiple ways. The effects on the continuation of the interaction are examined using
linguistic and conversational analyses, while the effects on the interlocutors are examined
by studying interlocutors’ awareness and perceptions of the mitigated interactions.
Through multiple approaches to data and reliance on several frameworks to inform the
analysis, this dissertation examines the social and cognitive forces on the expression of
mitigation in discourse and the effects of mitigation on the interaction and the
interlocutors, while also considering a dialogic perspective of communication. Mitigation
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is one communicative strategy that can provide insight into a broader understanding of
communication that depends on both social and cognitive factors.
1.6 Outline of the dissertation
In this chapter the mitigation process has been described and the findings from
prior mitigation research related to motivations, linguistic patterns, and effects of
mitigation have been summarized. This review has called attention to voids in the
research, which limit our understanding of mitigation and lead to questions of what
prompts specific mitigating discourse patterns, how mitigating discourse patterns are
created within discourse, and what effects result from mitigating discourse patterns. To
answer these questions, an experimental approach to the study of mitigation is required to
access cognitive motivations in addition to social ones, and an interdisciplinary pragmatic
perspective is needed to explore fully the mitigation process as it occurs in interactions.
Chapter 2 reviews the previous literature relevant to the discussion of this project
of mitigation within dialogic communication, referencing studies of linguistics,
communications, psychology, and psycholinguistics. Specifically, Chapter 2 addresses: a
broad view of human interaction; theories of communication that include views of
interlocutors and indirect language in communication; and a focused perspective on
indirect language that relies on notions of implicature, politeness, and mutual knowledge.
Jointly, these topics relate to both social and cognitive perspectives of language and
communication, providing further insight for the analysis of the mitigation process.
Chapter 3 introduces the methods used for this tripartite study. Part 1 presents the
experimental roleplay design used to analyze the relationships among motivations,
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linguistic patterns, and effects of mitigation in roleplay interactions, and also describes
the quantitative analyses that will be done on the frequencies of the linguistic devices.
Part 2 relies on the experimental methods described in Part 1 and explains the qualitative
methods used for the discourse analysis of the produced data. Part 3 consists of the
methods used to conduct metalinguistic conversations, contributing interlocutor
perception data to the understanding of the effects of the mitigation process on
interlocutors.
The results from Parts 1, 2, and 3 are presented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6,
respectively, along with discussions of those results. Finally, in Chapter 7 an overarching
summary of the results is provided, followed by a concluding discussion. In general, this
investigation indicates how distinct motivations influence the selection of specific
linguistic patterns in discourse and the effects that those patterns have on the interaction
and the interlocutors. The issue of mitigation in interaction interweaves language,
cognition, and social interaction.
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CHAPTER 2: INTERACTION, COMMUNICATION, AND INDIRECTNESS
This investigation examines linguistic mitigation within speaker and listener
interactions. However, mitigation operates within the broader context of human
interaction, which is partially described by linguistic communication theories that address
indirect language, speakers’ and listeners’ roles, social influences like politeness, and the
creation of mutual knowledge. Interaction theory (Levinson 2006) notes the uniqueness
of human social interaction, based on specific cognitive capabilities and behavioral
dispositions. Linguistic interaction is included within social interaction and involves the
use of language to create mutual knowledge among interlocutors (Clark 1996). If the goal
of communication is to create mutual knowledge, then the use of indirect language,
which has been associated with mitigation, seems particularly puzzling. Therefore,
Gricean and neo-Gricean theories of indirect language, in addition to explanations from
politeness theories that rely on social perspectives, and also Pinker’s (2007) evolutionary
social psychological perspective of indirect language, are explored. By exploring
interaction theory, communication theories, and theories of indirect language, a more
informed perspective is obtained from which to view mitigation in communication.
2.1 Interaction
The theories of language and communication addressed in this dissertation relate
to the social environment in which language is used and address the dependence of
communication on speakers’ and listeners’ capabilities. A starting point for this
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discussion is Stephen Levinson’s view of the “roots of human sociality”, which are based
on the unique human capability for social interaction (2006, 1). Human interaction is
possible through “a set of cognitive abilities and behavioral dispositions which
synergistically work together to endow human face-to-face interaction” (Levinson 2006,
7). 5 Interaction is of interdisciplinary interest, studied by anthropologists, sociologists,
psychologists, and linguists but, as indicated by Levinson (2006), a synthesis of these
fields of research has not yet emerged. Therefore, various perspectives related to human
interaction, mostly focused on language, are outlined in this dissertation with the
underlying awareness that, together, they create a better understanding of communication
and human interaction. Interaction theory corresponds to functionalist approaches to
linguistic study in that functionalists moved away from the view that language is preplanned in sentence form, demonstrating that the structure and meaning of language
emerge as interaction occurs. The cumulation of these perspectives informs this current
study of mitigation.
2.1.1 Joint attention
Joint attention is the ability to direct one’s attention to the object of attention of
another person (e.g. Tomasello 1999; Tomasello, Carpenter, Call, Behna, & Moll 2005).
People can follow pointing actions and gazes of another person, which in turn directs
their attention to particular objects in the trajectory of the first person’s point or gaze. The
second person can then attune to that same object, resulting in both parties’ attention
5

This chapter addresses face-to-face interaction, but the understanding of communication presented here
may be applied to any type of online communication, including Computer-mediated communication
(CMC).
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being focused on same object. By the age of 9 months, children can engage in joint
attention with others (Tomasello, Kruger, & Ratner 1993), and between 6 and 18 months
the ability to participate in joint action increases tremendously (Bakeman & Adamson
1984; Carpenter, Nagell & Tomasello 1998). Following Tomasello (1995), Kaplan and
Hafner (2006) affirms that during joint attention, the behaviors of others must be viewed
as intentional. While Great Apes can use pointing to indicate the object of their desire – a
banana, for example – they do not participate in joint attention that is based on
understood intentions or goals of another person, as do humans (Tomasello 2006;
Gergely & Csibra 2006).
2.1.2 Theory of Mind
Joint attention has been studied as a developmental phenomenon in infants and
has been shown to be a precursor to a Theory of Mind (ToM) (Baron-Cohen 1991;
Meltzoff & Gopnik 1993; Wellman 1993), which emphasizes the ability to understand
the feelings or thoughts of another person (Premack & Woodruff 1978). While joint
attention marks the beginning of the understanding that others have intentions and that, as
social interactors, our intentions can be shared with others, a ToM allows humans to
know that different minds can have different thoughts and feelings. By age 4, a ToM has
been developed (Tomasello et al. 1993). In addition to being a precursor to a ToM, joint
attention behaviors predict language behaviors (e.g. Tomasello & Todd 1983; Carpenter
et al. 1998; Mundy & Gomes 1998). More specifically, the time spent in joint attention
correlates with word understanding and production and, in general, positively affects
language acquisition (Childers, Vaughan, & Burquest 2007). Contributing to the complex
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relationships among interaction and cognitive capabilities, language has been shown to
facilitate abstract levels of cognition, like ToM (De Villers & de Villers 2003; Fischer,
Happé, & Dunn 2005).
It is with these cognitive abilities and behavioral dispositions that communication
occurs. In communication, humans partake in joint attention, respond not just to
behaviors but to behaviors that carry specific meanings, and interpret the meanings that
are linked to behaviors depending upon a ToM to access the possible thoughts and
feelings of others. The ability to share in joint attention, comprehend intention in the
behavior, and understand someone else’s thoughts and feelings are the foundation of
unique human interaction, linguistic communication, and the creation of mutual
knowledge, including knowledge that results from mitigated interactions.
2.2 Communication
Clark states that “we cannot study language use without studying joint activities,
and vice versa” (1996, 387). His understanding of communication focuses on linguistic
communication as ‘joint activities’. Joint activities emerge when interlocutors coordinate
with one another while working towards a common goal advancing the joint action by
increasing common knowledge. Clark considers the speaker’s and listener’s contributions
to interactions as ‘action ladders’ or series of utterances. The speaker creates one action
ladder and the listener a second. The consideration of both of the action ladders in
conjunction with one another fully describes and appreciates the ‘joint action’ that occurs
in linguistic interaction. The ‘levels’ are different from ‘tracks’ and ‘layers’, each of
which describes distinct aspects of joint actions.
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Interactions often have two ‘tracks’. The first-track is the official business of the
interaction, while the second-track is the talk that is considered ‘background’ or less
relevant to the first-track goals. If the official business of an interaction is for the speaker
to assert information to the listener, then all utterances6 beyond those that relate
specifically to that goal are considered to be part of the second-track. Thus discourse
markers like ‘uh’, repetitions or repairs, and even secondary topics are part of the secondtrack. Although these elements are considered part of the second-track, it does not mean
that they are less important to the interaction. Current research has indicated that
discourse markers and repetitions are useful in communication, serving to structure the
discourse based on speaker processing and providing valuable cues to listeners (Clark &
Fox Tree 2002; Krahmer & Swerts 2005; Arnold & Tanenhaus in press).
The third part of Clark’s (1996) model of language use includes ‘layers’. Layers
are similar to notions of indirect speech and implicatures in that they describe multiple
possible meanings for one stated utterance. Clark uses examples of jokes, irony, and
sarcasm. These types of language use an utterance to mean something other than the
propositional meaning expressed.
Within this tripartite model of the use of language (Clark 1996), joint actions are
the center. A similar model of language by Arundale (1999) addresses the speaker’s
meaning in the ‘Recipient design principle’, the listener’s interpretation in the ‘Sequential
interpreting principle’, and joins the speaker and listener in the ‘Adjacent placement
principle’ which claims that the adjacent interactions create mutual constraint for

6

‘Utterance’ is used in a very broad sense in that it includes any talk that is expressed.
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speakers and listeners. This model is similar in that it reflects the separate ladders of all
interlocutors, yet it is distinct in that it addresses speaker meaning and listener
interpretation as tasks related to the individual interlocutor roles. Joint actions indicate
that speakers and listeners cooperate within interaction as they participate in ‘negotiating’
(Caffi & Janney 1994), ‘co-constructing’ (Goodwin 1979; Koike 2003), or ‘conjoint CoConstituting’ (Arundale 1999, 2005; Arundale & Good 2002) communication. The joint
actions or, similarly, the constrained expressions and interpretations of meaning, depend
on the already mentioned human ability to share in joint attention and have a ToM.
Including these capabilities more overtly in a communication theory, Caffi and
Janney’s (1994) model of linguistic interaction can be used to explain partially the ease of
collaborating in joint actions. They address interlocutors’ abilities to anticipate aspects of
linguistic interaction. Caffi and Janney’s (1994) Anticipatory Schemata includes three
subsections, (1) ‘linguistic anticipatory schemata’, (2) ‘contextual anticipatory schemata’,
and (3) ‘co-textual anticipatory schemata’. It is possible to anticipate common outcomes
as long as one has sufficient experience in linguistic and contextual environments on
which to base assumptions.
The linguistic anticipatory schemata consists “of assumptions about ‘unmarked’
uses of language in given contexts, at different levels (from lexical choices to syntactic
construction, from pronunciation to intonation)” (Caffi 2006, 140). Interlocutors’
linguistic schemata are based on the many patterns of language. Knowledge of those
patterns allows them to perceive when the pattern is broken and identify a variable as
uncommon to the pattern. Various investigations have indicated that marked variables in
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language arise with a change in meaning. An example in English and Spanish is that
prominence or focus is created with various marked variables such as a left dislocated
syntactic structure (Lambrecht 2006) (e.g. The girl, I saw her the other day) or an
increased rise in pitch on the focused lexical item (Hualde 2005). The creation of focus is
done with marked linguistic variables that deviate from the interlocutors’ perception of
unmarked patterns. In doing so, the meaning and mutual knowledge are distinct as a
result of the marked utterance as compared to the unmarked version. A speaker may say
‘Mary broke the pitcher’ or in a focused and marked form ‘MARY broke the pitcher’,
focusing on Mary with increased pitch height. This marked sentence indicates that
MARY broke the pitcher as opposed to someone else, or it means that ‘Mary’ is the new
information as in response to the question ‘Who broke the pitcher?’
The contextual anticipatory schemata consist of expectations about how speakers
will interact in specific discourse environments, considering social, emotional, and
cultural norms. The third type is the co-textual anticipatory schemata which consist of
“expectations about types of communicative behavior that are likely to occur in particular
stretches of discourse preceded by previously negotiated behaviors” (Caffi 2006, 140).
An example of the co-textual anticipatory schemata is that in an informal situation that
has been created through negotiated behaviors, a shift to a formal register would not be
expected. Caffi and Janney’s (1994) theory of communication relies heavily on joint
attention, ToM, and also recognition and storage capabilities allowing for pattern
detection and storage. These broad communication theories share in common the
dependence on the human capabilities that Levinson refers to as the “roots of human
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sociality” (2006, 1). They provide a starting point from which to view mitigated language
as joint actions, dependent on the cooperation of speakers and listeners.
These views of communication share the underlying assumption that speakers and
listeners create face-to-face linguistic interaction together in an online, moment-tomoment fashion. “Each participant’s cognitive processes in interpreting and designing are
responsive to prior, current, or potential contributions the other participants make to the
stream of interaction” (Arundale 2005, 59). Additional evidence of this perspective is
Givón’s view that “human communication involves an intricate network of conventions
concerning what speakers and hearers are entitled to expect of each other when carrying
out their respective roles in communication” (1989, 129-130). It has been shown that
speakers design their utterances for the listeners (Bell 1984; Clark 1992), in addition, it
has been shown that listeners’ speech can be modified based on the linguistic variables of
the speaker, creating a convergence of the phonetic variables of the interlocutors (Pardo
2006). This finding indicates that joint actions not only can account for the creation of
mutual knowledge, but also a joint creation of linguistic style considering linguistic
variables such as phonetic variation.
Clark’s (1996) model of communication focuses on joint actions created by
speakers and listeners and, thus, does not conform to the views of Grice (1975), Levinson
(1983), and Sperber and Wilson (1986) that are concerned with the speaker’s intention
and the listener’s recognition. Although Arundale’s (1999) model indicates the speaker
meaning and listener interpretation, he joins these two ladders of action together,
indicating that they are constrained by one another. Arundale (2008), after providing a
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detailed analysis of Gricean, neo-Gricean, and other views of speakers and listeners in
communication, states that intention is not at the heart of human interaction. This view is
shared by Conversation Analysts, who do not presume anything beyond the context of the
interaction that is analyzed. While this discussion does not require a full description of
Conversation Analysis (CA), it is mentioned here since this research uses concepts and
terminology from the CA framework.
In addition, CA research provides evidence of the ability to create joint actions
with other interlocutors and the ability to expect and plan for upcoming moves in
interaction; in essence, following the anticipatory schemata (Caffi & Janney 1994). CA
research depends on micro-analyses that not only expose the joint creation of interaction,
but also provide a method to view the complexity of human interaction, including the
action ladders of speakers and listeners, the cooperation between interlocutors, and the
levels, tracks, and layers of talk (Clark 1996), by way of a micro-analytic and sequential
approach.
2.3 Indirect language
A topic that continues to be a challenge within any communication framework or
type of analysis is indirect language, especially considering that indirect language
obstructs the overt creation of mutual knowledge, the proposed goal of linguistic
interaction. The discussion of mitigation within linguistics is encompassed primarily
within pragmatic studies of indirect language. Indirectness occurs when “the speaker
communicates to the hearer more than he actually says by relying on their mutually
shared background information, both linguistic and non-linguistic” (Searle 1975, 60-61).
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An example of indirect speech is when a speaker says ‘It’s cold in here’, which may be
used to ask the listener to shut the window or change the temperature of the air
conditioner or heater, thereby, solving the temperature problem. Indirectness has been
considered part of mitigation in that it modulates the illocutionary force of the utterance
(Fraser 1975, 1980).
While the focus of the communication theories addressed above (Caffi & Janney
1994; Clark 1996; Arundale 1999) is not indirect language, they call attention to the use
of indirect speech in communication. Clark’s (1996) ‘layers’ of communication allow for
a variety of meanings to emerge in interaction, similar to the variety of meanings or at
least dual meanings that are thought to exist with indirect speech in Grice’s (1975) view.
Grice (1975) more stringently described specific types of indirect language as having the
meaning of what was said and the meaning of what was meant. Yet, more generally, this
notion corresponds to different layers of meaning. Furthermore, Caffi and Janney’s
(1994) anticipatory model offers an understanding of how indirect speech may be
understood, based on anticipatory abilities that use linguistic, contextual, and co-textual
schemata that interlocutors possess as a result of their observations of similar experiences
and patterns in the social world. Although these theories provide a place for indirect
speech, neither Clark (1996) nor Caffi and Janney (1994) explain why indirect speech is
used, considering that it could seem counterproductive to the goal of creating mutual
knowledge. Other theories of communication not focused on joint actions, like research
on implicatures and politeness, address indirect speech more overtly, providing additional
perspectives on its use, and thereby informing the discussion on mitigation.
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2.3.1 Implicature
An implicature, coined by Grice (1975) is what Searle (1975) referred to as an
indirect speech act. Implicatures are meanings that are communicated even though the
meaning is not expressed formally within the utterance (Grice 1975, Grice 1989; Bach
1999; Levinson 2000; Blackwell 2003). Relating specifically to mitigation, Caffi (2006)
mentions that Hölker (1988) questioned whether “primary devices of mitigation have
semantic nature and secondary devices mitigate by implicature” (Caffi 2006, 210),
although this issue has not been explored in other mitigation research.
Grice’s theory of implicature focuses on the speaker’s meaning and indicates that
what is understood from an implicature form is based on the speaker’s meaning (Horn
2005). As an example of a conversational implicature, the interlocutor B in Example (2.1)
responds to the question ‘Can I get the car back today?’ with the response ‘There’s been a
problem’. The relevant meaning that is communicated with this response is ‘No, you
can’t get the car back today’, although the proposition expressed does not indicate that
meaning. Grice describes the occurrence of an implicature as when a speaker says some
proposition ‘p’ but communicates an implicated meaning ‘q’. In this example ‘p’ is
‘There’s been a problem’ and ‘q’ is ‘No, you can’t’.
Example 2.1 A: Can I get the car back today?
B: There’s been a problem.
The explanation of how listeners understand implicatures is based on Grice’s
Maxims (1975). Grice indicates that hearers assume that speakers cooperate by following
the maxims of quantity, quality, relation, and manner (Table 2.1, Grice 1975, 45-46).
These maxims indicate that speakers provide the perfect amount of information, truthful
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and evidenced information, relevant information, and the clear and simple expression of
information. In general it is assumed that the Cooperation Principle (CP) is followed by
speakers, which states “make your conversational contribution such as is required, at the
stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in
which you are engaged” (Grice 1975, 45).
Table 2.1 Grice’s Maxims
Quantity I. Make your contribution as informative as is required (for the
current purposes of the exchange).
II. Do not make your contribution more informative than is required.
Quality Try to make your contribution one that is true.
I.
Do not say what you believe to be false.
II.
Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence.
Relation Be relevant.
Manner Be perspicuous
1. Avoid obscurity of expression
2. Avoid ambiguity.
3. Be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity)
4. Be orderly.
When a speaker does not conform to the maxims, the listeners still have the
responsibility to assume speaker adherence to the maxims, and therefore attempt to make
the speaker’s utterance adhere to the maxims. A relevant answer to Speaker A’s question
in Example (2.1) ‘Can I get the car back today?’ would be ‘yes’ or ‘no’, yet the response
by B was ‘There’s been a problem’. This response does not answer the question, yet
according to Grice (1975), the meaning communicated is ‘no’ based on the listener’s
responsibility to take the response ‘There’s been a problem’ as relevant to the question,
thereby interpreting the speaker as cooperative. The listener constructs inferences about
the situation so that the utterance may be understood as relevant. In summary, an
implicature occurs when the speaker says ‘p’ and implicates ‘q’ provided that:
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(1) The speaker is presumed to be observing the maxims, or at least the
Cooperative Principle.
(2) In order to make the speaker’s utterance ‘p’ consistent with (1), it is
necessary to assume that the speaker believes ‘q’.
(3) The speaker reflexively expects that the addressee is able to grasp intuitively,
or actively infer (2).
(Grice 1975, 49-50)
Grice mentioned conversational and conventional implicatures. The focus for the
purposes of this study of mitigation in discourse is on conversational implicatures, which
are defined as being cancellable, non-detachable, calculable, non-conventional,
reinforceable, and universal (cf. Levinson 1983). Conversational implicatures need to be
worked out by listeners, depending on principles of language, such as Grice’s Maxims
(Example 2.2).
Example 2.2 S: ‘You know who’ is walking in right now.
This utterance uses an unclear expression, ‘you know who’, to indicate the agent in the
proposition and, therefore, violates the Manner Maxim. The violation of the maxim is
still understood as following the CP and can be understood to mean that there is reason
not to use a clearer expression in this situation. One reason may be that the speaker does
not want overhearers to know which of the people walking in is the one that he is
identifying.
Within conversational implicatures, Grice also mentioned generalized
conversational implicatures, which are less context dependent than particularized
conversational implicatures. Example (2.3) is an example of a particularized
conversational implicatures. The indefinite article ‘a’ is an example of a generalized
conversational implicature in that it implicates distance in many contexts and not just
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particular ones. The use of the indefinite article communicates that there is distance
between the speaker and the cat, implicating that the cat does not belong to the speaker.
Example 2.3 S: I saw a cat in the yard.
There are a number of problems with Grice’s model of implicatures (e.g. Davis
1998), such as the overgeneralization of implicatures (e.g. Levinson 1983), yet Grice did
not mean for this model to be strictly followed. In addition, it assumes that the
implicature is based on the speaker’s intention, yet there are many examples in which a
certain proposition is stated and multiple understandings are possible based on the
overgeneralization, indicating that it is difficult to claim that the understood meaning is
based on the speaker’s intention. Levinson (1983, 134-135) provided the following
example:
Example 2.4 Proposition: Some athletes smoke.
Possible implicatures: (1) Not all athletes smoke.
(2) Less than 1% of athletes smoke.
If there are multiple, possible implicatures, listeners must be able to know the intention of
the speaker if they are to understand the implicated meaning. Grice’s model does not
provide an explanation to how listeners may verify speakers’ intentions. Moreover,
responding to this problem of defining the speaker’s intention, Arundale (1997), as
indicated in Haugh (2007), states that intentions may often be “non-conscious intentions”
(Arundale 1997, 4); the result of automatic processes employed in communication. This
understanding of intention exemplifies the difficulty in centering a communication theory
on the notion of intention.
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There are two main theoretical camps that research implicatures: the neo-Griceans
and the Relevance Theorists. Neo-Griceans focus on the speaker meaning (e.g. Grice
1975; Levinson 2002), while Relevance Theorists focus on the listener’s recognition of
the context (e.g. Sperber & Wilson 1986). While it is thought that these frameworks are
in competition with one another, Saul (2002) indicates that they are complementary
because they focus on different perspectives of communication (i.e. Neo-Gricean
approach on speaker’s meaning and Relevance theorists on listener’s recognition). It is
important to consider both of these perspectives, “a point echoed in relation to indirect
communication in general in work in speech act theory (Cooren 2000, 2005; Sbisà &
Fabbri 1980; Sbisà 1992, 2001), conversation analysis (Bilmes 1993; Heritage
1990/1991), social psychology (Clark 1996, 1997), and discursive psychology (Edwards
1997; Potter 2006)” (Haugh 2007, 93).
Within the neo-Gricean approach, Horn (1984, 2004) proposes a framework that
depends only on two guidelines; the Q and the R principles. The Q-principle, “Say
enough”, reflects Grice’s first Quantity maxim (Horn 2005, 196). The R-principle,
“Don’t say too much”, reflects Grice’s second Quantity maxim, Relation, and brevity
(Horn 2005, 196). Horn, different from most neo-Griceans, also includes a heareroriented perspective, indicating that:
The hearer-oriented Q Principle is a lower-bounding guarantee of the sufficiency
of informative content; it collects the first Quantity maxim along with the first
two “clarity” sub-maxims of Manner, and is systematically exploited to generate
upper-bounding implicata. The R Principle, by contrast, is an upper-bounding
correlate of Zipf’s principle of least effort dictating minimization of form; it
collects the Relation maxim, the second Quantity maxim, and the last two
submaxims of Manner, and is exploited to induce strengthening or lowerboundary implicata. (Horn 2005, 196)
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Horn’s dual-part system that considers both speakers and hearers is challenged by
Levinson’s tripartite system, including a Q, I, and M heuristic; where Q relates to
quantity, I relates to relevance, and M relates to manner.
Although there are issues with Grice’s notion of implicature (e.g. speaker
intention signifies meaning; speaker and listener roles in communication) and there is
much to be investigated, the study of implicatures draws attention to the keen ability of
humans to communicate with one another even when the meaning communicated is not
stated in the utterance. It is clear in Grice’s work that the concepts of mutual knowledge
and convention are important to consider when attempting to understand indirect speech
or implicatures in communication.
Recent research has also begun to consider implicature within ‘cultural scripts’
(Wierzbicka 1991) and the analysis of politeness implicatures, which occur when
politeness arises by inference (Brown & Levinson 1987; Haugh 2007). The link between
politeness and implicatures is present in Leech’s (1983, 2003, 2005) work in that he
proposes a politeness principle meant to complement Grice’s Cooperative Principle. It is
also described in Kallia’s (2004) and Terkourafi’s (2003, 2005) research that,
respectively, include politeness implicatures within the Cooperation Principle and in a
frame-based theory relating to particularized and generalized implicatures. Terkourafi
(2005) indicates that politeness is centered on the perlocutionary effect that encourages
the listener to view the speaker as polite. Her analysis and that of Kallia (2004) are
similar to the analyses of language within various politeness perspectives in that they are
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focused on the listener’s perspective (e.g. Brown & Levinson 1987) and are concerned
about the listener’s interpretation of the speaker’s meaning.
From a more interactional perspective, Haugh concludes that “the fact that by
implying something one can give rise to politeness indicates that implicature is not
simply a category to be distinguished on the basis of its derivational process, but rather
that implying something sometimes has crucial implication for interpersonal aspects of
communication” (2007, 107). Haugh discusses the possible difference between an
implicature and an implication as related to politeness. His work is presented as a starting
point to begin further research on politeness and implicature. He relies on an interactional
perspective that considers emergence or interactional achievement as the key to
communication, based on Arundale’s Conjoint Co-Constituting Model of
Communication (Arundale 1999, 2005; Arundale & Good 2002) and reflecting Clark’s
(1996) ‘joint actions’.
Mitigation, although not considered thoroughly within a framework of
implicatures, would also benefit from the various views of language gained from
implicature research, especially that which views implicature as related to cultural scripts
and politeness since they link language to the broader social interaction and cognitive
frames. These perspectives of language can contribute a new view of mitigation and the
relationship between mitigation and indirect speech and implicature.
2.3.2 Politeness theories
Leech states that as an utterance becomes more indirect or, in other words, more
mitigated, it becomes more polite (1983,108), thereby identifying the relationship
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between mitigation and politeness. The notion of politeness within pragmatics was an
extension of Grice’s maxims of communication (1975), which present presuppositions
for successful or ‘felicitous’ communication between interlocutors. Since Grice’s (1975)
norms of cooperation do not consider the social relationships of interlocutors in
interaction, politeness theories emerged to address the social relationships that are
important in interaction. Politeness theories provide explanations of why language
emerges as it does considering the speaker and listener relationship in context.
Of the communication theories presented in this chapter, Politeness Theories (e.g.
Brown & Levinson 1987) are the only communication theories that specifically address
mitigation. Consequently, the majority of recent mitigation research has been couched
within politeness theories (e.g. Briz Gómez 2003; Flores-Ferrán in press).
Politeness theories address linguistic interactions that occur within a social world,
considering speakers’ and listeners’ social needs, desires, and expectations resulting from
their historical and socio-cultural influences (Watts 2003). Leech’s (1983) maxims of
politeness, Brown and Levinson’s (1987) politeness theory, and Watt’s (2003) account of
politeness and impoliteness have made the notion of politeness well known within
pragmatics research. In addition, the numerous critiques of these theories, especially that
of Brown and Levinson (1987) made by Wierzbicka (1985), Ide (1989), Matsumoto
(1989, 2003), Pizziconi (2003), and Bravo (2005) regarding its ethnocentricity and
western view, have made the theories even more visible among pragmatics research.
Considering these critiques, a culturally specific definition of politeness is that politeness
is “a form of social interaction that is conditioned by the sociocultural norms of a
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particular society” (Félix-Brasdefer 2006, 2159). The interpretation of politeness is the
result of the historical and socio-cultural influences on the group or person:
Just as the individual only exists by virtue of her/his own specific history, so too
does society only ‘exist’ by virtue of the history of previous social interaction,
which lends those forms of behavior the impression of objective validity.
Throughout the social history of an individual s/he constructs the idea of an
objectified ‘society’ with which s/he behaves in ongoing interaction. In this sense,
types of social interaction are sanctioned not only by ourselves as individuals but
by society as a whole. (Watts 2003, 143)
2.3.2.1 Leech (1983), Brown and Levinson (1987), and Watts (2003)
Leech (1983), following in line with Grice’s maxims (1975), provided maxims of
politeness to indicate appropriate behavior between speakers and listeners or, as he says,
between the self and others. The maxims address how speakers should act towards the
other and themselves regarding the importance of tact, generosity, approbation, modesty,
agreement, and sympathy referencing. For example, the agreement maxim says that
speakers should minimize disagreement between the self and other and maximize
agreement. The modesty maxim says to minimize self-praise and maximize selfdispraise. Leech offers that these maxims should be followed according to the
cost/benefit scale. Their use should minimize the cost and maximize the benefit for both
the speaker and listener. Leech did not address mitigation in detail, but he was concerned
with the effects of indirect, or mitigated, language on speakers and hearers; namely, with
respect to the cost and benefit for speakers and listeners of selected linguistic devices or
utterances.
The politeness theory of Brown and Levinson (1987) presented a universal model
of linguistic politeness. Their analysis addressed the effect of language on the positive
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and negative faces of interlocutors, following Goffman’s (1967) idea of face, or selfimage. Politeness is defined in this theory as satisfying the face needs or wants of the
interlocutors. These needs take into account the “public self-image that every member
wants to claim” (Brown and Levinson 1987, 61), and are satisfied when interlocutors are
perceived positively and feel accepted (positive face needs) and are allowed to act freely
without imposition (negative face needs). Other scholars have indicated distinct
classifications of face-like notions, such as involvement versus independence (Scollon &
Scollon 2001) and more complex classifications based on social psychology’s view of
identity (Spencer-Oatey 2007) as more appropriate than positive and negative face.
Brown and Levinson view all interactions as potential moments in which the
positive or negative face of the other could be threatened and define linguistic devices as
reducing the threat to the negative or positive face of the hearer. For a speaker to act
according to the face needs of the addressee, the speaker must not commit Face
Threatening Acts (FTAs) or at least must mitigate the possible effects of the FTAs as
appropriate to the particular situation.
Three social parameters have been focused on with respect to their effect on
linguistic politeness; namely, social power, distance, and the degree of the imposition, as
mentioned in Chapter 1. These three social parameters had previously been claimed to be
important in communication (Grimshaw 1980a, 1980b; Leech 1983). Social distance
would be large between strangers and small between friends. The difference in social
power would be great between a student and a professor in most cases and minimal
between peers. The degree of imposition would be high if a speaker informed a listener of
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a stolen car and low if the speaker informed the listener of a broken household item. The
combination of the forces of these parameters impacts the likelihood of politeness in
interaction. For example, if social distance and power were equal in two contexts, it
would be expected that when informing a listener of a stolen car, the interaction may be
more polite than when informing a listener of a broken household item. Therefore, within
the situation with decreased imposition and all other factors being unchanged, the theory
would predict an increased avoidance of FTAs. FTAs may be avoided by the use of
indirect language, linking politeness to mitigation.
To clarify the relationship between mitigation and politeness, Watts (2003)
provides examples of mitigated utterances that likely would not considered polite,
because the mitigated utterances were expected in the contexts. His analysis is based on
his distinction between ‘politic behavior’ appropriate in a society and actions that go
beyond the expectations and are therefore interpreted as ‘polite’. One of his major
contributions was the observation that, although polite actions are difficult to identify
because they are so tightly intertwined with learned social expectations, when appropriate
actions are missing in social interaction, they are easily identified as impolite.
Considering politic, polite, and impolite possibilities, he indicates that if a certain way of
modulating language is the norm, and speakers meet that norm, then the utterance does
not constitute politeness. It is simply an unmarked interaction, although it may be
mitigated. Watts (2003) avoids the simple relationship that more mitigation equals more
politeness, since the social norms in a particular context must also be considered. His
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analysis is dependent upon interlocutors using their anticipatory schemata (Caffi &
Janney 1994) for the recognition of patterns and deviations from the patterns.
2.3.2.2 Mitigation within Brown and Levinson’s politeness theory
Mitigation is mentioned explicitly multiple times within Brown and Levinson’s
(1987) politeness theory. They (1987) use the term ‘hedge’ when referring to mitigation,
but as Caffi draws from their analysis, they use this term in both generic and specific
ways (2006, 54). When talking about a being polite by avoiding disagreement, Brown
and Levinson (1987) use the generic term ‘hedge’ and indicate that opinions may be
hedged by not overtly stating opinions that disagree with the listener. This brief mention
of mitigation as avoiding disagreement may provide insight into the more recent claims
that mitigation increases agreement (Briz Gómez 2003; Félix-Brasdefer 2004). Brown
and Levinson also delineate four specific types of hedges, which are (1) quality hedges
that reduce the commitment of truth, (2) quantity hedges that make the information less
precise, (3) relevance hedges that shift the topic in the discourse, and (4) manner hedges
(1987, 169-173). Manner hedges are not described in detail, but considering that Grice’s
maxim of manner (1975) on which these hedge categories are based relates to making
utterances clear and organized, manner hedges are those that make the utterance unclear
or unorganized. Brown and Levinson (1987) indicate that manner hedges can function to
mitigate any type of possibly offensive action and make it more polite.
While quality hedges are examples of propositional mitigation and quantity
hedges fit into the category of illocutionary force mitigation, Brown and Levinson (1987)
do not draw out the distinctions between these two. Both relevance and manner hedges
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do not fit into the types of mitigation addressed by Caffi (2006), but do relate to discourse
structures that have been associated with mitigation by House and Kasper (1981).
Although Brown and Levinson address mitigation directly in their theory, in addition to
using the word ‘hedge’ for generic and specific meanings, they also use the term to
represent both directions in the modulation spectrum (1987, 171), for what others have
called ‘boosters’ and ‘hedges’ (Holmes 1995).
Relating mitigation to facework and, in essence, the proposed effect of mitigation,
the generic concept of a ‘hedge’ is claimed to reduce the likelihood of disagreement.
Therefore, it is related to positive face since it reduces the likelihood that the listener will
feel negatively viewed and rejected. If disagreement is minimized, then speakers and
listeners may be more positively received and feel accepted. In general, though, they
associate mitigation with negative face, allowing the listener to act freely, yet the specific
use of ‘hedge’ is associated with a reduction of negative face threats, reducing the
imposition on the listener.
Expanding upon a simple notion of perlocutionary force, their analysis of the
impact of mitigation on the positive or negative face provides a more detailed analysis of
the theoretical impact of mitigation. Since Brown and Levinson’s (1987) notion of face
and the impact of mitigation on the positive or negative face is a theoretical construct, it
is not clear how researchers conclude that an individual utterance or type of mitigation is
associated more or less with either positive or negative face. It is also unclear why they
claim that mitigation is listener-focused in most cases, when it likely involves the speaker
as well.
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In order to consider the faces of the speakers and listeners equally, Chen (2001)
introduces the concept of self-politeness so that both the speaker’s and the listener’s faces
would be taken into account. He states that at times utterances would have an other-face
orientation, at times a self-face orientation, and at times would involve both other-face
and self-face. Chen’s (2001) view is reminiscent of Fraser’s (1980) altruistic versus selfserving types of mitigation, in that Fraser’s types of mitigation relate to the speaker and
listener. While Chen (2001) broadens the politeness perspective to include speakers and
listeners, he does not address mitigation. Mitigation still lacks sufficient analysis from the
speaker and listener perspective, even within politeness theories. Brown and Levinson’s
(1987) politeness theory provides a more detailed analysis of the impact of mitigation on
speakers and listeners, but this theory is also limited by the lack of empirical data related
to impact of mitigation on speakers and listeners, in addition to an unclear definition of
mitigation.
2.3.2.3 Politeness with mitigation in Spanish
Interactions occur in particular ways because of social expectations and individual
speakers’ and listeners’ desires. These desires may be based on a variety of value systems
and may change depending on the particular context. In addition to the social parameters
discussed by Brown and Levinson, contextual differences may be based on the speech act
analyzed or the cultural background:
(1) Speech acts: requests (Koike 1994; Placencia 1998; Blum-Kulka & Olshtain
1984; Márquez Reiter 2000, 2002; Félix-Brasdefer 2005); apologies (Blum-Kulka
& Olshtain 1984; Márquez Reiter 2000); suggestions (Koike 1994); and refusals
(Félix-Brasdefer 2006); among others
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(2) Cultural backgrounds: Mexican (Koike 1994; Curcó & De Fina 2002; FélixBrasdefer 2005); Spanish (Curcó & De Fina 2002; Placencia 1998; Lorenzo-Dus
2001; Briz Gómez 2003; Chodorowska-Pilch 2002); other Spanish speaking
societies (Placencia 1996; Blum-Kulka & Olshtain1984; Márquez Reiter 2000;
Placencia & Bravo 2002; García 2004); and non-Spanish speaking societies
(Wierzbicka 1985; Blum-Kulka & Sheffer 1993; Ide 1989; Matsumoto 1989,
2003; Pizziconi 2003; Lakoff & Ide 2005).
Spanish speaking communities are considered to exhibit more positive than
negative face values (Lorenzo-Dus 2001; Ballesteros Martín 2001; Hickey 2005; Curcó
2007). The positive face social-value systems of Spanish speaking communities have
been referred to as being based on solidarity, group-oriented tendencies, or involvement
(Scollon & Scollon 2001; Félix-Brasdefer 2005, 2006). Spanish speakers, as compared to
English speakers, tend to use more direct language (Placencia 1995; Ballesteros Martín
2001; Márquez Reiter 2000, 2002; Pinto 2005) and fewer mitigation devices when
communicating (Pinto & Raschio 2007; Ballesteros Martín 2002), indicating less of a
concern with negative face values of imposing on others.
Like other varieties of Spanish, Mexican Spanish speech acts have been found to
be more direct than English speech acts (Pinto & Raschio 2007) and to reflect value for
positive face (cf. Curcó 2007). Félix-Brasdefer (2005) indicates that positive politeness
strategies are evident especially in situations of equal status in parts of Mexico. In a
comparative study of Spanish and Mexican perception of linguistic politeness (Curcó &
De Fina 2002), it was found that Mexicans are more highly attuned to the degree of
imposition on the listener, indicating that imposition is a salient factor in Mexican
communication. Moreover, Grindsted (1994) found that Mexicans tend to avoid
confrontation. These findings imply that negative facework, reacting to the potential
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imposition on the listener and avoiding that imposition, in addition to positive facework,
are part of Mexican communication tendencies and the social value system (FélixBrasdefer 2006). Considering that mitigation is most associated with negative politeness
(Brown & Levinson 1987), it would be expected that mitigation would be less prevalent
in Spanish interactions, yet various studies focused on mitigation in Spanish point out
linguistic devices used for mitigation and the effects of mitigation in interaction as
described in Chapter 1 (Briz Gómez 1998, 2002, 2003; Ballesteros Martín 2001; FélixBrasdefer 2004).
One study in particular found significantly more mitigation in the rejections by
Mexican Spanish speakers as compared to those by English speakers in English and
English speakers who were learners of Spanish (Félix-Brasdefer 2004). Of all of the
mitigated utterances from the 3 groups, 52% of them were from the native Spanish
speakers’ discourses. This finding questions the previous conclusions that mitigation may
be less frequent in Spanish and supports further study of mitigation in Spanish discourse.
2.3.2.4 Dissonance between politeness and mitigation
Although politeness theories address mitigation directly, the scope is limited to a
social perspective of language. Based on the emotive devices framework (Caffi & Janney
1994), Caffi indicates that mitigation within politeness research is associated with the
degree of self-assertiveness or self-unassertiveness (2006, 128). Yet, mitigation may also
index degrees of positive or negative, nearness or farness, clearness or vagueness,
certainty or uncertainty, or more or less (Caffi & Janney 1994). By mentioning these
possible modulation scales for the analysis of mitigation, it becomes clear that although
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politeness theories are useful to study social and pragmatic perspectives of mitigation,
they represent one of several possible analyses of the pragmatic context in which
mitigation occurs.
Caffi and Janney’s (1994) work on language and affect in their emotive distances
framework indicates that affect in pragmatics research is a “generic term for linguistically
expressed feelings, attitudes, and relational dispositions of all types” (Caffi & Janney
1994, 238). They emphasize that interlocutors are very aware of the connection between
emotion and communication, but these connections are not sufficiently explored in
research. Their claim is that the connection between affect, language, and human
interaction, if explored in pragmatics research, could provide a more accurate view of
communication. Although this claim is not the primary goal of this current research
project, their view helps to clarify the possible contrasts that speakers may use in their
mitigating linguistic patterns or that interlocutors may perceive.
Caffi and Janney’s study (1994) defines ‘emotive communication’ and ‘emotional
communication’. Emotive communication is the intentional expression of affective states,
such as when a speaker says ‘I’m sorry that your glass broke’, even when the speaker
feels no actual sorrow. This example utterance does not necessarily reflect the speaker’s
actual emotional or cognitive state and, at times, it is used to influence the interaction, the
listener, or to modify the self-presentation of the speaker (Arndt & Janney 1991). Saying
‘I’m sorry’ is appropriate in many circumstances, at least in English, even when it does
not reflect an actual cognitive state, such as when one bumps into someone else by
accident, a situation that seldom causes a true cognitive state of sorrow. Emotional
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communication is the unintentional expression of emotion that reflects the cognitive state
of the speaker. For example, the communication tendencies that occur when someone is
sad versus when someone is happy are often distinct. Emotional communication is
associated with the cognitive state of the person (e.g. happy, sad, aggravated, or
uncertain). Caffi and Janney (1994) encourage a focus on emotive communication, since
emotional communication research would entail verification of the actual affectivecognitive states of speakers. These types of communication are analyzed as either a
process that involves speaker and listener interaction or as a product; a style of
communication (Caffi & Janney 1994).
Caffi (2006) attempts to relate linguistic emotive categories to those defined
within psychological perspectives. She comments on the linguistic emotive categories as
they can express the relational dispositions that are at times mitigated in communication.
She draws attention to the following linguistic categories and the contrasts or scales that
they express: evaluation that expresses contrasts of positive/negative; proximity
contrasting near/far; specificity contrasting clear/vague; evidentiality which contrasts
confident/doubtful; volitionality which contrasts assertive/unassertive; and quantity
contrasting more/less intense (Table 2.2). This brief digression further indicates that
politeness theory is not sufficient for the analysis of mitigation, based on the various
contrasts that may be expressed in emotive language in a particular circumstance, such as
one involving mitigation.
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Table 2.2 Linguistic categories of emotive devices and main contrasts (Caffi 2006, 141)
Linguistic categories
Evaluation
Proximity
Specificity
Evidentiality
Volitionality
Quantity

Main contrasts
Positive
Negative
Near
Far
Clear
Vague
Confident
Doubtful
Assertive
Unassertive
More
Less

Because of the high visibility of politeness theories, mitigation is often closely
associated and confused with notions of politeness. Caffi (2006) points out that politeness
theories are insufficient for the analysis of mitigation since they only consider the
volitionality devices of the six emotive devices available for use in mitigation. In
addition, the insufficient analysis of mitigation within politeness theories does not take
into account motivations for mitigation that are not social in nature, such as cognitive
ones. Finally, analysis of mitigation within politeness theory has an imposed listener
focus in communication, despite the introduction of alternatives (Chen 2001). Mitigation
is considered to be a polite linguistic expression in certain contexts, yet the discussion of
mitigation within politeness theories does not contribute greatly to what is known about
the mitigation process (Martinovski et al. 2005).
2.3.3 Indirect language from a social psychological view
Moving slightly away from traditional analyses of implicature and politeness,
Pinker (2007) provides new insight into the understanding of indirect speech acts. He
depends on concepts from Game Theory to explain when and how interlocutors decide to
use indirect speech. Game Theory uses mathematical calculations to understand behavior
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in certain situations and was first used in economics. The situations analyzed are those in
which an individual's success in making choices depends on the choices of others.
Pinker’s (2007) argument relies on the notion of mutual knowledge and the questionable
status of mutual knowledge as a result of indirect speech. For example, if John asks Mary
out on a date by saying “Are you free tonight?” instead of asking “Do you want to go on
a date?”, Mary is left with the ambiguous interpretation of the utterance either meaning
‘Are you free?’ or ‘Do you want to go on a date with me?’. Therefore if Mary is not free
or if she doesn’t want to go on a date, she simply would have to say “no”. In that case,
even if John knew that he meant ‘Do you want to go on a date tonight?’, the indirectness
of the question allows for John’s knowledge never to become mutual knowledge. Mary
could presume that John meant that he wanted to go on a date with her, but she cannot be
sure. Since Mary is not sure, John likely does not have to feel badly about being rejected,
since he never officially shared his desire to go out with Mary. This indirect strategy
allows John “plausible deniability” (Pinker 2007, 443); the ability to claim that his
knowledge about his utterance was solely based on interest in Mary’s schedule that
evening. Similarly, both John and Mary could pretend that they could deny the implicated
meaning (Pinker 2007). This discussion is reminiscent of the difference between
conventional and conversational implicatures, since Grice (1989) stated that with
conventional implicatures, “you cannot deny that you meant them without involving
yourself in a contradiction” (Green 1989, 94). Conversational implicatures are, on the
other hand, cancellable or deniable, like the prior example.
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Adding to this discussion, Pinker provides a reason for the use of indirect
language, depending on social psychology. Pinker (2007) explains that indirect language
occurs along with an attempt to cross some relational boundary, and it is used for this
purpose because people do not like to negotiate those boundaries (Fiske 2004, 88). Pinker
(2007) proposes that mutual knowledge, also called common knowledge, common ground,
and joint knowledge (Schelling 1960; Lewis 1969; Smith 1982; Clark & Marshall 1981;
Clark & Brennan 1991), may signify a change in the relationship. He indicates that
mutual knowledge has often been mentioned with regard to how it is created, but this
ambiguous creation of mutual knowledge is also important, serving to protect face since
“face is inherently a phenomenon of mutual knowledge” (Pinker 2007, 457). He provides
the example that, although your friends may gossip about you behind your back, it really
does not matter as long as that information is not confirmed as mutual knowledge (2007,
457). He concludes by saying that “knowledge, then, can be dangerous” (2007, 459).
Language “lets us learn what we want to know, but it also lets us learn what we don’t
want to know” (2007, 459). Pinker’s perspective allows us to leave the concern of how
listeners interpret speakers’ meanings, since how and if we chose to interpret speakers or
the co-constructed joint action is a rational choice. Pinker’s theory unites notions of
indirect language with interaction-based perspectives of language.
2.4 Current study of mitigation
Mitigation has been tightly linked to indirect speech, and it functions within
communication and, more generally, human interaction. The various theories that
partially account for language use and indirect speech in interaction provide a broader
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scope from which to view mitigation. While this current investigation is grounded in
Martinovski et al.’s (2005) framework of the mitigation process that involves
motivations, linguistic patterns, and effects, the theories explored in this chapter serve to
inform the discussion of the results, considering mitigation within a larger scope.
The current investigation is based on a 2x2 experimental roleplay design that
controls for imposition and speaker uncertainty, two contextual factors that have been
claimed to impact mitigation. To guide the current analysis of mitigation, the following
research questions were posed (Table 2.3).
Table 2.3 Research questions
Part 1: Linguistic devices (Tables 3.3 and 3.5)
1. To what extent does degree of imposition determine the frequency of linguistic
devices associated with mitigation?
2. To what extent does degree of speaker uncertainty determine the frequency of
linguistic devices associated with mitigation?
Part 2: Mitigation in discourse (Table 3.3)
3. To what extent does degree of imposition influence discourse?
4. To what extent does degree of speaker uncertainty influence discourse?
Part 3: Speaker and Listener perception
5. How do speakers and listeners express their perception of the production findings
from Parts 1 and 2?
Part 1 of this study involves an analysis of the linguistic patterns that emerge from
the four controlled contexts with a quantitative analysis of specific linguistic devices
associated with mitigation (i.e. politeness markers, solidarity markers, consultive devices,
hesitators, epistemic verbs, parenthetical verbs, modal adverbs). The hypotheses for the
quantitative analysis are that: (1) there is no significant difference in the frequency of the
individual linguistic device categories associated with mitigation in contexts with more
and less imposition; and (2) there is no significant difference in the frequency of the
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individual linguistic device categories associated with mitigation in contexts with more
and less speaker uncertainty. A final hypothesis for Part 1 is that there will be no
statistically significant interactions between the factors of imposition and speaker
uncertainty. This study is needed considering the complete void in previous research of
the investigation of cognitive factors that motivate mitigation and, therefore, the absence
of investigation of possible interactions between cognitive and social motivations for
mitigation.
Part 2 presents a qualitative analysis of the discourse that is created jointly by
speakers and listeners in the contexts. Although specific hypotheses are not formulated
due to the qualitative and therefore exploratory nature of this analysis, this Part 2 research
will fill a void in the previous literature by thoroughly analyzing the discourses produced
within contexts of both social and cognitive motivations of mitigation. Of the studies that
address mitigation in discourse, most have been limited to the analysis of social
motivations for mitigation and have provided little research considering a joint action
perspective of discourse (e.g. Briz Gómez 2002, 2003)
In Part 3, speaker and listener metalinguistic conversation data is analyzed to
provide insight into the speaker and listener roles and perceptions in mitigated
interactions. Again, hypotheses are not formulated because the goal is to explore the data
qualitatively. The metalinguistic conversation method provides a new type of data to the
analysis of mitigation and also to the study of communication, more broadly. This type of
research serves as a method both to provide additional analysis of communication from
the interlocutors’ perspectives and also to corroborate the production findings from Parts
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1 and 2, showing their validity in the interlocutors’ interactions. Although this
methodology has not been used in studies within pragmatics until now, Spencer-Oatey
(2007) has recently called attention to the possible usefulness of this type of data that she
calls ‘post-event comments’.
In summary, this investigation of mitigation from an experimental pragmatic
approach: (1) addresses social and cognitive factors as possible motivations for
mitigation; (2) quantitatively and qualitatively analyzes resulting linguistic patterns; and
(3) examines the perspective of interlocutors to explore and corroborate findings that
relate (1) and (2). The results are discussed relying on prior mitigation research,
politeness theories, Martinovski et al.’s (2006) notion of mitigation as a coping
mechanism, and Clark’s (2006) model of ‘language use’ to address the types of
information conveyed, roles of interlocutors, and creation of common ground or mutual
knowledge. In addition, Caffi and Janney’s (1994) ‘anticipatory schemata’ and Pinker’s
(2007) social psychological perspective of indirect language enhanced the theoretical
framework. This dissertation not only contributes to study of mitigation, but also to
broader fields of pragmatics, communication, and human interaction.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
In order to answer the research questions posed at the end of Chapter 2, a 2x2
experimental roleplay design was used to control for the social and cognitive motivations
studied: degree of imposition and speaker uncertainty. In this way, the three components
of the mitigation process are investigated, focusing on the impact of two controlled
motivations of mitigation. Considering that the cognitive factor of speaker uncertainty is
impossible to assess in naturally-occurring data, an experimental design was imperative
for this study. While there are diverse benefits associated with observational and
experimental studies, the experimental design provides concrete results related to the
controlled factors, the associated mitigating linguistic patterns, and the effects of
mitigation. Roleplay production data, in addition to metalinguistic conversation data,
were collected for this research. The research questions, designs, participants, materials,
procedures, and analyses for each of the three parts of this investigation are reviewed in
this chapter.
3.1 Part 1 and Part 2 research questions: Production data
The first two sets of research questions about the use of linguistic devices
associated with mitigation and discourse patterns that emerge from the four controlled
interactional contexts are addressed using the production data collected and analyzed in
this dissertation. The questions relate to the mitigation process (Martinovski et al. 2005),
involving motivations, the expression of linguistic patterns, and effects of mitigation. The
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methodologies for Parts 1 and 2 are presented together since the majority of the
methodology is the same. The analyses for Parts 1 and 2 are described separately.
The Part 1 questions relate to the frequency of linguistic devices associated with
mitigation in each of the four controlled contexts that vary in the degrees of the
imposition and speaker uncertainty present. Part 2 of this research aims to analyze
linguistic devices together in their formation of discourse patterns. The second goal of
Part 2 is to understand mitigation in discourse within the mitigation process (Martinovski
et al. 2005) by including not only the motivations and the linguistic patterns that emerge,
but also by discussing the effects of mitigation on the linguistic interaction.
3.1.1 Design of roleplay interactions
This study employs qualitative and quantitative designs to provide answers to Part
1 and Part 2 research questions about the production of mitigation in interaction. The
designs provide audio and video recorded data from dyadic (two interlocutors) roleplay
interactions conducted with university students in Monterrey, Mexico. To address
speaker uncertainty as a cognitive motivation of mitigation, a factor that is impossible to
access in spontaneous data, a method that controls this contextual factor must be used.
For this reason, an experimental roleplay design is used to control for the motivational
factors of degree of imposition and degree of speaker uncertainty.
Roleplays are a common type of methodology within pragmatics research (FélixBrasdefer 2003, 2004; Márquez Reiter & Placencia 2005). Although there are advantages
to analyzing naturally-occurring language, such as an increased range of interactions and
increased authenticity, one of the disadvantages is that naturally-occurring language is:
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impractical to use…(considering that)…if the objective of the researcher
is to observe many instances…in the same situational and interpersonal
context, it is impossible to control the contextual variables so as to ensure
that the same context will be repeated even once.
(Rintell & Mitchell 1989, 250)
A roleplay design allows the researcher to control contextual factors, including
social and cognitive ones. The type of roleplay that is used in this study is an open-ended
roleplay, which allows the participants to determine the outcome themselves with no
limitation on the number of turns (Kasper & Dahl 1991). Open-ended roleplay data
approximate naturally-occurring discourse (Félix-Brasdefer 2003; Cohen 2004), thereby
representing spontaneous language. In addition, roleplay discourse also has been shown
to exhibit “high indices of pragmatic features” (Félix-Brasdefer 2006, 2164), and they are
“negotiatory ways of data elicitation” involving speakers and listeners (Márquez Reiter &
Placencia 2005, 221). According to Gumperz and Cook-Gumperz (1982), roleplays are
valid methods since they elicit predetermined linguistic strategies that are a part of the
participants’ practices. The previously mentioned features of open-ended roleplay data
make this design particularly useful for the analysis of mitigation in discourse. The
discourses studied are created through speaker and listener turns that use various
linguistic devices and discourse patterns, which are part of the interlocutors’ linguistic
practices. In summary, a dyadic, open-ended roleplay methodology allows for systematic
data collection and control of two motivating contextual factors (i.e. imposition and
speaker uncertainty).
Linguistic data in Spanish from 56 open-ended roleplays are analyzed to identify
linguistic devices and discourse patterns that are associated with the mitigation process
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(Martinovski et al. 2005). The data allow for quantitative and qualitative analyses of the
linguistic devices and discourse patterns in context and, in so doing, identify the impact
of the motivating contextual factors on linguistic mitigation.
The two degrees of imposition are identified as high-imposition and lowimposition. High-imposition is assumed in contexts in which the speaker tells the listener
about the listener’s car being stolen. Low-imposition is assumed in contexts in which the
speaker tells the listener about the listener’s broken glass pitcher. The events of the stolen
car and the broken pitcher were decided upon to represent high-imposition and lowimposition based on common knowledge about the importance placed on objects such as
cars and pitchers, and the associated imposition if something were to happen to these
objects. In general, cars are more valuable than pitchers; and therefore a problem with a
car was assigned the level of high-imposition as compared to a low-imposition problem
with a pitcher. Briz Gómez (2003) provides a similar example in Spanish comparing a car
and a book, verifying the imposition that is associated with the two degrees of imposition
used in this study. In general, increased imposition is associated with mitigation, as
evidenced in the mitigation research that is focused on socially delicate situations (House
& Kasper 1981; Prince et al. 1981; Brown & Levinson 1987; Caffi 2006).
The second contextual factor is the degree of speaker uncertainty. This topic often
mentioned in mitigation research (e.g. Lakoff 1972; Prince et al. 1982; Chafe 1986;
Félix-Brasdefer 2004), yet there is no evidence of the impact of distinct degrees of
speaker uncertainty on linguistic output. This lack of evidence, as already stated, is likely
due to the fact that the degree of uncertainty is impossible to assess in naturally-occurring
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linguistic interactions. In this study, speaker uncertainty is imposed in the contexts by
giving the speaker implicit information, which includes statements that require the
speaker to infer that the car had been stolen or that the pitcher had been broken (e.g. ‘The
news said that recently many cars have been stolen close to where you live. You parked
your friend’s car, but now you don’t see it and you CAN`T find it’). The speaker receives
sufficient information to infer what had happened to the car or pitcher, yet this inferential
process indicates more uncertainty than with factual information. Therefore, speaker
certainty is imposed in the contexts by giving the speaker explicit information, which
consists of factual statements (e.g. ‘The car was stolen’ or ‘The pitcher broke’). All of the
materials including the roleplay prompts are detailed in section 3.1.3.
The two degrees of the two contextual factors create a 2x2 design, resulting in a
total of four contexts (Table 3.1). One context involves implicit information and the
increased imposition topic of the car. Another context presents explicit information and
the increased imposition topic of the car. A third context includes implicit information
and the pitcher topic with low-imposition, and the last context involves explicit
information and the pitcher topic with low-imposition. Of the 56 total roleplays, 14
pertained to each of these four contexts.
Table 3.1 Independent variables in the design of contexts
Imposition (n=56)
High-imposition
Low-imposition
Car (n=28)
Pitcher (n=28)
Speaker
uncertainty
(n=56)

Implicit information
Uncertain (n=28)
Explicit information
Certain (n=28)
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14

14

14

14

The implicit and explicit information define the two degrees of speaker
uncertainty. Implicit information increases the speaker’s uncertainty, while explicit
information increases the speaker’s certainty. Therefore ‘uncertain’ is used to identify the
less certain context that contains implicit information, and ‘certain’ identifies the more
certain context that contains explicit information. Therefore the four contexts are
hereafter referred to as: (1) High-imposition/Uncertain (HU); (2) High-imposition/Certain
(HC); (3) Low-imposition/Uncertain (LU); and (4) Low-imposition/Certain (Table 3.2).
Table 3.2 Variables, contexts, and abbreviations
Variables
High-imposition, Implicit
information
High-imposition, Explicit
information
Low-imposition, Implicit
information
Low-imposition, Explicit
information

Context titles
High-imposition/Uncertain

Context abbreviations
HU

High-imposition/Certain

HC

Low-imposition/Uncertain

LU

Low-imposition/Certain

LC

In this study, the speaker uncertainty factor is an actual stressor, while the
imposition factor is a potential stressor. The four contexts reflect combinations of these
stressors, resulting in distinct degrees and types of stressors in each context (Table 3.3).
The HU context entails a high level of the actual and potential stressors in the interaction,
the HC context represents a low level of the actual stressor and a high level of the
potential stressor, the LU context implies a high level of the actual stressor and a low
level of the potential stressor, and the LC context represents a low level of both the actual
and potential stressors.
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Table 3.3 Variables as actual and potential stressors
More potential stressor
More actual stressor

Less potential stressor
Social factor
High-imposition/Uncertain
Low-imposition/Uncertain
↑ actual, ↑ potential
↑ actual, ↓ potential

Cognitive
Factor
High-imposition/Certain
↓ actual, ↑ potential
Less actual stressor

Low-imposition/Certain
↓ actual, ↓ potential

Each group of two participants produced two roleplays: one about the car and the
other about the pitcher. Each group was given either explicit or implicit information. The
type of information and the order of the roleplays were randomly assigned to the 28
groups to avoid any ordering effects. There were four orders available and 7 participant
groups were assigned randomly by the researcher to each ordering option (Table 3.4). For
example, the first two voluntary participants were assigned Option 1, and the second two
voluntary participants were assigned Option 2. This system was used for all 28 groups to
assign randomly to the participant groups the orders of the contexts considering the
information types.
Table 3.4 Order and information type options
Option number
1
2
3
4

Contexts order
HU, LU
LU, HU
HC, LC
LC, HC

Number of groups
7
7
7
7

3.1.2 Participants
The 56 participants were university students at the Universidad Autónoma de
Nuevo León (UANL), located in the outskirts of Monterrey, Mexico. Monterrey is a city
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of about 3.5 million people in northern Mexico, and the UANL is the third largest
university in the country. All of the participants volunteered for the project after being
asked by the researcher. Participation took place in May and June 2008. All but 4
participants were from the state of Nuevo León. The 4 participants not from Nuevo León
had been living there since before age 5. The participants appear to have strong peer
groups at the university, which is ideal since experience in peer groups has been shown to
shape regional language variety (Kerswill & Williams 2000). The goal of the participant
selection at the university was to obtain a group that was as homogeneous as possible,
with similar language experience.
All participants were native Spanish speakers; 48 participants had some
experience with another language besides Spanish. They were most familiar with
English, but they did not use English for communication purposes at work, school, or in
social interactions. Even though gender is not discussed in this dissertation, 29 of the
participants were female and 27 were male. The average age of the participants was 22.
There was no controlled pairing of participants when creating groups of two.
Some participants chose partners that they knew. Participants without a partner were
paired with the next person who volunteered. Of all 28 groups, 4 groups included partners
that knew each other very well, and 8 groups included partners that did not know each
other at all. In the remaining 16 groups, the partners were familiar with each other to
various degrees because they had seen each other at school or had been in classes
together.
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3.1.3 Materials
The presence of the variables in the four different contexts was made known to
speakers through the roleplay prompts provided. The prompts indicated the degree of
imposition (i.e. high-imposition or low-imposition) and the degree of speaker uncertainty
(certain or uncertain). The prompts contained a minimal amount of information about the
context to limit their influence on the participants and to encourage natural interactions.
Each of these four contexts prompted the speaker to communicate news to the listener
and thereby create mutual knowledge, a task of spontaneous interactions.
In the prompts (Table 3.5), the word compañero/a ‘mate, friend’ was used as
opposed to a term like amigo/a ‘friend, because it is a more neutral term that signifies
various types of relationships, including those with more distance than typical in a
friendship. A friend can be a compañero/a when they are classmate, a teammate, or
roommate. Although it is not required that a compañero/a be a friend, it is translated as
‘friend’ in the prompts below. This term in Spanish was selected in order not to impose a
specific relationship between the two participants in the roleplay that might have been
false or awkward for the participants in reality.
The prompts are listed starting with the high-imposition topic of the stolen car.
Within the degrees of imposition, the prompts are listed by degree of certainty; first,
uncertain and then certain. Also within the degrees of imposition, the speakers’ prompts
are listed first while the listeners’ prompts are last. The listeners’ prompts contain
minimal information about the context, while the speakers’ prompts contain slightly more
information. The four speaker prompts are slightly different from one another to
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accommodate the variables being studied, while the listeners’ prompts only vary
depending on the high- and low-imposition contexts. Each participant participated once
as a speaker and once as a listener. These roles of speaker and listener are defined purely
by the prompt received.
Table 3.5 Prompts
Speaker prompt: High-imposition/Uncertain (HU)
Tu compañero/a te prestó su carro para viajar. Dijeron en las noticias que se han
robado muchos carros últimamente. Tú estacionaste el carro de tu compañero/a y
ahora no lo ves y NO lo puedes encontrar. Tu compañero/a viene ahora para el carro.
¿Qué le dices?
‘A friend lent you his/her car to take a trip. The news reported that recently many cars
have been stolen. You parked your friend’s car and now you don’t see it and you
CAN`T find it. Your friend is coming for the car. What do you say to him/her?’
Speaker prompt: High-imposition/Certain (HC)
Un compañero/a te prestó su carro para viajar. Dijeron en las noticias que se han
robado muchos carros últimamente. Mientras en el viaje, te robaron el carro. Tu
compañero/a viene ahora para saber del carro. ¿Qué le dices?
‘A friend lent you his/her car to take a trip. The news reported that recently many cars
have been stolen. While on the trip, the car was stolen. Your friend is coming to get the
car. What do you say to him/her?’
Listener prompt: High-imposition, Certain and Uncertain
Le prestaste tu carro a tu compañero/a y ahora vas a buscarlo. ¿Qué le dices?
‘You lent your car to your friend and now you’re going to get it. What do you say?’
Speaker prompt: Low-imposition/Uncertain (LU)
Tus hermanitos están en la casa de tu compañero/a contigo. Les dijiste que tienen que
tener mucho cuidado con el jarrón de vidrio con agua que les diste. De repente
escuchas el sonido de la caída de vidrio. Tu compañero/a viene ahora. ¿Qué le dices?
‘Your young siblings are at your friend’s house with you. You told them to be careful
with the glass pitcher with water that you gave them. All of a sudden you hear the
sound of glass breaking. Your friend is coming now. What do you say to him/her?’
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Table 3.5 Continued
Speaker prompt: Low-imposition/Certain (LC)
Tus hermanitos están jugando en la sala en la casa de tu compañero/a. Les dijiste que
tuvieran que tener mucho cuidado con el jarrón de vidrio con agua que les diste. Al
entrar la sala, ves que los niños rompieron el jarrón. Tu compañero/a viene ahora. ¿Qué
le dices?
‘Your young siblings are playing in the living room at your friend’s house. You told them
to be careful with the glass pitcher with water that you gave them. Entering the living
room, you see that the kids broke the pitcher. Your friend is coming now. What do you
say to him/her?’
Listener prompt: Low-imposition, Certain and Uncertain
Tu compañero/a, con sus hermanitos, pasó por tu casa para saludarte. Escuchas un
sonido de la caída de algo, y tu compañero/a te está esperando. ¿Qué le dices?
‘Your friend, with his/her siblings, came by your house to visit you. You hear the sound
of something breaking, and your friend is waiting for you. What do you say to him/her?’

3.1.4 Procedures
The participants in groups of two entered a classroom at the UANL where video
and audio recording equipment were set up. A digital video camera and tripod were used
to record video and audio, and a microphone connected to a computer running the
Audacity software program was used to record the audio separately. The participants
were welcomed by the researcher and told that the project was for the researcher’s
dissertation at the University of Texas. They were given a consent form to sign along
with a description of their participation in two roleplays. They were informed that they
could discontinue their participation at any time.
After deciding to participate, the participants were told that although roleplay data
are not spontaneous linguistic data, they are representative of what participants know
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about linguistic interaction, which has been gained through participation in their social
surroundings. They were asked to read the prompts and pretend that they were in the
context described when interacting. The video camera and computer recorded their
roleplays. The researcher did not interfere at all in the interactions after providing the
directions and the prompts, but remained in the room during the interactions to be
passively present in order to ensure the recording equipment was working properly.
The directions indicated that the participants would first read the prompts, then
put down the prompts on the desk when they finished reading, and finally interact with
their partner. The researcher did not give any additional directions, and there were no
instructions about which of the participants should speak first. During the roleplays, the
researcher remained in the opposite side of the room as the participants, and did not look
at the participants as they roleplayed. In addition, the researcher pretended to read, which
further limited the researcher’s involvement during the time of the roleplay tasks. These
measures reduced the possible effects of observation.
After completion of the first roleplay, participants filled out a questionnaire about
their background, including questions about where they were from, their age, their
experience with other languages and cultures, and their relationship with their group
partner (Appendix A1). This questionnaire served to obtain additional information about
the groups and to provide a distractor between the two roleplays. The participants then
received the second prompt. The participant who was the speaker in the first roleplay was
the listener in the second, and the participant who was the listener in the first roleplay
was the speaker in the second. The speaker and listener roles were not made directly
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evident to the participants but were assigned through distribution of the roleplay prompts,
which contained separate information for the speaker and listener.
3.1.5 Approach to analysis
The roleplay data are analyzed quantitatively in Part 1 and qualitatively in Part 2,
focusing on linguistic devices and discourse patterns mentioned in previous literature that
was addressed in Chapter 1. The researcher first viewed all 56 roleplays by group, and
then separated the videos into video files by group, degree of imposition, and degree of
speaker uncertainty, thus creating four contextual groups: HU; HC; LU; LC. The
communication of the news in each context is considered the head act, a term borrowed
from Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1984). A head act for the purposes of this study is
considered the point in the conversation when the speaker informs the listener of the issue
with the car or pitcher. The head act serves as the division between the pre-sequence and
the post-sequence in the discourse (Example 3.1).
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Example 3.1 Interaction HC02, Pre-sequence, head act, post-sequence
(01) L: Oye (nombre), pues te presté mi carro ayer y como
(02) dijiste que me lo ibas a entregar en mi casa ayer en la
(03) noche y no (.) no llegaste pues (.) este este te estoy
Pre-sequence (04) hablando para ver qué pasó verdad? Porque yo necesito mi
(05) carro para ir a trabajar mañana.
(06) S: Mta ay pues qué crees que pasó?
(07) L: Qué?
(08) S: .h No me lo vas a creer.
(09) L: Qué pasó?
(10) S: Es que me lo robaron.
Head act
(11) L: .h no me digas.
(12) S: Me robaron. (.) fue muy rápido o sea, la
(13) policía y todo este pero todavía no me resuelve nada (.) la
Post-sequence
(14) verdad es que me siento muy apenada contigo porque me lo
(15) has prestado y yo sé cuanto ocupas ese carro pero no está
(16) en mis manos o sea no no no no está en mis manos. Fue un
(17) robo.Yo sé…

Pre-sequence

Head act

Post-sequence

(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)
(08)
(09)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

L: Hey (name), well I lent you my car yesterday and like
you said that you’d return it at my house last night
and you didn’t (.) you didn’t arrive well (.) um um I’m
talking to you to see what happened right? Because I need
my car to go to work tomorrow.
S: Mta uh well you know what happened?
L: What?
S: .h You’re not going to believe me.
L: What happened?
S: It’s that it was stolen.
L: .h don’t tell me.
S: I was robbed. (.) it was really fast I mean, the
police and all um but they haven’t resolved anything (.) the
truth is that I feel so badly about this because you
lent it to me and I know how much you use the car, but it’s
not in my hands or I mean it’s it’s it’s it’s not in my hand. It
was a robbery. I know….

The analysis focused on the pre-sequence linguistic patterns leading up to the
head act. Mitigation strategies prior to the head act would be referred to as examples of
‘external mitigation’ according to Blum-Kulka, House, and Kasper (1989). The decision
to focus on the pre-sequence was made largely considering data from a previous pilot
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study. In addition, according to research related to the communication of bad news, the
post-sequence can contain listener silence (Maynard 2003), which was undesired as a
focus of the analysis of discourse.
The researcher transcribed all of the pre-sequences and head acts. The
transcription conventions were based on those of Conversation Analysis (CA) (e.g.
Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson 1974). This method of transcription was selected
considering that the orderliness and sequencing in the discourse is of primary importance
to the analysis. The translations in English are not detailed translations that mark
grammatical categories, but they do convey an approximate contextual meaning.
Regarding specifics about the translations from Spanish to English, the discourse
maker in Spanish este was translated as ‘um’, ah was translated as ‘oh’, pues and bueno
were translated as ‘well’, and both discourse markers fíjate and mira were translated as
‘look’. In addition, hermanitos means ‘little brothers and sisters’ and was translated as
‘siblings’, and when speakers used sí meaning ‘yes’, the translation often shows ‘yeah’, a
more colloquial form in English. Finally, the translation of creo que was translated as ‘I
think’ as opposed to ‘I believe’ because ‘I think’ is the most contextually relevant
translation to English. As a final note, pauses were identified with the symbol (.).
The researcher analyzed the data considering the 4 contextual groups. Part 1
contains a quantitative analysis of the individual linguistic devices. First, the number of
turns in each interaction was counted and a Univariate ANOVA was conducted with the
number of turns per interaction as the dependant variable and the contextual factors (i.e.
imposition and uncertainty) as independent variables. Then, a quantitative analysis was
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conducted to indicate the frequency of the following linguistic devices in each of the 4
contexts: hesitators; politeness markers; lexical solidarity markers; 2 types of consultive
devices, including appealers and cajolers; epistemic verbs; parenthetical verbs; and modal
adverbs (Table 3.6). These linguistic devices have been associated with mitigation (e.g.
House & Kasper 1983; Ballesteros Martín 2002; Briz Gómez 2003; Félix-Brasdefer
2004).
Table 3.6 Mitigation devices
Category

Speakerlistener
marker

Mitigation devices
Politeness markers
Lexical solidarity
markers
Appealers
Cajolers

Speakerdiscourse
marker

Hesitators

Epistemic verbs
Parenthetical verbs
Epistemic
(1st person, singular)
marker
Modal adverbs

Examples
por favor ‘please’
hermano ‘brother’
no? ‘right?’
no crees 'don't you think' + listener signal
no? ‘right?’
tú sabes 'you know' + absent listener signal
uh, eh, um, ah, mta or este ‘uh’, es que ‘it’s that’
saber ‘to know’, parecer ‘to seem’
pienso or creo ‘I think’
me parece ‘It seems to me’
posiblemente ‘possibly’, tal vez or quizás ‘maybe’

Besides all being linguistic devices associated with mitigation, these linguistic
devices can be classified from a functional perspective into 3 categories of discourse
markers. The functional categories of speaker-listener markers, speaker-discourse
markers, and epistemic markers will be analyzed in the quantitative analysis.
Hesitators like ‘um’ and markers like es que ‘it’s that’ help to organize the
speaker’s discourse and are therefore called speaker-discourse markers. Politeness
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markers, lexical solidarity markers, and consultive devices are considered here to form a
group of discourse markers that identify something about the relationship between the
speaker and the listener. Within the speaker-listener category, an appealer was identified
when the listener signaled and a cajoler was identified when the listener did not signal.
Both appealers and cajolers involve the listener and identify the speaker-listener
relationship and the speaker and listener positions in discourse. This group of markers
that are unified in their function to call the attention of the listener, evoke a response from
the listener, consult the listener, or define some aspect of the speaker-listener relationship
jointly are called speaker-listener markers.
Finally, all linguistic devices that express degrees of semantic certainty, which are
epistemic verbs, parenthetical verbs, and modal adverbs, are epistemic markers. These
epistemic markers are considered here to fit into a broader category of discourse marker
since they indicate the relationship between the language used and the speaker’s
knowledge. Of the parenthetical verbs, only those in the first-person singular conjugation
are analyzed, since only these reflect degrees of speaker certainty. While this
investigation does not address all of the possible meanings associated with each
individual discourse marker, it allows for the existence of polysemous discourse markers,
while focusing on the prototypical function of discourse markers as identifying the
relationships between the speaker and the discourse, the speaker and the listener, or the
speaker’s language and knowledge. These categories are used to provide a broad
functional analysis of the use of discourse markers for the purpose of mitigation.
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For the quantitative analysis of the linguistic devices associated with mitigation, a
density measurement was calculated to indicate the frequency of the devices per speaker
turn. Density calculations have been used typically in sociolinguistic research to
determine to what degree a speaker uses specific features of a language (e.g. Craig &
Washington 2006) and, more generally, as a “measure of information density within a
text” (Yates 1996, 37). There are three ways in which the density measure is usually
calculated: (1) number of utterances with the linguistic feature divided by the total
number of speaker utterances; (2) the total number of linguistic features divided by the
total number of speaker utterances; (3) or the total number of linguistic features divided
by the total number of speaker words. These three calculations have been shown to be
highly correlated (r > 0.9) (Oetting & McDonald 2002).
In this analysis, the goal is to determine the mitigation density in the four different
contexts. A mitigation density measure was calculated for each mitigation device
separately for each speaker. The calculation used in this study was to divide the total
number of mitigation devices by the number of speaker turns for each interaction
(Density= Linguistic device count/ Speaker turn count in the pre-sequence and head act).
Other units of discourse were considered before deciding on the number of turns as the
unit of count, such as intonational units and words. Intonational units are difficult to
define and count, and word count may not be representative when the analysis is meant to
highlight discourse between the speaker and listener. The densities calculated indicate
how many of each linguistic device were used on average per speaker turn for each
individual speaker. A MANOVA was to be used to explore the data, with dependent
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variables of hesitators, politeness markers, solidarity markers, appealers, cajolers,
epistemic verbs, parenthetical verbs, and modal verbs. Independent factors were the
degrees of imposition and certainty. Following the initial test, additional post-hoc
analyses were conducted. The frequency and variety of linguistic devices were analyzed.
Following the Part 1 quantitative analysis of the linguistic devices, Part 2 contains
a CA approach to analyze the discourse, considering the linguistic devices in conjunction
with each other within the sequenced interactions of speakers and listeners. Distinct from
the prior analysis that identified specific linguistic devices that were decided upon based
on past research, CA analyses focus on the organization and sequencing of produced
discourse (Sacks et al. 1974). Various topics are important to a CA analysis, and those
that are focused on in this analysis are turn-taking, adjacency pairs, and preference
structure (Sacks et al. 1974). These were selected because they concentrate on both the
speaker and the listener in the construction of discourse.
‘Adjacency pairs’ are common, preferred sequences in interaction (Sacks et al.
1974). The most salient example of an adjacency pair is the question-answer pair. For
example, when a speaker says ‘How are you?’, the listener appropriately responds with
‘Fine’ or some other anticipated answer to the question. In this example, a question is
appropriately followed by an answer. If the listener had failed to provide an answer, as in
Example (3.2), a ‘dispreferred response’ would have occurred.
Example 3.2 Dispreferred turn
L: Desocupaste del carro? ‘Are you finished using the car?’
S: Ahm (No completion of the adjacency pair)
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A final pattern that is analyzed as it occurs within discourse is that which allows
for consideration of the future trajectory of the discourse. This phenomena is called
‘projection’ when it relates to the mental mapping of utterances along with consideration
of future trajectories (Sacks et al. 1974, Schegloff 1984, Levinson 1983). This type of
analysis depends on the categories defined by House and Kasper (1981), which are
‘preparators’, and ‘steerers’. Preparators indicate the goal of the discourse without
addressing the topic overtly. An example of a preparatory utterance from the current data
is Tengo que decirte algo ‘I have to tell you something’, which indicates the goal of
asserting something in the upcoming interaction. Steerers advance the discourse toward
the goal, providing guiding information such as contextualizing information.
Contextualization, in this dissertation, is a general term for utterances that address the
topic of the interaction or they mention related events prior to telling the news.
Contextualization occurs either immediately preceding the head act (Example 3.3) or
throughout the pre-sequence and at times throughout various turns (Example 3.4).
Example 3.3 Contextualization immediately preceding head act mentioning car
Tu carro pues estaba en el hotel (.) se lo se lo robaron.
Your car well was at the hotel (.) they they stole it.
Example 3.4 Contextualization throughout pre-sequence
Ha estado una ola de robos….tú tuviste la confianza de prestarme tu coche…..lo
dejé aquí afuera…..y no está.
There has been a wave of robberies….you trusted me enough to lend me your
car….I left it here outside…..and it's not here.
The discourse analysis of mitigation accounts for the use of the linguistic devices
and discourse patterns like turn-taking, adjacency pairs, preference structures, and
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projection within speaker and listener interactions. This analysis represents a
multidimensional and sequential analysis of mitigation in discourse, reflecting the
motivations of mitigation and also providing an analysis of the effects of linguistic
mitigation on interactions.
3.2 Part 3 research questions: Speaker and listener metalinguistic data
While Parts 1 and 2 of this study focus on the production of mitigating language,
Part 3 addresses speakers’ and listeners’ perceptions of mitigation in interaction.
Specifically, the questions in Part 3 address how interlocutors perceive and evaluate the
discourse produced in the four contexts, indicating the effects of mitigation on
interlocutors. In addition, Part 3 aims to analyze the influence of the individual’s roles as
speakers or listeners in interaction on their perception of mitigation, and to discover the
perceived benefits of mitigated language for speakers and listeners.
3.2.1 Design
Speakers’ and listeners’ perceptions of mitigating discourse are studied here
through qualitative methods and supported by quantitative methods. The perspectives of
interlocutors are needed to move beyond the assumptions that researchers have made
about the effects of mitigation on interlocutors, based on social theories like politeness
theory (e.g. Brown & Levinson 1987) and pragmatic theories that include analyses of
illocutionary or perlocutionary force (e.g. Fraser 1980). By consulting interlocutors, they
can verify and contribute to the analyses while providing insight related to the effects of
mitigation.
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To consider the perspectives of the interlocutors, metalinguistic conversations
were conducted to access ‘metalinguistic awareness’. The term ‘metalinguistic
awareness’ was first used by Cazden (1974), and has most often been used in second
language and bilingual research. Metalinguistic awareness is achieved when linguistic
forms are brought into consciousness in an explicit way and when language becomes “an
object of inquiry” (Gass & Selinker 2008, 359). Spencer-Oatey (2007) is an advocate of
‘post-event comments’ as useful additions to linguistic analysis. Furthermore, mitigation
is a metapragmatic concept that requires consciousness of the mitigation procedure, at
least partially (Caffi 2006). Therefore it is reasonable to use metalingusitic awareness
methods to support the linguistic and discourse analyses of the mitigated interactions and
provide additional data about the effects of mitigation resulting from social and cognitive
factors. Each of the participant groups discussed their 2 interactions. Their recorded
interactions served as data for the qualitative analysis. A total of 56 interactions were
discussed in the metalinguistic conversations.
3.2.2 Participants
The same 56 participants from the UANL in Monterrey, Mexico who interacted in
the roleplays participated in the metalinguistic conversation. Metalinguistic methods
usually provide insight into the individual’s intuitions and perspectives. Considering that,
in this study, each participant was a speaker in one roleplay and a listener in a second
roleplay, a comparison of perception tendencies of speakers and listeners was possible.
Since all participants were speakers and listeners, the comparative results indicate the
effect of the interactional role as a speaker or listener on perception. To my knowledge
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there are no other studies that have used a design like this one that accounts for and
allows analysis of the impact of the speaker or listener role on individual perception.
3.2.3 Procedures and Materials
Following participation in the two roleplays, the participants were asked to talk
with each other about their communication in the roleplays. In these conversations, the
participants reflected on their mitigated interactions and justified why they interacted the
way they did. There was little intervention by the researcher, and their metalinguistic
conversations were audio and video recorded for later analysis. The purpose of this
activity was to provide information about the interlocutors’ perspectives of mitigation in
interactions.
For the metalinguistic conversation, participants were asked to reflect on both of
their roleplay interactions, justify their interactions in each, and express their intuitions
about the communication. The researcher told them to talk to the other person in their
group about these topics. Like the roleplays, the conversations were audio and video
recorded. Also similarly, the researcher remained in the room, but focused on reading to
limit the effects of observation.
As a second part of the conversation, the participants received the following
question on paper ¿Cómo hubieras preferido escuchar este tipo de información de la
jarra y del carro? ‘How would have you preferred to hear this type of information about
the pitcher and the car?’. This question was used to facilitate the conversation and to
guide the topics discussed.
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3.2.4 Approach to analysis
The metalinguistic conversations were analyzed qualitatively. The researcher
watched the recordings of the metalinguistic conversations, noting the participants’
observations and analyses about their own interactions in the two contexts. Specifically,
the researcher focused on comments indicating the participants’ awareness of the
discourse patterns used in the interactions, general evaluations of the discourse patterns,
and the speaker’s and listeners’ emotions that were expressed as resulting from the
interactions.
The analysis of the metalinguistic conversations was undertaken to understand the
interlocutors’ perspectives in mitigated interactions, an issue lacking from the current
literature on mitigation. Accessing the interlocutors’ perspectives of and experiences in
mitigated interactions has not been previously studied in this way, and no study has
addressed it considering the distinct motivations in the interactions.
While any selected method of research has some downfalls, the multidimensional,
triangulated analyses in this dissertation increase the validity of this research and enhance
the contribution to the understanding of mitigation. Mitigation is a process that involves
potential and actual motivations that relate to both social and cognitive relationships,
speaker and listener linguistic expressions, and effects on the interaction and
interlocutors. These methods provided data to answer the research questions posed and to
contribute to a more thorough understanding of the underlying concept and functions of
mitigation within a broader scope of pragmatics and communication.
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CHAPTER 4: PRODUCTION RESULTS - QUANTITATIVE
The next three chapters present the results of Parts 1, 2, and 3 of the experiments
described in Chapter 3. Part 1, which involved linguistic devices analyzed, is presented
here. The findings of the Part 2 qualitative discourse analysis are presented in Chapter 5.
Finally, Chapter 6 includes the results of the analysis of the metalinguistic conversation.
The purpose of these chapters is to present and discuss the findings, leading to a better
understanding of the mitigation process as it occurs in interactions, and specifically in
Mexican Spanish from the city of Monterrey. The discussion presented throughout these
chapters is informed by the prior studies of mitigation that were addressed in Chapter 1
and the theories of interaction and communication introduced in Chapter 2. The final
discussion in Chapter 7 addresses all of the findings as they relate to the definition and
function of mitigation, considering social and cognitive factors that impact interlocutors
in linguistic interaction.
The analyses in these chapters do not address age of participants, gender of
participants, relationship between speaker and listener, or order of roleplays since these
variables were controlled or semi-controlled in all four contexts in the experimental
design All individual variation is accounted for with statistical analyses and is considered
in the qualitative analyses. The quantitative findings presented in this chapter indicate
relationships among the components of the mitigation process, focusing on the distinct
motivations and the linguistic output produced in the experimental roleplays.
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4.1 MANOVA: Linguistic devices
The linguistic devices analyzed were hesitators, politeness markers, solidarity
markers, appealers, cajolers, epistemic verbs, parenthetical verbs, and modal adverbs.
Recall that these linguistic devices analyzed were selected based on the prior mitigation
research presented in Chapter 1, indicating that these linguistic devices are mitigation
devices. These prior investigations of mitigation would predict that when increased
motivations for mitigation are contextually present, an increase in linguistic devices
associated with mitigation would be found. The prior mitigation studies focus on the
frequent number of these linguistic devices as evidence of mitigation, but do not address
the contextual factors that prompt mitigation. In contrast, Martinovski et al. (2005)
indicate that linguistic mitigating patterns emerge as a result of increased motivation to
mitigate, defining motivations as cognitive or social stressors. This research leads to the
hypothesis that the frequency of individual linguistic devices associated with mitigation
would be greater in the contexts with increased motivations for mitigation (i.e. increased
imposition and increased speaker uncertainty). While the empirical data presented in
previous literature indicate an increased frequency of these linguistic devices in contexts
requiring mitigation, it is has not yet been studied whether an increase in the overall
variety of mitigation devices is also found in contexts prompting mitigation.
In the Part 1 analysis, the linguistic devices were quantitatively analyzed within
each of the four contexts that varied in their degrees of imposition and speaker
uncertainty: High-imposition/Uncertain (HU); High-imposition/Certain (HC); Lowimposition/Uncertain (LU); and Low-imposition/Certain (LC) (Table 4.1 also Table 3.3).
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The results address the frequency and variety of linguistic mitigating devices in the four
controlled contexts.
Table 4.1 Four contexts: Actual and potential stressors
More potential stressor
More actual stressor

Less potential stressor
Social factor
High-imposition/Uncertain
Low-imposition/Uncertain
↑ actual, ↑ potential
↑ actual, ↓ potential

Cognitive
Factor
High-imposition/Certain
↓ actual, ↑ potential
Less actual stressor

Low-imposition/Certain
↓ actual, ↓ potential

Prior to calculating the frequency of each linguistic device, the number of turns
were counted and a Univariate ANOVA was conducted with the number of turns per
interaction as the dependent variable and the contextual factors (i.e. imposition and
uncertainty) as independent variables. The results indicated that the number of turns in
the four contexts were significantly different (F(3,53)=3.13, p=0.034). This difference is
attributable to the significant difference in the number of turns between the highimposition and low-imposition contexts (F(1,53)=6.09, p=0.017) (Table 4.2). This
statistical test verified significantly more turn taking in the high-imposition contexts than
the low-imposition contexts.
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Table 4.2 Mean number of turns by context

Considering the difference in the number of turns between the high- and lowimposition contexts, the selected frequency measure of the individual linguistic devices
that used the number of turns to calculate density was validated (Density = Linguistic
device count / Speaker turn count in pre-sequence and head act). The mean density for
each linguistic device spoken by each of the 55 speakers was calculated (Appendix A2). 7
The densities indicate how many of each linguistic device were used on average per
speaker turn for each individual speaker.
When designing the experiment, the researcher believed that the data would lend
themselves to a MANOVA with dependent variables of hesitators, politeness markers,
solidarity markers, appealers, cajolers, epistemic verbs, parenthetical verbs, and modal

7

There were 56 speakers, yet one speaker’s densities were not used for the calculations because the
speaker did not inform the listener of the news. This excluded speaker did not use a head act; therefore the
calculations of the frequencies and uses of mitigation devices were not possible. The excluded interaction
was within the LU context.
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adverbs. The major advantage of this type of analysis would have been to indicate how
the use of linguistic devices varied depending on the four contexts that were distinct in
their social and cognitive motivations of mitigation (i.e. different degrees of imposition
and speaker uncertainty). The actual data from the experiment did not lend themselves to
the MANOVA calculations because many speakers did not use the mitigation devices
that were expected based on the prior mitigation research. While the MANOVA
calculations were not possible, descriptive statistics of the mean individual speaker
densities for each linguistic device within each of the four contexts are provided (Table
4.3). For example, analyzing the use of cajolers (e.g. S: don’t you think? + no listener
signal), if the average cajoler density is 1, then 1 cajoler was used per turn on average in
that context. If the average density results as greater than 1, then the device was used on
average more than once per turn. If the average density results as lower than 1, then the
device was used on average less than once per turn in the specific context.
All linguistic devices analyzed, except modal adverbs, were found in the
produced roleplay data. Besides the absence of modal adverbs, the HU context also did
not exhibit politeness markers or epistemic verbs, the HC context did not reveal use of
epistemic verbs or parenthetical verbs, the LU context did not show politeness markers or
appealers, and the LC context did not display epistemic verbs. Solidarity markers,
cajolers, and hesitators were used in each of the four contexts, and hesitators were used in
the highest density in each of the four contexts with an average between 0.82 and 2.01
hesitators per speaker turn.
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Table 4.3 Linguistic device mean densities by context
(Density = x(Linguistic device count Si/Speaker turns Si); Si=individual speakers)

Context
HU
HC
LU
LC

Hesitators
2.01
1.62
0.82
1.02

High-imposition/Uncertain

High-imposition/Certain

Low-imposition/Uncertain

Low-imposition/Certain

Lexical
Politeness solidarity
Epistemic
markers
markers Appealers Cajolers
verbs
0.00
0.07
1.27
0.50
0.00
0.02
0.06
0.14
0.14
0.00
0.00
0.15
0.64
0.64
0.19
0.14
0.21
0.15
0.15
0.00

Parenthetical
verbs
0.11
0.00
0.33
0.11

Modal
adverbs
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Speaker
turns
3
2
2
1

The exploration of the relationship between the motivations that define the four
contexts and the distribution of these linguistic devices was not possible using a
MANOVA. Therefore post hoc tests were performed to understand and describe the data.
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4.2 Post-hoc tests: Speaker-listener, speaker-discourse, and epistemic markers
The first post-hoc test explored was a MANOVA with three dependent variables:
(1) speaker-discourse markers, (2) speaker-listener markers, and (3) epistemic markers.
Discourse markers as a general term mark relationships between different entities in
discourse. The speaker-discourse markers are the hesitators (i.e. uh, este ‘um’) and serve
to organize the discourse by marking the relationship between the speaker and the content
that is created by the speaker. Speaker-discourse markers were present in interactions in
each of the four contexts. The speaker-listener markers include politeness markers,
solidarity markers, and both cajolers and appealers. All of the speaker-listener markers
identify the relationship between the speaker and the listener, distinguishing the
interpersonal context. The epistemic markers include epistemic verbs and parenthetical
verbs, and semantically mark the relationship between the speaker and the knowledge
that the speaker holds. By analyzing these markers within spoken discourse, a functional
approach to the use of discourse markers as they relate to mitigation is presented.
Conducting post-hoc tests on these three types of discourse markers further identified the
function of these three types of markers, considering the relationships that they indicate,
in relation to contextual variables (i.e. degrees of imposition and uncertainty) that prompt
mitigation. The mean densities for these three categories were calculated for each speaker
(Tables 4.4 and 4.5).
Even within these broader linguistic device categories, many speakers still did not
use the analyzed categories. Specifically, of the 56 speakers, 21 (37.5%) did not use
speaker-listener markers and 48 (85.7%) did not use epistemic markers. Due to the
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infrequency of speaker-listener and epistemic markers, the assumptions of the MANOVA
again were not met. The infrequency of these markers questions the hypothesis that an
increased frequency of these specific markers indicates mitigation.
Table 4.4 Linguistic category mean densities by speaker, High-imposition
(Density=Linguistic category count/Speaker turn count)

Context

Group

SpeakerDiscourse
markers

SpeakerListener
markers

Epistemic
markers

Speaker
Turns

HU

11

0.36

0.00

0.00

14

HU

12

2.00

1.00

0.00

4

HU

13

4.00

4.00

0.00

1

HU

14

1.50

2.00

0.00

2

HU

15

6.00

2.00

0.00

1

HU

16

3.00

2.00

0.00

1

HU

17

2.00

3.50

0.50

2

HU

18

1.00

1.00

0.00

2

HU

19

2.00

3.00

1.00

1

HU

20

2.00

2.00

0.00

1

HU

22

0.33

1.00

0.00

3

HU

24

0.00

1.33

0.00

3

HU

28

1.00

1.00

0.00

2

HU

30

3.00

2.00

0.00

1

HC

1

0.33

0.00

0.00

3

HC

2

1.33

0.00

0.00

3

HC

3

1.50

0.00

0.00

2

HC

4

2.00

0.00

0.00

1

HC

5

0.50

0.50

0.00

4

HC

6

0.33

0.33

0.00

3

HC

7

2.50

0.00

0.00

2

HC

8

1.00

1.00

0.00

3

HC

9

2.00

1.00

0.00

1

HC

10

3.50

0.00

0.00

2

HC

21

1.00

0.33

0.00

3

HC

27

3.00

0.50

0.00

2

HC

29

2.00

0.00

0.00

1

HC

31

1.67

0.00

0.00

3
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Table 4.5 Linguistic category mean densities by speaker, Low-imposition
(Density=Linguistic category count/Speaker turn count)

Context

Group

SpeakerDiscourse
markers

SpeakerListener
markers

Epistemic
markers

Speaker
Turns

LU

11

0.00

0.50

0.50

2

LU

12

1.00

1.33

0.00

3

LU

13

0.00

3.00

0.00

1

LU

14

na

na

na

na

LU

15

0.00

0.00

1.00

1

LU

16

0.50

0.00

0.00

2

LU

17

3.00

0.00

0.00

1

LU

18

0.50

0.50

0.00

2

LU

19

0.67

0.00

0.33

3

LU

20

1.00

0.00

0.00

1

LU

22

0.00

2.00

0.00

1

LU

24

1.00

0.00

5.00

1

LU

28

1.00

0.00

0.00

4

LU

30

2.00

3.00

0.00

1

LC

1

1.00

2.00

0.00

1

LC

2

0.00

2.00

0.00

1

LC

3

0.00

0.00

0.00

1

LC

4

1.00

0.00

0.50

2

LC

5

1.50

0.50

0.00

2

LC

6

1.00

0.00

0.00

1

LC

7

0.00

0.00

0.00

1

LC

8

2.00

2.00

0.00

1

LC

9

1.00

1.00

1.00

1

LC

10

1.00

1.00

0.00

2

LC

21

2.33

1.00

0.00

3

LC

27

0.50

0.50

0.00

2

LC

29

2.00

0.00

0.00

1

LC

31

1.00

1.00

0.00

1

Although a MANOVA calculation was not possible, the densities of each
category in each of the 4 contexts guided additional post-hoc tests (Table 4.6). The
speaker-discourse markers were the most frequent type of marker overall ranging from a
density of 2.01 to 0.82. The speaker-discourse markers were more frequent in highimposition contexts (2.01 and 1.62) as compared to low-imposition contexts (1.02 and
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0.82). The speaker-listener markers were almost equally dense in the two low-imposition
contexts (0.80 and 0.79), while their density was greater in the HU context (1.85) and
more sporadic in the HC context (0.26). The epistemic markers had low densities in all of
the contexts. The highest density of epistemic markers occurred in the LU context with a
density of 0.53, indicating that an epistemic marker was used in the HU context once per
every two turns on average. Considering that each linguistic device was used distinctly
from the others, based on the densities in the four contexts (Table 4.6), post hoc tests
were performed to evaluate the linguistic device categories individually. The following
sections present the statistical findings, select examples, a taxonomy of the markers found
in the data, and a discussion of the findings.
Table 4.6 Speaker-listener, speaker-discourse, and epistemic marker densities

Densities
Speaker-discourse markers
HU
2.01
HC
1.62
LU
0.82
LC
1.02

Speaker-listener markers
1.85
0.26
0.80
0.79
108

Epistemic markers
0.11
0.00
0.53
0.11

4.2.1 Speaker-discourse markers
Speaker-discourse markers (e.g. um, este, bueno) were the most frequent type of
linguistic device used in all of the contexts (HU 2.01, HC 1.62, LU 0.82, LC 1.02)
(Tables 4.6 and 4.7). The speaker-discourse markers were frequent enough and
sufficiently distributed to be used as the dependent variable in a univariate ANOVA. An
ANOVA accounts for numerical data that is continuous, as in the case of speakerdiscourse densities, as related to the contextual factors (i.e. degrees of imposition and
uncertainty). The speaker-discourse density for each speaker was the dependent variable
and the degree of imposition and degree of speaker uncertainty were the independent
variables.
The ANOVA results were significant (F(3, 54)=4.089, p=0.026), indicating that
all contexts do not have the same speaker-discourse marker density distributions. The
overall significance can be attributed to the significant difference found between the
high- and low-imposition contexts (F(1, 54)=10.982, p=0.004) (Table 4.7). The highimposition contexts showed significantly greater speaker-discourse densities than the
low-imposition contexts, as predicted by the hypothesis in this chapter. Examples (4.1)
and (4.2) are utterances from the HU roleplays that demonstrate the use of 2 and 3
speaker-discourse markers per turn, and specifically exemplify the use of es que ‘it’s
that’, ah ‘ah’, and este ‘um’ as speaker-discourse markers.
Example 4.1, HU18
No sé. Perdón es que me río de nervios. Es que no lo encuentro y he visto en las
noticias que han robado muchos carros por las colones, no? Pero
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‘I don’t know. Sorry it’s that I’m laughing because I’m nervous. It’s that I can’t
find it and I’ve seen in the news that they’ve stolen many cars in these
neighborhoods, right? But’
Example 4.2, HU22
Ah es este es que se me presentó una situación.
‘Ah it’s um it’s that a situation has come up.’
Table 4.7 Significant difference between speaker-discourse densities depending on
degree of imposition

Type III
Sum of Squares
Source
Corrected Model
12.266
Intercept
103.009
Uncertainty
0.126
Seriousness
10.982
Uncertainty*Seriousness 1.227
Error
62.266
Total
179.155
Corrected Total
74.532

df
3
1
1
1
1
51
55
54

Mean
Square
4.089
103.009
0.126
10.982
1.227
1.221

F
3.349
84.372
0.103
8.995
1.005

Sig.
0.026
0.000
0.750
0.004
0.321

Although the use and function of each individual speaker-discourse marker is not
discussed, since the overarching goal of this study is to understand the speaker-discourse
marker category as a whole as it contributes to mitigated discourse, a taxonomy
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of the speaker-discourse markers is listed. The taxonomy is organized by frequency of the
individual markers and indicates the contexts and groups in which each speaker-discourse
marker was used for a more detailed understanding of the individual markers (Table 4.8).
Table 4.8 Taxonomy: Speaker-discourse markers by context by group
Speakerdiscourse markers
pues ‘well’

es que ‘it's that’

eh ‘eh’
este ‘um’
lo que pasa es
que ‘what
happens is that’
ah/ahm ‘ah/ahm’
bueno ‘well’

HU
(N=46)
13, 13, 15,
17, 17, 24, 30
12, 12, 12,
12, 15, 15,
15, 15, 18,
22, 28
11, 11, 11,
12, 13, 13,
13, 14, 17, 24
12, 16, 20,
22, 30, 30
12, 14, 16
11, 22, 28
14, 17

LU
(N=16)

LC
(N=32)

Count
(N=138)

17, 17, 20,
30

1, 4, 9, 21,
21, 21, 21

27

2, 7, 21,
21, 27

17

5, 6, 21, 27

21

1, 5, 6, 8,
9, 27, 29

16

21, 29

20

27

24, 28, 28

4, 5, 10,
29, 31

15

18

8, 21

13

19, 19, 28

10

10

12, 30

1

9

HC
(N=44)
2, 3, 3, 7,
10, 10, 10,
27, 27

4, 8, 10,
21, 27, 29,
31
3, 7, 27
7, 10, 10,
31

4, 8, 10,
21, 27, 29,
31
5, 8

en este caso
‘in this case’
ay ‘um’
mm/mta
‘mm/mta’
em ‘em’
o sea ‘so’
a ver ‘let’s see’
digo ‘I mean’
resulta que
‘it appears that’

12

2, 4

15

2, 5, 10

11
16

9

7
5
4

31

2
2
1
1

7

1

12
21
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Pues ‘well’ was the most frequent speaker-discourse marker, occurring 27 times
by 17 different speakers in the four groups (i.e. Groups: HU [13, 15, 17, 24, 30]; HC [2,
3, 7, 10, 27]; LU [17, 20, 30]; LC [1, 4, 9, 21])8. The more frequent markers (i.e. pues
‘well’, es que ‘it’s that’, eh ‘eh’, este ‘um’, lo que pasa es que ‘what happens is that’, ah
‘ah’, and bueno ‘well’) occurred in all 4 contexts, yet with varying frequencies. The
frequencies of all markers are greater in the high-imposition contexts, except for the use
of este ‘um’ and en este caso ‘in this case’, which generally reflects the trend indicated
by the statistical finding that the density of speaker-discourse markers is greater in the
high-imposition contexts. En este caso ‘in this case’ was only used by speakers in the LC
context, possibly indicating that this marker is only appropriate in low-imposition
contexts in which the speaker is quite certain of the events.
With respect to the variety of the speaker-discourse markers used in each context,
the range was from 8 to 12, which does not provide strong evidence that an increased
variety of markers is associated with mitigation. This taxonomy indicates that some
speakers repeat the same speaker-discourse markers, as did the group 13 speaker in the
HU context with the use of pues ‘well’ and eh ‘uh’. Other speakers vary the speakerdiscourse markers that they use, such as the group 10 speaker in the HC context, using
pues ‘well’, lo que pasa es que ‘what happened is that’, bueno ‘well’, and mta ‘mta’
(hesitator). In the HU context, 54% of speakers did not repeat the same discourse markers
more than once, and 71% of speakers did not repeat in the HC context. In the LU context,
8

Speakers were different in each of the 4 contexts. When group 17 is listed as using ‘pues’ well in the HU
context and also in the LU context, this indicates that the speaker in the HU context used the marker and
that the other partner acting as the speaker in the LU context also used the marker. In general, no echo
effect was found, which is when participants use markers that were used by their partners.
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67% of speakers did not repeat, while 82% of speakers did not repeat markers in the LC
context (Table 4.9). The trend indicates that in uncertain contexts, repetition of speakerdiscourse markers occurred more often. The markers pues ‘well’, es que ‘it’s that, eh
‘eh’, and ah ‘ah’ were repeated markers in the contexts with uncertainty.
Table 4.9 Percentage of speakers who did not repeat speaker-discourse markers

The main finding is that speaker-discourse markers are significantly more
frequent, in terms of density, in the high-imposition contexts. The taxonomy also
indicates that the majority of the individual markers are more frequent in the highimposition contexts. This indicates that speaker-discourse markers are linguistic devices
that mitigate, and that they are dependent upon high-imposition as the motivation of
mitigation.
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4.2.1.1 Speaker-discourse markers and mitigation in prior research
Speaker-discourse markers have been found in previous research to occur
“systematically with respect to other features of discourse, situation, and speaker’s
intentions” (Arnold & Tanenhaus in press, 3). The speaker-discourse markers in this
study occur systematically with respect to the situation, specifically with respect to the
degree of imposition. In addition, speaker-discourse markers have been found to index
processing mechanisms like selection, retrieval, and execution (Goldman-Eisler 1968;
Siegman 1979; Clark & Wasow 1998; Bortfield, Leon, Bloom, Schober, & Brennan
2001; Clark & Fox Tree 2002), and serve to identify relationships between the current
and previous utterances (Fox Tree & Schrock 1999), as assumed by the definition of
discourse markers.
Relating to perception, Krahmer and Swerts (2005) and Arnold and Tanenhaus (in
press) found that listeners use speaker-discourse markers to make predictions about
whether new or old information will be presented and about the speaker’s processing
mechanisms. These abilities require a linguistic anticipatory schemata (Caffi & Janney
1994) and abilities of Theory of Mind (ToM) to allow the listener to understand the
speaker’s perception. Arnold and Tanenhaus’ (in press) perception experiment indicated
that listeners use the presence of speaker-discourse markers to predict new information,
indicating that listeners are to some degree aware of the processing difficulties that a
speaker faces when selecting, retrieving, or executing speech patterns that reflect new
information. More broadly, Jucker and Smith indicated that discourse markers “issue
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instructions and provide advice as to how information is being processed or is to be
processed” (1998, 197).
The previous literature relating to speaker-discourse markers provides possible
explanations for the current results. The discussion in this section provides proposals that
relate to the production of the speaker-discourse markers, perception of speaker-discourse
markers by listeners, and understanding of mitigation based on the use of speakerdiscourse markers.
4.2.1.2 Speaker-discourse markers and mitigation: Production and perception
The first proposal, relating to the production of speaker-discourse markers, is that
the increased imposition present in the HU and HC contexts provokes an increased
cognitive load in terms of processing mechanisms for the speaker, either in quantity or
complexity, resulting in the production of significantly more speaker-discourse markers.
According to Martinovski et al.’s (2005) model of mitigation, the HU and the HC
contexts would provoke different degrees of required cognitive load. The HU context
would have additional motivations for mitigation compared to the HC context, and
therefore increased cognitive load as a result of the cognitive factor of uncertainty. Their
model would lead to the hypothesis that if speaker-discourse markers are the result of
cognitive processing difficulties, then the HU context should prompt increased use of
markers. This prediction was not found in the data. There was no significant difference in
the use of speaker-discourse markers between the HU and HC contexts.
While there were no density differences between the HU and HC contexts, the
fact that repetition of speaker-discourse markers occurred more frequently in the HU
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context (46%) as compared to the HC context (29%) indicates a difference in the way
that the markers are used. This difference could be attributed to the unequal cognitive
load requirements in the two contexts, providing evidence that processing difficulties are
the source of speaker-discourse marker usage. Specifically, when speakers are under
increased cognitive load as in the HU context, they repeat discourse markers more
frequently. This proposal could be explained considering that the increased cognitive
requirements may limit the effort available for the selection of new discourse markers,
prompting the speaker to use markers that had been selected and retrieved previously.
The current data do not indicate whether the sheer increase in cognitive load prompts this
repetition of discourse markers or whether it is only speaker uncertainty, as a specific
type of cognitive load that prompts it. These possible relationships between the amount
and type of cognitive load and the use of speaker-discourse markers call for future
research.
Interlocutors in discourse, defined in this dissertation as speakers and listeners,
produce linguistic devices and perceive and interpret language in dialogic interaction.
Therefore, both production and perception of speaker-discourse markers are considered.
Regarding perception of speaker-discourse markers, Arnold and Tanenhaus (in press)
indicated that listeners use markers as cues to upcoming new information. While Arnold
and Tanenhaus (in press) used an experimental eye-tracking study to arrive at their
conclusions, Conversation Analysts have also identified linguistic patterns that identify
upcoming information. A type of utterance called “pre-announcement” utterances are
those that “name a projected action” (Terasaki 2004, 200). The pre-announcements are
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considered the first pair part of a sequential interaction in which the second pair is the
listener’s response. For example, a speaker may use the utterance “I have a problem”
prompting the listener to think or ask “What is it?” as a pre-announcement to telling
about the problem. Therefore, in CA terms, the pre-announcement of the problem leads to
the ‘actual’ sequence in which the problem is made known. This tendency analyzed in
CA relates to the use of these markers since speaker-discourse markers also project an
upcoming action; namely, the introduction of new information. This reference to CA
indicates that the perceptual tendency to understand cues to upcoming information has
already been identified in various lines of research on language and at various levels of
language (e.g. discourse markers and sequential discourse).
Considering the current research, the increased density of speaker-discourse
markers in the high-imposition contexts may identify upcoming new information for the
listener. Furthermore, the listeners may perceive the speaker-discourse markers as
indications of the speakers’ difficulty, as found by Arnold and Tanenhaus (in press). With
respect to the difference in the tendency to repeat discourse markers in the uncertain and
certain contexts, no prior study has addressed the impact of repetition of discourse
markers on perception and calls for more research.
The interpretation of both the production and the perception information together
draws attention to two proposals that address the notion of mitigation in interaction based
on these speaker-discourse markers data. From a production perspective, mitigation, as a
result of increased imposition, reveals itself in language through additional structuring of
the discourse with speaker-discourse markers that indicate information about future
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utterances. From a perception perspective, mitigation could be defined as creating focus
on the possibility of new information entering the discourse. This proposal does not mean
that the speaker necessarily communicates new information after each speaker-discourse
marker; only that the speaker-discourse markers prompt the listener to expect new
information.
4.2.1.3 Speaker-discourse markers and mitigation: Social norms
Considering these production and perception perspectives of speaker-discourse
markers, it should be mentioned that the increased use of speaker-discourse markers in
high-imposition contexts could also be the result of a social performance. Performances
would be based on speakers’ experience with and knowledge of linguistic interactions
and, specifically, speaker-discourse markers and their impact on the listeners. This
proposed notion of performance is not meant to be interpreted as the speaker’s conscious
choice, but rather as a socially learned way in which to linguistically interact with others,
using a contextual anticipatory schemata (Caffi & Janney 1994). According to
Martinovski et al.’s (2005) mitigation process, whether the increased density of speakerdiscourse markers in the high-imposition contexts is the result of an actual increase in
cognitive load or a social schemata in the context of increased imposition, speakerdiscourse markers are used as mitigation devices. This current data do not provide
evidence to tease apart the cognitive and social schemata explanations. Either explanation
would not limit the proposal that listeners may perceive the markers as indicators of new
information and speaker processing problems.
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Also related to the social factors involved with mitigation, the findings presented
and discussed thus far are addressed considering a currently favored definition of
mitigation, which is that mitigation is a reduction of perlocutionary force (Fraser 1980)
important in social interaction (Brown & Levinson 1987). The expectation of new
information could be viewed as preparing the listener for upcoming information.
Therefore the anticipated perlocutionary force, which is the effect on the listener of the
perlocutionary act, may be reduced as a result of the listener’s preparation for new
information. Entertaining the possibility that old information may be presented following
the speaker-discourse marker while the listener expects new information, the
perlocutionary force of the interaction may increase as a result of the mismatch between
the listener’s expectation of new information and the reality of old information. Perhaps
the hypothetical increase in perlocutionary force would be manifested in the form of
increased surprise in this case. The hypothetical increase in perlocutionary force could be
further explained by the fact that listener abilities like joint attention, ToM, and
anticipatory schemata, which are usually helpful in communication, would be unfruitful
in this situation in which old information was presented but new information was
expected. These proposed hypotheses will be addressed throughout the remainder of this
dissertation when additional evidence is provided.
The next evaluation of mitigation also discusses mitigation from a politeness
perspective, a view that is very common within mitigation research. This current
evaluation of mitigation considers the past research within politeness frameworks and,
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specifically, it relates to the interlocutor tendency to communicate according to a set of
social norms.
Various types of linguistic studies indicate that accommodation occurs in
dialogue. Phonetic accommodation (Pardo 2006) as well as sociolinguistic
accommodation occur (e.g. Bell 1984). Politeness studies indicate a preference for
interlocutors to function under the social norms of the community, and indicate that
impoliteness is recognized when those norms are not followed (Watts 2003).
Accommodation to the other interlocutor’s politeness standards is considered here as an
explanation of mitigation that is communicated with speaker-discourse markers.
The finding that listeners perceive speaker-discourse markers as indicators of
speaker problems (Arnold & Tanenhaus in press), more generally indicates that listeners
are able to make judgments about speaker motivations and possess an underlying
knowledge about speaker motivations. This ability relies on using a ToM. Listeners could
potentially understand the speaker’s behavior (e.g. increased use of speaker-discourse
markers) as following social norms to impose less on the listeners by preparing them for
the upcoming information. The speaker’s tentative imposition on the listener could be
described as abiding by negative politeness norms (Brown & Levinson 1987). Listeners’
perception of speakers as abiding by politeness norms may prompt listeners to also
follow social norms and limit imposition on the speaker, accommodating to the social
context. Listeners may limit imposition on speakers by mitigating their reactions to the
speakers’ mitigated language. The result would possibly be reduced demonstrated effect
by the listener and therefore reduced perlocutionary force on the speaker. This
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interpretation is aligned with the common definition of mitigation as a reduction of
perlocutionary force, but distinctly considers a reduced effect on both interlocutors. This
explanation is based on an assumption that interlocutors may cooperate to different
degrees in interaction and that each interaction may prompt more or less cooperation and
accommodation.
While the response of the listener is not the focus of this quantitative portion of
the research, other researchers have indicated that mitigated interactions result in
increased involvement and agreement (Brown & Levinson 1987; Briz Gómez 2003;
Félix-Brasdefer 2004). Accommodation could be viewed as a result of involvement of the
speaker and listener and could possibly reduce disagreement. While this evaluation of
mitigation would seem to support the views of mitigation as increasing involvement and
agreement, in actuality this analysis indicates that any evidence of an interlocutor
functioning within politeness norms would also prompt the other interlocutor to function
within those norms, resulting in increased agreement; not caused by mitigation but by a
preference to interact according to social norms. Since mitigation can be discussed as a
theoretical construct that is only partially accounted for from the politeness perspective of
Brown and Levinson (1987) (Caffi 2006, 48), this proposed explanation is insufficient to
describe the functioning of mitigation in interaction.
At this point, these possible explanations and considerations are premature,
considering the other data that have yet to be presented. At the same time, these possible
explanations provide a more in-depth account of the notion of mitigation from
complementary perspectives (i.e. production/perception and social norms), while relating
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this study to prior studies of language use and mitigation. In order to understand more
fully the role of discourse markers in mitigation, the findings from the analysis of
speaker-listener markers are addressed in the next section by providing the statistical
findings, select examples, a taxonomy of markers, and a discussion of the findings.
4.2.2 Speaker-listener markers
The density measure of speaker-listener markers (e.g. oye ‘hey listen’, mira
‘look’) indicated that the HU context had the highest density (1.85), while the HC context
had the lowest speaker-listener density (0.26) (Table 4.10, also Table 4.6). Both of the
low-imposition contexts had similar densities (LU=0.80, LC=0.79).
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Table 4.10 Speaker-listener, speaker-discourse, and epistemic marker densities

Densities
Speaker-discourse markers
HU
2.01
HC
1.62
LU
0.82
LC
1.02

Speaker-listener markers
1.85
0.26
0.80
0.79

Epistemic markers
0.11
0.00
0.53
0.11

Since the apparent difference between the uncertain and certain contexts with
high-imposition was not reflected in low-imposition contexts, an ANOVA calculation
would not have indicated any significant differences, although the difference between the
HU context and the HC contexts are observationally large (1.845 vs. 0.262). Considering
that there are apparent differences between the uncertain and certain contexts that are
high-imposition, but not low-imposition, a Pearson chi-square test was used. A Pearson
chi-square test considers the independence of each context, different from the ANOVA
used with speaker-discourse markers, which accounts for the contextual factors. The
Pearson chi-square test sought to find whether the use of speaker-listener markers was
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independent from the contexts of interaction, considering the 4 experimental contexts.
The data for this test indicate whether or not each individual speaker used the specific
type of marker in the interaction. If a speaker did not use any speaker-listener markers, a
zero was assigned to the interaction. If the speaker used at least one speaker-listener
marker, the number 1 was assigned to the conversation. The assignment of 0 and 1
represents categorical data about the use of speaker-listener markers.
The results from the Pearson chi-square test indicated that the use of speakerlistener markers and the 4 contexts were not independent (χ² (3, N = 54) =9.234 10.51,
p=0.026) (Table 4.11). Based on the chi-square calculation, the standard residuals
indicate that more speaker-listener markers than expected were used in the HU context
(std. residual=1.5) and that fewer speaker-listener markers than expected were used in the
HC context (std. residual=1.1).
Table 4.11 Actual use of speaker-listener markers by context
Context
HU

Absence of marker
count
1
std. residual
-1.9
HC
count
8
std. residual
1.1
LU
count
7
std. residual
0.9
LC
count
5
std. residual
-0.1
Total count
21
(χ² (3, N = 54) =9.234 10.51, p=0.026)

Presence of marker
13
1.5
6
-0.9
6
-0.7
9
0.1
34

Total
14
14
13
14
55

Examples (4.3) and (4.4) demonstrate the use of oye ‘hey listen’, sabes que ‘you
know’ and fíjate ‘hey look’, which are speaker-listener markers and identify a directed
communication between interlocutors.
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Example 4.3, HU17
Bueno, oye sabes qué? eh en las noticias estaban diciendo que pues en el barrio
en e- ahí por mi casa están: están robado muchos carros, y pues el sábado en la
mañana me di cuenta que no estaba tu carro (.) y pues que lo que me lo robaron
(.)
‘Well, hey listen you know what? eh in the news they were saying that well in
the neighborhood in e- there by my house they’re: they’re stealing a lot of cars,
and well on Saturday morning I realized that you car wasn’t there (.) and well that
it that they stole it from me(.)’
Example 4.4, HC09
Fíjate que tengo que decirte algo pero no sé cómo lo vayas a tomar.
‘Hey look I have to tell you something but I don’t know how you’re going to take
it.’
Like the taxonomy of the speaker-discourse markers, the taxonomy of the
speaker-listener markers does not segue into a discussion of the use and function of each
individual marker, since the goal is to understand how the category of speaker-listener
markers as a whole contributes to mitigated discourse. The most common speakerlistener markers were oye ‘hey listen’, sabes ‘you know’, fíjate ‘hey look’, and mira
‘look’ (Table 4.12). These most frequent speaker-listener markers are consultive devices
in that they function to draw the listener’s attention to the speaker’s utterances, in some
cases provoking a listener response and in other cases not. Vocatives like oye ‘hey listen’
and mira ‘look’ were frequent, and vocatives have been said to mark shifts in cognitive
states (Norrick 2009), yet this finding is supported by research only from a discourse
analytical perspective. While vocatives were frequent, politeness markers like discúlpame
‘excuse me’ and perdóname ‘pardon me’ were infrequent, compared to the other speakerdiscourse markers in these data. This general finding that vocatives are more frequent
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than politeness markers was also found in a study of Mexican discourse used to resolve
conflict (Czerwionka 2010).
Table 4.12 Taxonomy: Speaker-listener markers by context by group
Speaker-listener
markers
oye
‘hey listen’
sabes que/ sabes/ tú lo
sabes/ tú sabes
‘you know what’/ ‘you
know’/ ‘you know it’/
‘you know’
fíjate ‘look’
mira ‘look’
te acuerdas
‘you remember’
¿No crees?
‘don't you think?’
ya que ves/ ves
‘as you see/ see’
digamos ‘we say’
discúlpame ‘excuse me’
¿no? ‘no?’
perdóname ‘pardon me’
por favor ‘please’
te entiendes
‘you understand’

HU
(N=17)
12, 14, 17,
17, 24
12, 13, 17,
17

HC
(N=7)
5

LU
(N=12)
12, 12,
13

21

11, 12,
18, 30

13, 14, 22

8
9

13, 30
12, 22

17, 24

8

LC
(N=9)

Count
(N=45)

10

10

9
1, 31
1, 21

8
5
3

12, 12

2
31

22

2

22
2
4
8

1
1
1
1
1

21

1

8

The discussion of the findings related to speaker-listener markers addresses the
significantly increased use of speaker-listener markers in the HU context and the
significantly decreased use in the HC context. Speaker-listener markers are used to
mitigate when the speaker is motivated by increased uncertainty within a high-imposition
context (HU). The significantly decreased use of speaker-listener markers in the HC
context can also be considered a type of mitigation that is produced when the motivation
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for mitigation is high-imposition and certainty. In the prior research on mitigation, the
use of specific linguistic devices have been associated with mitigation. Yet, distinctly,
these findings indicate that mitigation also occurs through the absence of certain
discourse markers; namely, speaker-listener markers in HU contexts. The unmarked uses
of speaker-listener markers in both of the low-imposition contexts are explained by the
fact that low-imposition contexts simply do not require as much modulation or mitigation
as the high-imposition contexts. Therefore the unmarked use of speaker-listener markers
in these low-imposition contexts is expected.
4.2.2.1 Speaker-listener markers and mitigation: Politeness
From a production perspective, the HU context prompted significantly more
display of the speaker-listener relationship with the frequent use of speaker-listener
markers, and the HC context motivated a decreased use of speaker-listener markers as a
linguistic mitigating device, not focusing on the interlocutors’ relationship. From a
perception perspective, speaker-listener markers have been shown to allow listeners to
“share in the information transfer being accomplished through narrative discourse”
(Schiffrin 1987, 281) and they draw the listener’s attention to specific material. Schiffrin
(1987) also discussed ‘y’know’ as verifying that information is more equally distributed
as a result of the discourse. These descriptions of ‘y’know’ can be expanded more
generally to other speaker-listener markers since many speaker-listener markers serve
similar roles in the participation framework. Consultive devices function like ‘y’know’
and vocatives draw the listener’s attention to specific material. Perception of speakerlistener markers has not yet been addressed from a psycholinguistic perspective.
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The current findings indicate that in the HU context, the increased use of speakerlistener markers as a mitigation device: (a) draws the attention of the listener to the
discourse; (b) possibly calls for listener help to co-construct the discourse; (c) allows the
listener to participate in the transfer of information; and (d) more equally distributes the
information between the speaker and listener. On the other hand, in the HC context, the
significantly reduced use of speaker-listener markers limits this general involvement of
the listener in the participant framework. This finding is not only surprising considering
the prior views of mitigation as including speaker-listener markers (Ballesteros Martín
2001; Félix-Brasdefer 2004), but it also challenges the description that mitigation devices
result in increased cooperation (e.g. Briz Gómez 2003). The results in the HC context
indicate that limited cooperation likely occurs as a result of the reduced use of speakerlistener markers. From the speaker’s perspective, increased cooperation of the listener
may be unnecessary considering that the speaker has factual information, and therefore
does not need the input of the other interlocutor to complete the HC discourse.
In terms of politeness theory, the increased use of speaker-listener markers in the
HU context could be analyzed as evidence of alignment by including the listener.
Conversely, the reduced use of speaker-listener markers in the HC context does not lead
to an analysis of alignment or positive politeness. Politeness norms are often considered
to be common to a socio-cultural group, and Mexicans have been shown to have positive
politeness tendencies (Curcó 2007). Yet, the findings in these two different contexts
indicate that the type of cognitive information (i.e. explicit vs. implicit) is a factor in
determining the tendency to act in accordance to positive politeness norms. The tendency
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to act in accordance with these norms is not dependent solely on the specific cultural
group, evidenced by the fact that all participants were of the same cultural group, yet the
tendencies were distinct depending on the cognitive contextual factor. The increased or
limited use of speaker-listener markers, and thereby the display or not of the social norm
of positive politeness, was motivated by the type of cognitive knowledge within contexts
of high-imposition. It is not possible to know whether this difference in linguistic device
use is a socially learned reaction to different types of cognitive information, or whether
speakers behave similarly to one another when influenced by different types of cognitive
information as a result of their cognitive structure. As a concluding remark to this
discussion, these findings indicate that the reliability of the generalized results from
politeness studies should be questioned since prior studies have not considered the
influence of cognitive factors on interlocutors and their social interactions.
4.2.2.2 Speaker-listener markers and mitigation: Deictic position
A different, but related, proposed explanation of the increased and decreased uses
of speaker-listener markers relates to the deictic positioning of the speaker. Deictic
positions are discussed here considering the linguistic evidence related to personal
dimensions (e.g. speaker-hearer markers) and the global positions and perspectives of the
interlocutors as participants in dialogue.
In discussions of linguistic deixis, the speaker is considered to be in the deictic
center (Koike 1989), based on the fact that the speaker’s egocentric perspective is
unmarked in language (Haverkate 1984; Givón 1984). Comparing the use of speakerlistener markers in the HU and HC contexts, the increased use of these markers in the HU
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context indicates a shift away from the speaker’s deictic center. The significantly reduced
use of speaker-listener markers in the HC context indicates maintenance of the egocentric
speaker perspective. According to Koike, “the greater the distance from the (speaker’s)
deictic center, be it in temporal or personal dimensions,…the lesser the degree of
illocutionary force” (1989, 200-201). Therefore, the discourse in the HU contexts
communicates a reduced illocutionary force, as compared to the HC context, based on the
use of speaker-listener markers.
Haverkate defined the terms, focalizing expressions as those expressions that
recognize the prominence of the listener and defocalizing expressions as those that “keep
silent” or minimize the prominence of the listener (1984, 56). Therefore, the HC
dialogues with reduced speaker-listener markers can be classified as defocalizing, while
the HU dialogues with increased speaker-listener markers are focalizing (Table 4.13).
Table 4.13 Defocalizing and focalizing contexts

HC context: Defocalizing
S

L

HU context: Focalizing
S

L
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Considering the HC context more carefully, this defocalizing proposal reflects the
speaker’s egocentric perspective. Therefore, according to Haverkate (1984) and Givón
(1984) this perspective is unmarked, yet according to the statistical analysis provided in
this chapter, the reduced use of speaker-listener markers in the HC context is marked, as
already discussed. This finding indicates that the ‘degree of egocentricity’ determines its
marked or unmarked classification. Table (4.14) depicts the increased speaker
egocentricity and defocalization found in the HC context as being marked (smallest, grey
circle) and also the HU context, with focalization of the listener (largest, grey circle), as
also being marked.
Table 4.14 Egocentricity and markedness

S

S

L

HC Low-imposition

HU

This discussion has indicated that the HU context has reduced illocutionary force
compared to the HC context and the unmarked low-imposition contexts. Therefore, the
mitigation in the HU context reflects a common perspective that mitigation is the
reduction of illocutionary force as a result of deictic positioning (Prince et al. 1982, Chafe
& Danielwicz 1987; Koike 1989; Caffi 2006). Conversely, the marked egocentricity and
defocalization found in the HC context has not previously been associated with
mitigation, although according to Martinovski et al.’s (2005) mitigation process, the lack
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of speaker-listener markers in the HC context forms part of the linguistic pattern used to
mitigate in the HC context. In the HC context, the mitigating linguistic device creates an
increase in illocutionary force, according to this deictic analysis. This analysis does not
provide conclusive data regarding the way in which both the increased and decreased use
of speaker-listener markers function as mitigating devices. Providing more evidence
related to the mitigating function of both marked uses of speaker-listener markers (i.e.
increased and reduced), the uses of speaker-listener markers in the HU and HC contexts
are analyzed in the discourse analysis in Chapter 5 and as related to interlocutors’
perceptions and effects of the interactions in Chapter 6.
4.2.2.3 Speaker-listener markers and mitigation: Emotion
As a final consideration, the use of speaker-listener markers in the HU and HC
contexts may also involve the expression of emotion since interjections like oye ‘hey
listen’ and mira ‘look’ are defined as often expressing emotion (Crystal 2003, 239). The
uncertainty present in the HU context may provoke increased speaker emotion and
prompt the speaker to show emotion with speaker-listener markers, indicating a
relationship open to sharing the emotional impact of the current situation. On the other
hand, the certainty in the HC context seems to limit the speaker’s expression of emotion
to the listener, considering the limited use of speaker-listener markers. While the
increased emotional sharing in the HU context may reflect common notions of
mitigation, such as increased involvement or cooperation (Briz Gómez 2003), the HC
results clash with these prior descriptions. The distinct views of mitigation that have
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emerged can be attributed to the fact that prior research on mitigation has not considered
the impact of the speaker’s degree of uncertainty as a motivation for mitigation.
4.2.2.4 Speaker-listener markers and mitigation: Final discussion
Concluding this discussion, the speaker-listener data indicate that within the highimposition contexts, the factor of uncertainty prompts diverse mitigation devices, namely,
the frequent use of speaker-listener markers with uncertainty and a corresponding
infrequent use of speaker-listener markers with certainty. The discussion of these findings
suggested that the frequent use of speaker-listener markers may indicate increased
alignment, reduced illocutionary force, and emotional sharing possibly resulting in more
involvement or cooperation, as compared to contexts with less frequent use of speakerlistener markers. These analyses of the HU context are supported by the previous
literature on mitigation (e.g. Prince et al. 1982; Briz Gómez 2003; Caffi 2006).
Conversely, the reduced use of speaker-listener markers as a mitigation device in the HC
context may indicate that mitigation is related to a lesser degree of involvement and a
marked use of egocentricity and defocalization of the listener, presumably resulting in
additional illocutionary force compared to contexts with more speaker-listener markers.
The discussion of emotion, led to the proposal that certainty discourages use of emotive
language. In general, the proposals related to the use of speaker-listener markers as a
mitigating device in the HC contexts does not align with the previous literature. The
contradicting findings and explanations of mitigation as a result of this analysis of the HU
and HC contexts questions the prior notions of mitigation, which do not explain the use
of speaker-listener markers as mitigation devices in high-imposition contexts that result
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from both uncertainty (implicit information) and certainty (explicit information). The
qualitative analysis in Chapter 5 provides further insight into the way in which the
degrees of uncertainty impact the linguistic mitigation patterns and the overall function or
functions of mitigation.
4.2.3 Epistemic markers
Although the use of epistemic markers (e.g. creo ‘I think’, no sé ‘I don’t know’)
was infrequent (Tables 4.5 and 4.6), the densities indicated that the greatest density of
epistemic markers occurred in the LU context (Density=0.526 markers/turn), indicating
that approximately one epistemic marker occurred in every two speaker turns. Very few
markers were used in the HU (0.107) and LC (0.107) contexts. No epistemic markers
were used in the HC context. A Pearson chi-square test was also conducted to test the
independence of the use of epistemic markers and the 4 contexts. The result was
insignificant, likely due to the minimal use of epistemic markers overall. Examples (4.5)
and (4.6) show speaker turns that contained epistemic markers. These exemplify the use
of creo que ‘I think that’, yo creo ‘I think’, no sé ‘I don’t know’, and se me hace ‘it seems
to me’. These examples demonstrate that some speakers used epistemic markers, but in
general epistemic markers were infrequent and usually absent in most interactions.
Example 4.5, HU19
(.) No lo encuentro (nombre). Creo que me lo robaron, pero
(.) I can’t find it (name). I think that it was stolen from me, but
Example 4.6, LU24
Sí yo también escuché algo, creo que es este, creo que se quebró algo, yo creo.
No sé, se me hace que es el jarrón que tenía ahí en la- (.) en la entrada.
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Yeah me too I heard something, I think that it’s um, I think something broke, I
think. I don’t know, it seems to me that it’s the pitcher that you had there in the
(.) in the entrance.
The taxonomy of epistemic markers shows that although epistemic markers were
seldom used, the marker creo ‘I think’ was the most frequent, occurring 8 times (Table
4.15). Looking at the LU context, which was the context with the highest density and the
highest count of epistemic markers, the speaker in group 24 in the LU context contributed
5 of the 8 epistemic markers. In summary, all contexts used few epistemic markers.
Table 4.15 Taxonomy: Epistemic markers by context by group
Epistemic
markers
creo ‘I think’
se me hace ‘it seems to
me’
no sé ‘I don't know’
yo creo ‘I think’

HU
(N=2)
17, 19

HC
(N=0)

LU
(N=8)
15, 19, 24, 24

LC
(N=2)
4, 9

Count
(N=12)
8

11, 24

2

24
24

1
1

Based on the limited data within the epistemic markers category, few conclusions
about the use of epistemic markers can be made. Although lack of evidence does not
provide sufficient information on which to base conclusions, the degree to which
epistemic markers are used to mitigate is questioned. The prior research on mitigation
consistently refers to epistemic mitigation categories (Prince et al. 1982; Ballesteros
Martín 2001; Briz Gómez 2003; Félix-Brasdefer 2004; Caffi 2006), leading to the
common assumption that epistemic markers are common mitigation devices.
Contributing to this view is Félix-Brasdefer’s (2004) use of an epistemic framework for
his study of mitigation. The current data do no support the hypothesis that epistemic
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markers are common mitigation devices, indicating the need for additional research with
more data to verify this finding.
Epistemic markers were also included in this study because of the limited
discussion of the relationship between semantic uncertainty that is expressed with
epistemic markers, and cognitive uncertainty, which represents a contextual factor. The
results that would have indicated a relationship between semantic and cognitive certainty
would have been seen in the form of significantly more epistemic markers in the contexts
with speaker uncertainty. Questions about the relationship between cognitive and
semantic uncertainty remain unanswered. In addition, questions about the pragmatically
ambiguous meanings of epistemic markers (i.e. reflecting cognitive uncertainty or a
method of mitigation) also remain unanswered.
4.3 Summary of quantitative analysis
Based on the prior literature, it was hypothesized that a high frequency of
linguistic devices associated with mitigation would be used with greater motivations for
mitigation. Contrary to the hypothesis, the findings indicated that the three types of
linguistic device categories (i.e. speaker-listener, speaker-discourse, and epistemic
markers) were used in different ways with respect to the degrees of imposition and
uncertainty present in the contexts. Speaker-discourse markers were statistically more
frequent in the high-imposition contexts, following the expectation that more mitigation
devices would be used with increased social motivation, yet no statistical differences
were found with respect to the cognitive motivation. Speaker-listener markers were used
in marked ways in both of the high-imposition contexts, exhibiting significantly greater
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use in the HU context and significantly less use in the HC contexts, as compared to the
low-imposition contexts. Furthermore, these speaker-listener findings indicate that any
marked use of linguistic devices, whether increased or decreased, may be considered a
mitigation device. Epistemic markers were infrequent in all contexts, even those that had
increased imposition and increased speaker uncertainty. This summary of findings (Table
4.16) demonstrates that an increased frequency of linguistic devices associated with
mitigation is not necessarily the marker of mitigation in contexts with greater motivations
for mitigation.
Table 4.16 Summary of quantitative results
More actual
stressor

Less actual
stressor

More potential stressor
HU (HU)
↑ turns
↑ speaker-discourse markers
↑ speaker-listener markers
infrequent epistemic markers
HC (HC)
↑ turns
↑ speaker-discourse markers
↓ speaker-listener markers
infrequent epistemic markers

Less potential stressor
LU (LU)
↓ turns
↓ speaker-discourse markers
unmarked speaker-listener markers
infrequent epistemic markers
LC (LC)
↓ turns
↓ speaker-discourse markers
unmarked speaker-listener markers
infrequent epistemic markers

These results demonstrate that different linguistic devices have distinct
relationships to the motivations of mitigation in context. The speaker-discourse markers
were sensitive only to the degree of imposition and not the degree of speaker uncertainty.
The speaker-listener markers were sensitive to the degree of speaker uncertainty only
when there was increased imposition, indicating general sensitivity to imposition as well.
The epistemic markers were infrequent overall.
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Since the speaker-discourse and speaker-listener marker findings support the
hypothesis that increased imposition motivates mitigation, the social factor of imposition
requires less analysis in this dissertation than the cognitive factor of speaker uncertainty,
due to the fact that it has already been explored in the prior literature and has been shown
to influence mitigation. Conversely, the findings have suggested that the degrees of
speaker uncertainty prompt different types of mitigation, which may include the
increased or reduced use of a linguistic device. Therefore, the qualitative analysis further
explores the mitigation that results from the degrees of speaker uncertainty within the
high-imposition contexts.
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CHAPTER 5: PRODUCTION RESULTS - QUALITATIVE DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
The quantitative results in Chapter 4 confirmed the impact of the degree of
imposition on the use of mitigation devices and provided evidence that the degree of
uncertainty may also play a role in determining the mitigating structures used by the
interlocutors. While the effect of imposition has been well supported in the previous
literature, these new findings indicating an impact of the degree of certainty begs a more
in-depth analysis. Beyond the quantitative statistical analysis, a qualitative approach will
further serve to support this finding, providing a more comprehensive understanding of
mitigation devices and mitigation in discourse.
The qualitative analysis serves two main purposes. First, it allows for the analysis
of the mitigation devices within dialogue, focusing on the sequential organization of
speaker and listener talk, considering the motivations of mitigation. Second, the more
comprehensive analysis of mitigation in dialogue serves to examine further the various
proposals related to the definition and description of mitigation that were suggested in the
discussions of the quantitative findings.
The current qualitative analysis, drawing on elements from a Conversation
Analysis (CA) approach, addresses both speaker and listener turn-taking tendencies and
the sequencing of information in the discourse. Diverging from CA approaches, the
discourse analysis, in conjunction with the statistical results presented, provides a clearer
and more comprehensive picture of how mitigation devices function within discourse,
and how the structure of the discourse itself contributes to mitigation. The qualitative
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discourse analysis sheds light on the use of the previously analyzed linguistic devices in
discourse, the relationship between the motivations of mitigation on the discourse
structure as a whole and, thereby, on the effect of mitigation on the interaction.
The analysis in this chapter demonstrates two distinct discourse structures found
in the data. The first, termed here the Co-reconstruction structure (CRS), is characterized
by the presentation of events in a step-by-step fashion; relying on the temporality and
locality the events described and engaging the listeners in the dialogue (Table 5.1). The
term Co-reconstruction was coined to reflect two concepts: (1) the co-participation of the
speaker and listener in the structure and (2) the temporal and local recreation or
reconstruction of the events through discourse. The second structure, the Non-linear
construction structure, shortened to the Non-linear structure (NLS), is identified by the
lack of contextualized, temporally organized information, a reliance on secondary topics
that contribute to the speaker’s tendency to avoid the information to be shared, and a
limited dependence on the participation of the listener (Table 5.1). The term Non-linear
construction reflects the speaker tendency to deviate from the goal at hand during the
construction of the discourse and the limited co-construction resulting from the speaker’s
limited reliance on the listener. These two construction types are discussed and
exemplified in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Overview of discourse structures
Co-reconstruction structure (CRS)
Co-participation in structural components
Gradual presentation of content with
temporal and local description

Non-linear structure (NLS)
Limited dependence on the listener
Speaker avoidance of contextual
information
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These two discourse structures were found to parallel the degree of uncertainty
present in the experimental contexts. Specifically, the CRS was found when uncertainty
was present in the HU context, while the NLS was found in the HC contexts with speaker
certainty.
Based on a detailed qualitative analysis of all of the interactions, it was found that
10 of the 14 HU interactions employed the CRS. Similarly, 10 of the 14 HC interactions
used the NLS. While the discourse structures in each of the interactions are distinct from
one another in their length (i.e. numbers of turns and amounts of talk), the interactions
classified as using the CRS or NLS, independent of their lengths, reflect all of the
characteristics described above and summarized in Table 5.1. Table 5.2 lists the
individual interactions in which the discourse structures were found, many of which are
exemplified in this chapter. Given the discursive nature of these structures, providing
frequency counts of the individual components would inadequately represent the
overarching discourse trends. Therefore, a more representative way of describing the
structures is presented, providing examples and detailed analyses of the structures while
considering the pragmatic and mitigating functions.
Table 5.2 Association of discourse structures and cognitive factor
Discourse structure
CRS

NCS

Cognitive factor
Frequency
Uncertainty
Present in 10 of 14 interactions
(HU11, HU12, HU13, HU15, HU16,
HU17, HU18, HU22, HU28, HU30)
Not in (HU14, HU19, HU20, HU24)
Certainty
Present in 10 of 14 interactions
(HC02, HC03, HC05, HC06, HC07,
HC08, HC09, HC10, HC27, HC31)
Not in (HC01, HC04, HC21, HC29)
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These structures are addressed as a product in that they are studied as the result
of the presence of the different degrees of uncertainty, and also as a process since the
way in which they are created sequentially is detailed. The discussion below (1) provides
examples of the structural characteristics that define these two discourse structures, (2)
examines the pragmatic functions of these structures, and (3) relates the pragmatic
functions to the notion of mitigation. The CRS is presented first, followed by the NLS.
5.1 Co-reconstruction structure (CRS)
The CRS was found in contexts with speaker uncertainty. The structure is
described first. Then, the pragmatic functions are examined, and the contribution of a
mitigated meaning is discussed.
The description of the CRS is informed by the statistical findings presented in
Chapter 4 and also a qualitative examination of the roleplay interactions. The significant
statistical finding associated with uncertainty was an increase in speaker-listener markers
(e.g. oye ‘hey’) in the high-imposition context. Additional structural properties found in
the discourse analysis were the use of deictic markers that provide contextualization
throughout the dialogue and the use of preparators (e.g. Tengo algo que decirte ‘I have
something to tell you’) followed by continued contextualization.
Example (5.1) temporally contextualizes the event of the stolen car beginning in
line 01 by mentioning el viernes ‘Friday’, locationally contextualizes in lines 03 and 04
with en el barrio ‘in the neighborhood’ and por mi casa ‘around my house’, and
continues the temporal contextualization in line 05 with el sábado en la mañana
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‘Saturday in the morning’. This contextualization guides the interlocutors sequentially
through the events related to the stolen car.
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)

Example 5.1, HU12
S: Oye sabes qué? e:l (.) viernes, te acuerdas que me prestaste tu carro? (.)
L: Sí.
S: Bueno, oye sabes qué? eh en las noticias estaban diciendo que pues en el
barrio en e- ahí por mi casa están: están robando muchos carros, y pues el
sábado en la mañana me di cuenta que no estaba tu carro (.) y pues que lo que
me lo robaron (.)
S: Hey you know what? o:n (.) Friday, you remember that you lent me your car?
(.)
L: Yes.
S: Well, hey you know what? eh on the news they were saying that well in the
neighborhood in e- there by my house: they’re stealing a lot of cars, and well
Saturday in the morning I realized that your car wasn’t there (.) and well that it
it’s that they stole it from me(.)
In addition to the deictic markers used to contextualize throughout the pre-

sequence, the speaker in Example (5.1) used multiple speaker-listener markers in lines 01
and 03, including oye ‘hey’ and sabes ‘you know’, which was expected based on the
quantitative results. In addition, the speaker’s question in line 01 asking if the listener
remembered that the speaker had borrowed the car is an appealer, since the listener
signaled affirmatively in response in line 02.
Similar to Example (5.1), the speaker in Example (5.2) also mentioned multiple
temporal events el viernes ‘Friday’ and para hoy ‘by today’, and location with cerquita
de la casa ‘really close to the house’ in line 04. While Example (5.2) exhibits only one
use of a speaker-listener marker, which is fíjate ‘hey look’, in line 02, the speaker
responded to the listener’s initial question with se me presentó una situación ‘a situation
presented itself to me’. This utterance in line 02 is a preparator. It provides contextual
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information, although vague, and also prepares the listener to learn about the situation in
question. The listener then participated in the construction of the dialogue by asking
about the aforementioned ‘situation’, thereby shaping the direction of the upcoming
discourse by co-constructing the dialogue trajectory. Following this sequence of a
preparator in line 02 and listener participation in dialogue trajectory in line 03, the
speaker provides the contextual, deictic references about the ‘situation’ (e.g. el viernes
‘Friday’, aquí ‘here’, cerquita de la casa ‘close to the house’, hoy ‘today’).
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)

Example 5.2, HU22
L: Eh qué onda? Vengo por mi carro, ya lo desocupaste?
S: Ah es este es que se me presentó una situación.
L: Qué situación?
S: Fíjate que el viernes lo dejé aquí cerquita de la casa (.) y para hoy ya no (.) nno lo podía localizar.
L: Cómo que no lo pudiste localizar?
S: Digamos que (.) ya no estaba
L: Eh what’s up? I’m here for my car, por mi carro, did you finish using it?
S: Ah it’s well it’s that a situation came up.
L: What situation?
S: Hey look on Friday I left it here really close to the house (.) and by today I
cou- (.) cou- (.) cI couldn’t locate it.
L: What do you mean you couldn’t locate it?
S: We could say that (.) it wasn’t there anymore.
The interaction in Example (5.3) is a prime example of contextualizing events

over multiple turns. In line 03, the speaker relates that she borrowed the car and she
locates the scene in front of her house. In lines 04 and 06, she mentions the lack of
security in the neighborhood before stating that she left the car in front of her house in
line 08. In addition to this contextualization, Example (5.3) depends on various speakerlistener markers like tú lo sabes ‘you know’ and no crees? ‘don’t you think?’ involving
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the listener by prompting a listener turn in lines 05 and 07. Like Example (5.2), the
speaker in Example (5.3) utters tengo algo que decirte ‘I have something to tell you’,
which forewarns the listener of a contextual event. The listener is prompted by this
preparatory utterance in line 01 not only to look forward to upcoming information, but
also to participate in its construction by asking the follow-up question Qué pasó? ‘What
happened’ in line 02. Following the listener’s question, the speaker starts to contextualize
the event by uttering Sé que me prestaste tu coche ‘I know that you lent me your car’, in a
way that was not informative but used to indicate previous shared knowledge of the
borrowing of the car. This utterance represents the initial moment of the context in
question. Like Example (5.2), this example indicated that preparators and speaker-listener
markers prompt listener participation (e.g. Qué pasó? ‘What happened?) and that
sequentially organized contextualization follows preparators and continues throughout
the discourse. These structural characteristics are common to the CRS, occurring in 10 of
14 interactions.
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)
(08)
(09)
(10)
(01)
(02)
(03)

Example 5.3, HU17
S: Oye este tengo algo que decirte.
L: Qué pasó?
S: Sé que me prestaste tu coche (.) pero ay es que tú lo sabes por mi casa hay
muchísima inseguridad, no crees?
L: Qué pasó?
S: No es que muchísima inseguridad no crees?
L: Qué pasó?
S: Lo que pasa es que te lo juro lo dejé fuera de mi casa, y lo dejé ahí, te lo juro,
te lo juro, pero es que no lo encuentro. No (.) te lo juro que ….tienes seguro
verdad?
S: Hey um I have something to tell you.
L: What happened?
S: I know that you lent me your car but oh it’s that you know around my house
there’s
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(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)
(08)
(09)
(10)

a lack of security, don’t you think?
L: What happened?
S: No it’s that a great lack of security don’t you think?
L: What happened?
S: What happened is that I swear to you I left it outside of my house, and I left it
there, I swear.
I swear to you, but it’s that I can’t find it. No (.) I swear (.)(.) You have insurance
right?

5.1.1 Co-reconstruction structure: Pragmatic function
The general tendency of this discourse structure is to introduce information to the
listener from the beginning of the story, while providing pauses in the flow of
information that are created through preparators, speaker-listener devices, and listener
turns. These pauses are called here communicative pauses since they suspend the flow of
first-track information, but they are distinct from silent pauses, which are a measurable
period of silence. Communicative pauses consist of utterances that do not address the
first-track information, use silent pauses, and can be uttered by speakers or listeners in
co-constructed dialogue. They function to delay the flow of information.
While both first- and second-track information are valid and important aspects of
dialogue, the communicative pause perspective allows for analysis of the relationship
between the two. The contextualization that is ordered temporally creates the flow of
information in this discourse structure. According to Clark’s (1996) explanation of
communication, the contextualizing information forms part of the second-track, which
contains background information. The first-track information, which is the official
business of the interaction, is the telling of the stolen car or broken pitcher. In the CRS,
interlocutors are focused on the second-track information. This second-track focus gives
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speakers the opportunity to reconstruct the events and gives listeners ample information
to co-construct the turn of events in the situation along with the speakers. Considering
Caffi and Janney’s (1994) co-textual anticipatory schemata, the sequencing of
temporally-organized contextualizing information is a behavior from which expectations
can be made about upcoming moments in the interaction, meaning that the temporal
organization would lead listeners to expect the story to continue in a temporally
organized way.
In addition to the focus on the second-track information, in this discourse
structure, listeners often take turns in response to the speakers’ use of speaker-listener
markers or preparators. These turns are analyzed contributing to the communicative
pauses. Looking again at Example (5.3), the preparator in line 01 and speaker-listener
markers in lines 04 and 06 serve to provoke listener turns. The tag questions and listener
turns (e.g. Qué pasó? ‘What happened?’) act as communicative pauses in the flow of
information in that they stop the first-track and second-track information flow. While the
interaction between lines 05 and 08 could be considered to be an expanded adjacency
pair, it is analyzed as a communicative pause because in this interaction is serves to
divide the flow of information.
In terms of the communicative impact, these examples allow for the coconstruction of the discourse by both participants, while also pausing the flow of
information. Like silent pauses, communicative pauses serve important communicative
functions, likely relating to the social relationship between interlocutors and processing,
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yet no previous study has specifically addressed these issues with respect to
communicative pauses.
Table (5.3) demonstrates the relationship between the information (trapezoids)
and the communicative pauses (rectangles with bars), indicates the impact of the
communicative pauses within dialogue (diamonds), and includes this dialogic process
within a broader scope of language and communication (ovals). Even though all
utterances in discourse prompt social and cognitive impacts, only the communicative
pauses are labeled as creating an impact on the social and cognitive aspects of the
dialogue and thereby influencing the following discourse (dashed lines), because the
current purpose of this figure is to address communicative pauses in dialogue. The social
and cognitive impacts of communicative pauses are focused on below. The example
provided in Table (5.3), is included in Spanish and the translation can be found in the
original presentation of Example (5.3).
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Table 5.3 Dialogic process of information and communicative pauses, Example (5.3)
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Example (5.1 presented again as 5.4) provides another example of communicative
pauses. When the speaker-listener marker sabes qué? ‘you know what?’ in lines 01 and
03, which indicated a question form intonationally, does not prompt a listener response,
the marker still provides a pause in the information flow. This communicative pause,
therefore, is shorter than the prior examples that involved multiple turns. The current
investigation does not address the possible influence of the different communicative
pause lengths. Another communicative pause occurs in Example (5.4) in line 02 where
the listener responds to the question in line 01 with sí ‘yes’. This line 02 utterance is
considered to be a communicative pause because it would be strange for the listener not
to remember lending the car, therefore the affirming utterance likely does not provide
new information to the context.
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)

Example 5.4, HU12
S: Oye sabes qué? e:l (.) viernes, te acuerdas que me prestaste tu carro? (.)
L: Sí.
S: Bueno, oye sabes qué? eh en las noticias estaban diciendo que pues en el
barrio en e- ahí por mi casa están: están robando muchos carros, y pues el
sábado en la mañana me di cuenta que no estaba tu carro (.) y pues que lo que
me lo robaron (.)
S: Hey you know what? o:n (.) Friday, you remember that you lent me your car?
(.)
L: Yes.
S: Well, hey you know what? eh on the news they were saying that well in the
neighborhood in e- there by my house: they’re stealing a lot of cars, and well
Saturday in the morning I realized that you’re car wasn’t there (.) and well that
it’s that they stole it (.)
Schiffrin indicated that speaker-listener markers allow listeners to “share in the

information transfer being accomplished” (1987, 281). This data show that this
explanation can be understood from two perspectives, both of which are relevant to
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understanding the CRS. The first is that by directing the listener’s attention or prompting
listener participation, the listener is active in the creation and sharing of information and
therefore the relationship between the interlocutors is modified.
The second explanation is that, as mentioned, these markers create a pause in the
information flow, thereby allowing extra time for processing and the listener’s perception
of the information communicated. This second explanation of communicative pauses can
be compared to a kink in a water hose. With a kink, not only does the flow of water
pause, but after the kink is released, a surge of water emerges. Similarly, after a
communicative pause, a flow of contextual information surges. Just as people who are
familiar with a hose know that the aftermath of a kink is greater water flow, interlocutors
who are familiar with the common tendencies of communication can predict the flow of
information following a momentary pause in information, thereby sharing in the
knowledge of the transfer of information.
It is proposed here that momentary communicative pauses, as found in the CRS in
the form of preparators, speaker-listener markers, and the associated listener turns,
predict an increased flow of information. This proposal relates to Caffi and Janney’s
(1994) anticipatory schemata, yet it is unclear whether the expectation of increased
information flow following a communicative pause is based on a marked type of
discourse structure as in the linguistic anticipatory schemata or observation of negotiated
behaviors in prior segments of the interaction as in the co-textual anticipatory schemata.
The use of these communicative pauses may also relate to speaker processing problems,
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since, as any interlocutor knows, telling unfortunate news requires more processing than
conveying other colloquial information.
Example (5.5) demonstrates a communicative pause comprised of a preparator in
line 01 and a listener turn in line 02, followed by a surge of information in line 03, which
contains a piece of information Sé que me prestaste tu coche ‘I know that you lent me
your car’ followed by a more slight pause that is created from an actual silent pause,
speaker-discourse markers ay ‘oh’ and es que ‘it’s that’, and a speaker-listener marker tú
lo sabes ‘you know it’. Line 03 also shows additional contextual information por mi casa
hay muchísima inseguridad ‘around my house there is a lack of security’. The turn ends
with a speaker-listener marker in the form of a tag question in line 04. The tag question,
along with the listener turn in lines 05 and 07, again, create “kinks” in the communication
flow that is followed by a surge of contextualizing information, characteristic of the CRS.
The repetition of information in line 06 may also be considered part of a lengthier
communicative pause, beginning with the tag question in line 04 and ending with the
flow of information in lines 08 to 10.
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)
(08)
(09)
(10)

Example 5.5, HU17
S: Oye este tengo algo que decirte.
L: Qué pasó?
S: Sé que me prestaste tu coche (.) pero ay es que tú lo sabes por mi casa hay
muchísima inseguridad, no crees?
L: Qué pasó?
S: No es que muchísima inseguridad no crees?
L: Qué pasó?
S: Lo que pasa es que te lo juro lo dejé fuera de mi casa, y lo dejé ahí, te lo juro,
te lo juro, pero es que no lo encuentro. No (.) te lo juro que ….tienes seguro
verdad?

(01)
(02)

S: Hey um I have something to tell you.
L: What happened?
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(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)
(08)
(09)
(10)

S: I know that you lent me your car but oh it’s that you know around my house
there’s
a lack of security, don’t you think?
L: What happened?
S: No it’s that a great lack of security don’t you think?
L: What happened?
S: What happened is that I swear to you I left it outside of my house, and I left it
there, I swear.
I swear to you, but it’s that I can’t find it. No (.) I swear (.)(.) You have insurance
right?
Example (5.6) is an interaction in which the speaker tells all of the news in one

turn and indicates that communicative pauses may occur in the absence of listener turns.
This speaker uses two speaker-listener markers at the beginning of her utterance in lines
01 and 02, fíjate ‘look’ and tú sabes ‘you know’. She also initially uses a preparator in
line 01 where she indicates that she is going to tell the listener something. These initial
structural properties create a lengthened communicative pause prior to her sharing of the
information. While there are no listener turns in this interaction, the speaker uses other
types of communicative pauses like silent pauses and other references to the listener as in
line 04 (tú tuviste la confianza (.) de prestarme:? (.) tu carro ‘you trusted me enough (.)
to le:nd? me (.) your car’).
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)
(08)

Example 5.6, HU13
S: Eh fíjate que (.) me da mucha pena (.) decirte (.) que (.) pues tú
sabes que aquí? ha estado una ola de (.) de robos no nada más (.) eh en este
sector sino en todo Monterrey (.h) de: (.) robos a autos este no se diga: batazotes
etcétera (.) y y pues t- tú tuviste la confianza (.) de prestarme:? (.) tu carro (.)
pero: (.) eh (.) no sé qué pasó y lo dejé aquí estacionado? (.h) eh (.) afuera? (.) en
mi enfrente de mi ventana? (.) y no está. //Este yo sé que te he habido dicho
desde antes este (.) pero no (.) no lo encuentro ya salí a buscarlo me dicen y
pregunté y todo. Me dicen que no saben donde está no sé.

(01)
(02)

S: Eh look (.) it makes me sad to (.) tell you (.) that (.) well you
know that here? there has been a wave of (.) of robberies not only in (.) eh in this
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(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)
(08)

sector but in all of Monterrey (.h) o:f (.) car robberies um don’t say it beatings
etcetera (.) and and well y- you trusted me enough (.) to le:nd? me (.) your car
(.)
bu:t (.) eh (.) I don’t know what happened and I left it here parked? (.h) eh (.)
outside? (.) in
my in front of my window? (.) and it’s not there. //Um I know that I should have
told you
before um (.) but I can’t (.) can’t find it I already went out to look for it they told
me and
I asked and all. They told me that they don’t know where it is I don’t know.
Again, Schiffrin’s (1987) analysis of ‘y’know’ indicated that it is used to verify

that information is more equally distributed. Distinct from her analysis, it would seem
that speaker-listener markers in this data mark unequally distributed information at the
time of utterance and a predictable upcoming moment of more equally distributed
information.
As a final topic related to the CRS, the relationship between the speaker and
listener in dialogue is addressed. The use of speaker-listener markers is often associated
with the participatory framework of the interaction (e.g. Schiffrin 1987). This discourse
structure is dependent upon linguistic devices that reference the listener and, at times,
prompt a listener turn as in the communicative pauses; therefore, the listeners’ position as
reflected in the dialogues is a vital structural component of the CRS.
Although the way in which the CRS is co-constructed is salient, there is little
evidence that the listener’s participation or position in the dialogue changes the position
of the listener with respect to the speaker. For example, throughout the CRS the speaker
is more responsible for initiating the creation of common ground than the listener. Jucker
and Smith (1998) indicates that most theories of communication view the responsibility
for determining the state of common ground as a shared task between interlocutors (Clark
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1992; 1996), although they say that theoretically one of the interlocutors can take all of
the responsibility for determining the state of the common ground. In this discourse
structure, the speakers are responsible for the sharing and imparting of common ground.
This information giving is done in the CRS through the methodical way in which
information is shared; namely, the second-track information forms the basis while
communicative pauses are created for a slow and steady sharing of information. The
anticipatory abilities of listeners likely predict that the dialogue will continue with the
same pattern, therefore indicating that listeners do not need to modify their role, since a
steady flow of information is provided. The listeners maintain the status of having less
responsibility for the initiation of common ground, and throughout the dialogues there is
no evidence that this relationship between the speaker and listener changes. While the
analysis of discourse allows for some speculation of the functions of communicative
pauses and the CRS, a more detailed discussion will be provided following the analysis
of the metalinguistic conversation data in which the perspectives of speakers and listeners
are obtained.
5.1.2 Co-reconstruction structure: Mitigation
Referring back to Martinovski et al’s (2005) mitigation model, the linguistic
devices and discourse structures that emerge from contexts in which the speaker is under
social or cognitive stress are defined as linguistic mitigation. Therefore, since the CRS is
the product resulting from a context with both social and cognitive stress, the CRS is a
discourse-level mitigation device. This structure is used to mitigate when speakers are
impacted by the cognitive factor of increased uncertainty, within a high-imposition
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context. The CRS impacts the way in which information is shared and also the interactive
roles of both interlocutors.
Considering the structure of the CRS, described above, mitigation as an effect on
the communication of information can be characterized as a lengthening of the time
period until first-track information is shared and mutual knowledge is reached. This
discourse structure may lead to anticipated information, in that listeners may comprehend
the first-track information prior to its announcement, as a consequence of the
contextualizing information that may lead them to predict the upcoming news accurately.
This conclusion relies on co-textual anticipatory schemata that are available to
interlocutors because of the temporally and locally organized contextual information and
the structure itself of information and communicative pauses.
The usefulness of co-textual anticipatory schemata in the CRS for listeners could
be argued to impact the interactional perspective of the interlocutors in that, by allowing
listeners to anticipate upcoming moments or information, they would be not be surprised
by information. They are given information about the context gradually, which allows
them to reconstruct the context along with the speaker. This reconstruction places the
listeners’ attention on the context, and not on themselves or the speaker. Therefore, this
discourse structure could be considered to encourage the listener’s attention to be placed
on the reconstruction of contextual information, possibly minimizing the attention paid to
the effects of the interaction on the self or other.
Related to the prior descriptions that mitigation creates involvement and
agreement in discourse (Briz Gómez 2003; Félix-Brasdefer 2004), the CRS, which
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exploits the human ability to maintain joint attention on the recreation of contextual
information, naturally creates involvement of the speaker and listener. This claim of
involvement does not depend on the number of turns taken by interlocutors because turns
often represent the display of expected social roles in dialogue. Instead, this claim is
based on the co-reconstruction phenomenon during which speakers’ and listeners’
attention is jointly focused on the contextual information that is in the process of being
structured. While sharing joint attention is common to most dialogues, involvement
during the CRS occurs in a unique way by focusing the attention of both parties on the
sequential orderliness of second-track information to reconstruct the situation jointly.
This specific type of joint attention may serve to create alignment or draw attention away
from one’s own position in the discourse, and therefore reduce the perceived
illocutionary or perlocutionary forces of the assertions communicated. These proposals
related to the effects of the CRS may be further explained by the fact that, when focusing
on second-track information, both interlocutors may be required to expend cognitive
effort on processing the sequential organization of the event, which may reduce their selffocused perspective. This proposal requires further research to indicate whether the
cognitive effort is sufficiently taxing to reduce the degree of focus on the sociallyoriented interlocutor positions. The possible effects of the CRS on interlocutors will be
addressed following analysis of the metalinguistic conversation data in Chapter 6.
Regarding agreement, there is no evidence that this discourse strategy prompts
resulting agreement between interlocutors. There is no evidence of disagreement either.
Hence, the analysis of the CRS does not support the hypothesis that mitigation elicits
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increased agreement (Briz Gómez 2003). The impact of the CRS on the involvement and
agreement between interlocutors is discussed in Chapter 6, considering the findings from
the metalinguistic conversations.
In summary, the CRS represents an expression of mitigation in discourse. This
structure’s processing effects on the listener likely allow for some anticipation of
upcoming information using co-textual anticipatory schemata and may modulate the
effects on the listener, which, if indicated in the metalinguistic conversation data, would
corroborate perspectives of altruistic mitigation and perlocutionary mitigation (e.g. Fraser
1980, Caffi 2006). The general conclusion based on this discourse analysis is that the
CRS increases the period of time until the creation of mutual knowledge, while allowing
for anticipated moments about the structure of the discourse and the content. This
discussion has addressed specifically how uncertainty in high-imposition contexts, as the
motivation for mitigation, impacts the interaction prompting the CRS.
5.2 Non-linear structure (NLS)
The NLS was found in high-imposition contexts with speaker certainty. The
structure is described first. Then, the pragmatic function and the contribution of a
mitigated meaning are discussed.
The description of the NLS includes the statistical findings and also the
qualitative examination of the dialogues that are presented in this chapter. The significant
statistical finding associated with certainty was a significantly lower frequency of
speaker-listener markers in the high-imposition context. Additional structural properties
are the use of expanded adjacency pairs, preparators followed by limited
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contextualization, and false steerers that provide contextualizing information not leading
towards the first-track information. In addition, the listeners’ limited participatory role in
the NLS, as compared to the participatory role in the CRS, is demonstrated below.
In Example (5.7), the listener asked Qué pasó ‘What happened’ in line 02, yet in
line 03 the speaker did not respond to this question. In line 03 the speaker instead asked
what could be seen as a rhetorical question about whether the listener remembers the car
that she had lent the speaker. Since the speaker could likely presuppose that the listener’s
response would be yes, the answer is not required. This question is used to announce the
topic at hand, therefore, the question-answer pair in lines 02 and 03 serves to creates the
expanded adjacency pair that begins with qué pasó ‘what happened’ in line 02 and ends
with me lo robaron ‘it was stolen from me’ in line 06, when the response to the initial
question is provided. Expanded adjacency pairs occur when there are turns between a
question and its answer. This pair in Example (5.8) is created by the insertion of turns
that do not bear additional information. Instead of answering the question in the next turn,
which would be the preferred response (Sacks et al. 1974), the question was avoided by
using filler turns that, in essence, avoided the topic at hand. This avoidance characterizes
the NLS.
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(01)

Example 5.7, HC08
S: Fíjate que tengo que decirte algo pero no sé cómo lo vayas a tomar.
L: Qué pasó?
S: Eh te acuerdas del carro que me prestaste?
L: Ah sí.
S: Bueno, por favor no quiero que te vayas a preocupar. Yo (.) te voy a ayudar y
todo pero lo que pasa es que me lo robaron cuando estaba de viaje.
S: Notice that I have to tell you something but I don’t know how you’re going to
take it.
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(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)

L: What happened?
S: Eh do you remember the car you lent me?
L: Ah yes.
S: Well, please I don’t want you to worry. I (.) am going to help you and
everything but what happens is that it was stolen from me when I was on the trip.
In a more detailed analysis of the turns that separate the question in line 02 from

the answer in line 06, the speaker used a variety of preparators throughout the interaction,
including no quiero que te vayas a preocupar ‘I don’t want you to worry’ and te voy a
ayudar ‘I am going to help you’ in line 05. Preparators are utterances that serve to guide
the discourse in that they refer to upcoming discourse or moments. These are dissimilar
to steerers in that they do not give specific information about the context. Example (5.8)
is a prime example of the use of preparators in HC contexts in the absence of more
specific steerers. The speaker in Example (5.7) also uses the preparators, tengo que
decirte ‘I have to tell you’ and no sé como lo vayas a tomar ‘I don’t know how you’re
going to take it’ in line 01. These utterances serve to inform the listener that the
upcoming information is likely bad news; news that may be difficult to take, cause worry,
or necessitate the help of someone else. These utterances do not serve to introduce the
topic or lead the listener to details about the upcoming information. In addition, these
preparators are not used in conjunction with steerers that contextualize as they are in the
CRS, thereby giving the impression of increased vagueness of information and evidence
of upcoming bad news. This first example provides evidence that the NLS draws
attention to the possible end results of the interaction (e.g. telling something, future
moment of worry, receiving help) and not the information related to the context.
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Similarly, Example (5.8) demonstrates an expanded adjacency pair beginning
with the listener’s question in line 01 with Tienes las llaves? ‘Do you have the keys?’.
Instead of providing an answer in line 02, the speaker responded with pauses and a
follow-up question asking if the listener was referring to the keys of the car. Considering
that the only shared information between the speaker and listener prior to this interaction
was the knowledge that a car had been borrowed, there is no reason for the speaker to
clarify that the keys referred to were those belonging to the car. If the speaker had
borrowed the car and also the keys to the house so that he could put the car back in the
garage, then it would be possible that the speaker would need to clarify which keys were
in question. Since this situation is not the case, the only keys that were a possible topic of
conversation were those of the car, indicating that the speaker’s clarification in line 02
did not serve to prompt additional useful information. It served to prompt an additional
response by the listener in line 03 and, in doing so, expanded the adjacency pair begun
with the question in line 01. This example is another instance of an expanded adjacency
pair created by the insertion of turns that do not bear additional information.
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)

Example 5.8, HC07
L: Tienes las llaves?
S: Ah (.) de tu carro (.)
L: Sí.
S: Sí bueno resulta (.) que (.)(.) ah (.) tu carro pues estaba en el hotel (.) se lo se
lo robaron.
L: Do you have the keys?
S: Ah (.) to your car (.)
L: Yes.
S: Yes well it happens (.) that (.)(.) ah (.) your car well I was en the hotel (.) it
was it
was stolen.
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The use of preparators not followed by contextualization and the creation of
expanded adjacency pairs does not provide contextual information to the discourse. The
result of expanded adjacency pairs is a pause in the sharing of information that occurs
over various turns. Distinct from the CRS, this pause in the NLS is not surrounded by
contextual information; therefore its function is distinct in that it cannot be attributed to
allowing for processing time of the contextual information.
When contextual information was provided in the NLS, it was mostly limited to
the use of one steerer within the head act. Example (5.9) shows that the speaker’s only
contextualization cuando estaba de viaje ‘when I was on the trip’ occurred in line 06, in
the head act, just after stating that the car was stolen. Similarly, in Example (5.8), the
speaker stated estaba en el hotel ‘I was in the hotel’ in line 05, immediately preceding the
news that the car was stolen. Steerers are limited to the head act utterance, prior to or
after the first-track information is revealed in the NLS, unlike the CRS in which
contextualization throughout the interaction is the norm.
Although contextualization in the NLS is generally limited to the head act,
speakers mention other topics that do not address the first-track information and do not
contextualize. The mention of secondary information is called a false steerer, since it
provides a second possible trajectory for the discourse. The speaker in Example (5.9)
mentioned that the car died in line 03; a topic that is related to the car but is not true. This
information represents a secondary possible trajectory. The speaker then continued or
corrected herself by broadening the scope from a specific problem to a general problem,
stating hubo un problema ‘there was a problem’, which served as a preparator. This
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interaction maintained the two topics simultaneously for a brief period of time (i.e. the
dead car and a problem). The speaker’s false steerers were in response to the listener’s
question in line 01, qué onda con el carro, así me lo dejaste bien verda-? ‘what’s up with
the car, you left it ok for me right?’, which was never addressed directly. Therefore,
while the adjacency pair was never completed, the inability to address the question
directly leads to the conversational implicature that a positive and preferred response,
such as ‘The car is fine’, is impossible as the upcoming first-track information. This
conversational implicature is likely understood based on interlocutors’ contextual
anticipatory schemata. Like the expanded adjacency pairs, the false steerers have the
potential to provoke sequentially increased turns, which serve to stall the communication
of the first-track information. In addition, the possible secondary trajectory for the
communication requires listeners to entertain additional possible trajectories of the
communication, limiting their ability to project or foresee the first-track information.
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)

Example 5.9, HC10
L: Qué onda (nombre), qué onda con el carro, así me lo dejaste bien verda-? (.)
hahaha
S: (.) Mmm (.) bueno (.) para ser sincero (.) pues se murió:, bue[no hubo ] un
problema.
L:
[el correo]
L: Qué problema haha
S: Pues lo que pasa es que como se oye pues lo robaron.

(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)

L: What’s up (name), what’s up with the car, you left it ok for me right? (.)
hahaha
S: (.) Mmm (.) well (.) to be sincere (.) well it die:d, we[ll there was] a
problem.
L:
[the belt ]
L: What problem haha
S: Well what happens is that like it seems well they stole it.
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Similarly, in Example (5.10), two related topics were maintained from line 01 to
line 08 and over seven turns. The two topics, una mala noticia y una buena ‘bad news
and good’, represent two trajectories of the discourse, the bad news and the good news.
The mention of good news is a false steerer that serves to limit the listener’s ability to
anticipate the first-track information that is to come.
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)
(08)
(09)
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)
(08)
(09)

Example 5.10, HC05
S: Oye (.) mm tengo (.) una (.) mala noticia y una buena noticia.
L: Qué le hiciste al carro?
S: Ehh una buena noticia y una mala noticia. Cuál quieres saber primero.
L: Este (.) Mm (.) me lo chocaste ah esa es la mala y me vas a comprar uno nuevo
de agencia.
S: No. La buena noticia es que me fue mu:y padre en (.) el D.F.
L: Ah.
S: Co:n ganas de vacaciones, bien chidas. Y la mala noticia es que (.) me
robaron el carro.
S: Hey (.) mm I have (.) (.) bad news and good news.
L: What did you do to the car?
S: Ehh bad news and good news. Which do you want to know first.
L: Um (.) Mm (.) you crashed it uh that’s the bad and you’re going to buy me a
new one
from a dealership.
S: No. The good news is that it went re:ally great for me in (.) the Federal District.
L: Ah.
S: I wa:anted to be on vacation, really cool. The bad news is that (.) the
they stole it from me.

5.2.1 Non-linear structure: Pragmatic function
The NLS that was found in contexts with speaker certainty depends on the use of
expanded adjacency pairs that are expanded by the speakers’ use of preparators with
limited contextualization and also false steerers. This structure does not rely on the
listener for structural purposes, beyond the most basic contribution of appropriate turntaking norms, different from the CRS. The listeners’ turns also lack informational
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purposes since: (1) the absence of contextualization and avoidance of first-track
information limit their ability to anticipate the trajectory of the discourse and (2) speakers
avoid addressing the listeners’ questions. The speakers avoid addressing the first-track
information through their use of expanded adjacency pairs and, in the expansions, the use
of preparators with limited contextualization and false steerers.
The main pragmatic functions of this discourse structure are avoidance on the part
of the speaker and reduction in directed joint attention between speakers and listeners.
Speakers not only avoid second-track information (i.e. contextualizing background
information), but they also avoid accurate first-track information, including other possible
first-track topics by using false steerers. By including additional first-track possibilities,
this discourse structure is more focused on the first-track information, even though
avoidance of the actual information occurs. This tendency to present multiple first-track
topics creates an ambiguous discourse structure, defined here as a structure that provokes
listeners to question their co-textual anticipatory schemata because of the presence of
various topics that were introduced in the prior stretch of the interaction.
Example (5.10) introduces the good and bad news as possible options for the firsttrack information. Although it is clear that the listener maintains a stronger anticipatory
schemata for the bad news, indicated by line 02 Qué le hiciste al carro? ‘What did you
do to the car’ and line 04 lo chocaste ‘you crashed it’, the good news option is also
available. This listener tendency to know that the ambiguous discourse structure presents
dispreferred, or negative, information can be attributed to the listeners’ contextual
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anticipatory schemata, which rely on prior script knowledge of how interlocutors interact
in specific discourse environments.
In terms of the impact on the speaker-listener relationship, this discourse strategy
contains turns created by both interlocutors, yet listeners’ turns do not have a structural
function beyond showing that listeners conform to normal turn-taking practices, as in the
CRS. Considering that theoretically one of the interlocutors can take all of the
responsibility for determining the state of the common ground (Jucker & Smith 1998),
the NLS confirms that the speaker is responsible for the sharing and imparting of
common ground, as in the CRS. This speaker responsibility is likely common to all
assertions in interaction, but the way in which the speaker controls the sharing of
information is distinct in these different discourse structures. In the NLS, speakers avoid
providing information or at least accurate information to listeners throughout the
dialogues.
5.2.2 Non-linear structure: Mitigation
Following Martinovski et al’s (2005) mitigation process, the NLS is an example
of linguistic mitigation since it results from stress placed on the speaker in the HC
context and, therefore, creates effects on the interaction and the individual interlocutors in
dialogue. The effect on the communication of the information is general avoidance of
first-track and second-track information. The first-track information is focused on,
however, since other possible first-track options are typically presented. This type of
communication does not allow the listener to project or foresee the first-track information
accurately, or at least the projections are not confirmed throughout the discourse since the
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discourse is ambiguous. Like the CRS, this NLS of mitigation can be defined as an
increased period of time prior to sharing the first-track information, lengthening the
period until the creation of mutual knowledge. Different from the CRS, the NLS does not
provide contextual cues on which listeners may accurately predict the actual first-track
information. This mitigation strategy may identify a bad news situation for listeners,
based on their contextual anticipatory schemata, but the path to the first-track information
is ambiguous and therefore vague.
Linguistic mitigation has been related to notions of socio-cultural politeness
tendencies (Brown & Levinson 1987), and it has been said to reduce perlocutionary force
(Fraser 1980) and increase the involvement, cooperation, and agreement between
interlocutors (Briz Gómez 2003; Félix-Brasdefer 2004). With respect to politeness,
negative politeness tendencies (i.e. Do not impose) are not indicated, since this discourse
structure creates additional imposition on the listener. It obliges the listener to entertain
the possibility of various first-track trajectories, imposing additional cognitive processing
efforts or emotional stress from the inability to predict upcoming discourse moments.
This discourse structure does not indicate alignment or positive politeness norms either,
especially considering that the speakers not only avoid the information, but also the
listeners’ questions. Generally, an indication of involvement and the inclusion of both
interlocutors would indicate positive politeness. The listeners in this discourse structure
do not play an integral role in terms of the structure or contribution of information,
thereby showing limited involvement in comparison to the CRS. In general, the NLS
does not reflect positive or negative politeness norms.
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The absence of politeness norms indicates a limited concern for the social
relationship that is usually reinforced through the dialogue, indicating that speakers may
be more egocentric in their perception of the situation and the dialogue, especially as
compared to speakers’ talk during the CRS in which interlocutors together focus on the
recreation of second-track details. This proposal is supported by the quantitative findings
in Chapter 4 where speaker-listener markers were limited in this context, indicating less
attention placed on the speaker-listener relationship. Based on this discussion of
politeness, it is hypothesized that the NLS highlights the individual status of both the
speaker and the listener and creates or maintains the distance between the speaker and
listener in interaction.
Regarding the possibility of impacting interlocutor agreement, there is little
evidence of agreement or disagreement, due to the limited participation of the listener in
the NLS or the information conveyed. With respect to cooperation, speakers and listeners
both participate in turn-taking, indicating a degree of cooperation expected in all
dialogues. Although the general notion of cooperation is present, the fact that speakers
ignore listeners’ contributions to the discourse indicates a limited degree of
intersubjectivity.
In terms of the predicted reduction of perlocutionary force, since there is evidence
that the introduction of multiple first-track trajectories allows listeners to anticipate
dispreferred first-track information, the perlocutionary force would theoretically be
reduced as a result of the anticipatory ability of the listener. On the contrary, the listeners’
bad news prediction occurs as soon as the multiple track options are mentioned, yet their
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predictions are not confirmed by the speakers, since speakers do not provide
contextualizing information that would confirm or contradict the listeners’ predictions.
The lack of confirmation of the prediction likely counters some or all of the reduction in
perlocutionary force created by the anticipatory ability.
In Chapter 4, it was proposed that a speaker-discourse marker followed by new
information would align with the listeners’ expectations and thereby reduce the
perlocutionary force. It has been shown that, as compared to the CRS, the NLS does not
depend on contextualization and thereby presents less new information about the context.
This pattern would indicate a mismatch between the listeners’ expectation of new
information and the actual information given, which would not reduce the perlocutionary
force because of the increased stress of the mismatch. While new information is provided
in the form of false steerers, these devices also do not allow the listener to project the
first-track information accurately and thereby also would not likely reduce the
perlocutionary force.
The speakers’ overall lack of contextualization, avoidance of information, and
avoidance of the listeners’ questions create a dispreferred structure that restricts the
possibility for co-construction of the discourse and does not allow for accurate listener
projection. The listeners can rely on their contextual anticipatory schemata but not their
co-textual anticipatory schemata. The NLS allows the speakers to have increased time
before they necessarily have to communicate the dispreferred information, giving the
speaker additional time to process and plan the communication of the first-track
information. This analysis is further evidence that the focus is on the speaker in the NLS
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in the HC context, which supports the quantitative speaker-listener findings and
associated deictic analysis. Many of the proposals presented in section 5.2 are addressed
following the analysis of the metalinguistic conversation data.
5.3 Validation of discourse structures
Since the two discourse structures defined in this chapter emerge from
experimental roleplays, their existence and use in spontaneous interactions should be
validated through a brief comparison with prior research and evidence from spontaneous
interview data from El Habla de Monterrey ‘The speech of Monterrey’9 corpus recorded
in Monterrey, Mexico. The benefit of these experimental data is to understand how not
only the social factor of imposition, but also the more difficult to access cognitive factor
of speaker uncertainty, impact language and discourse. Therefore, while the spontaneous
data cannot address the motivation of a particular discourse structure, similar structures to
those identified in this chapter can be found in spontaneous data. This comparison with
prior research and with corpus data from Monterrey indicates that the discourse structures
found in this current study are valid structures in dialogue, and more specifically in
Spanish in Monterrey.
In addition to similarities with the corpus data, the individual linguistic tendencies
that form part of the discourse structures have been reported in prior research based on
spontaneous language, and many have been indicated as mitigating devices: discourse
markers (e.g. Schiffrin 1987; Ballesteros Martín 2002; Briz Gómez 2003; Félix-Brasdefer

9

El Habla de Monterrey was recorded and is maintained by Dr. Lidia Rodríguez-Alfano at the Universidad
Autónoma de Nuevo León. The use of the corpus is greatly appreciated.
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2003); preparators (e.g. House & Kasper 1981; Terasaki 2004); steerers (e.g. House &
Kasper 1981; Gumperz 1982), deictic markers (e.g. Koike 1988; Félix-Brasdefer 2004),
turn-taking (e.g. Sacks et al. 1974), and expanded adjacency pairs (e.g. Sacks et al. 1974).
The analysis and findings presented in this chapter indicate how these linguistic
tendencies, which are well supported in the prior literature, can be combined to reveal
two distinct mitigating discourse structures in situations prompting mitigation.
The spontaneous data that support the discourse structure findings are from
interviews in Monterrey, Mexico that are part of El Habla de Monterrey ‘The speech of
Monterrey’ corpus. The examples are from interviews with university students, therefore,
the age and general social factors were comparable to those of the participants in this
current study.
The first two examples (5.11 and 5.12) display similar discourse structures to
those of the CRS, used in the presence of speaker uncertainty, although neither corpus
example recounts bad news. Both examples indicate a linear sequence and speaker
control over the information, which are features in the CRS and also typical features in
narratives (Sacks 1992; Labov 2001, reported in Labov 2006). Example (5.11) is from an
interview with B about her upcoming trip to France to teach for the year. B talks about
the other people with whom she is familiar, that will also be going with the same
program. She provides the following surge of information that includes temporal
organization, starting with the prior January when she found out that another person she
knew had applied to the program (line 01). Following that January, she saw the official
acceptance list with both of their names (line 02 to 03), information that was later
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confirmed when B saw the other person at a preparatory seminar (line 04). B’s discourse
not only presents the temporal organization of this process of finding out, but each event
mentioned also shows how B’s knowledge of the other girl’s participation was expanded
over time. She learned that it was possibly, then likely, that the other girl would be going.
Their dual presence at the seminar confirmed that the girl would be going. Not only does
this step-by-step narration tell the listener the information, but it allows the listener to
process it in a way that reflects the speaker’s (B’s) initial way of learning the information
and her present way of recreating the information through discourse.
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)
(08)
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)
(08)

Example 5.11, El Habla de Monterrey corpus, Recorded November 2007
B: …Ahí en enero me nos me dijo que ella también había mandado su papelería y
que no sé qué y no pues ya cuando dijeron la lista de los aceptados y todo allá me
fijé y también estaba ella y ahora que fuimos en la primer semana de agosto al
seminario y todo ahí andaba y es la única y yo estan- yo en el seminario conocía
a más personas ¿verdad? de Tamaulipas de Campeche de todos lados pero de
aquí nada más es ella y es otro muchacho y otra muchacha pero no no ando
mucho con ellos y pues todos se van en diferente fechas unos el diecisiete y otros
el veintitantos
B: …There in January me us she told me that she also had sent her paperwork
and
that I don’t know and no well then when they said the list of the accepted ones
and all there I
found out and also she was there and now that we went in the first week of
August to the
seminar and all there she was and it’s the only and I wa- I in the seminar got to
know
more people, right? from Tamaulipas de Campeche from all parts but from
here it’s only her and another guy and another girl but I don’t don’t hang out
much with them and well we all go on different dates some the sixteenth and
others
the twenty-something
Example (5.12) also demonstrates a narration by another speaker in Monterrey

telling about her father’s experience with a heart attack. Similar to speakers using the
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CRS, this speaker S begins her story with the initial starting point in time, ‘third year of
the university’ (line 01). She tells about her father having pains in his arm (lines 04 and
05), one night feeling a heart attack (line 06), then coughing and coughing to stimulate
the heart (line 08), and then going to the doctor (line 09). This linear structure is similar
to the linear structures in the CRS that uses both temporal and locational markers to
construct the information.
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)
(08)
(09)
(10)
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)
(08)
(09)
(10)

Example 5.12, El Habla de Monterrey corpus, Recorded May 2007
S: Ay fue una cosa muy rara estaba yo en qué era tercero tercer de la carrera y
este y mi papá había dicho que que necesitaba que hacerse unos unos análisis o
algo así entonces el doctor el médico de ahí del de la empresa lo mandó a
hacerse sus check-ups y todo eso porque le había estado dando como calambres
en el brazo pero nadie sabíamos en al casa y era este una noche antes mi papa
nin- ninguno de nosotros nos dimos cuenta pero él sintió el el el infarto no sabía
qué era y dicen que cuando toses te estimulas el corazón entonces él empezó a
toser a toser a toser y a toser pobrecito no descansó y en la mañana nos fuimos y
como yo entraba hasta las 8 y él tenía a las 7 su su cita entonces dije ah pues lo
acompañamos no hay problema
S: Oh it was a strange thing I was in what it was third, third year of the
university and
um and my dad had said that he needed to get some some tests done o
something like that the doctor the doctor from there from from the company sent
him to
get his check-up and all that because he had been getting shooting pains
in his arm but no one we didn’t know, us at home, and it was um a night before
my dad
none none of us realized but he felt the the the heart attack and didn’t know
what it was and they say that when you cough you stimulate the heart so he began
to
cough and cough and cough and cough the poor man he didn’t rest and in the
morning we all went and
since I didn’t go in until 8 and he had at 7 his appointment so I said ah well we’ll
go with him there’s no problem.
It could be proposed that the CRS reflects narration because in roleplay and

interview narration contexts speakers cope with actual stressors. In the CRS speakers
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cope with the actual stressor of uncertainty, and in narration speakers cope with the actual
stressors related to memory recall or uncertainty of the previous events. The presence of
an actual stressor seems to prompt features like those in the CRS, thereby validating the
finding of it in this investigation. It should also be mentioned that while the goal of both
the CRS and narrative structures is to inform the other, the goals are different. The goal
of the CRS is to convey information that is directly relevant to the listener, while it is not
the case in all narrations. This distinction in the communicative goals could also explain
why these spontaneous examples seem to be more reliant on the speakers, with less turntaking by the listener, as compared to the examples of the CRS. The immediate relevance
to the listener prompts the listeners in the CRS to be more active in the narrative-like
discourse.
Comparing these results with Maynard’s (2004) investigation of clinicians’ verbal
diagnoses of patients’ conditions, it was found that clinicians delay diagnoses by stating
evidence leading towards a particular condition. He indicated that the delay is
confrontational in interaction, and that use of evidence in the discourse may lead the
patient to anticipate upcoming bad news. Similarly, the anticipation of bad news in the
CRS may be the result of contextual evidence and using co-textual anticipatory schemata.
With respect to the NLS, Maynard’s (2004) conclusion that a delay of presenting
news by providing evidence is confrontational can be extended to indicate that a delay, in
the absence of evidence in the form of contextual and related information, may be more
confrontational than when evidence is present, more similar to the CRS. There were no
discourse examples found in El Habla de Monterrey interviews that reflected the NLS.
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This finding can be explained by the fact that the NLS does not reflect a narrative-like
structure that is common in interview settings. Therefore it is not surprising that the NLS
was not found in interview data. While no NLS examples were found in El Habla de
Monterrey, the prior research that draws attention to preparators or pre-announcements
(Terasaki 2004), discourse markers (e.g. Schiffrin 1987; Ballesteros Martín 2001; Briz
Gómez 2003; Félix-Brasdefer 2004), and expanded adjacency pairs (Sacks et al. 1974)
indicates that these structures are found in spontaneous discourse. No constraint on using
these structures together has been mentioned or alluded to; therefore, the NLS is
considered to be evidence of these types of features used together in an avoidant
discourse strategy.
5.4 Mitigating discourse structures: Imposition and Uncertainty
In summary, the CRS is associated with contexts of speaker uncertainty and the
NLS is associated with contexts of speaker certainty. This finding is indicated only within
the high-imposition contexts. In low-imposition contexts, the turns are limited; therefore
the dialogues do not reflect a tendency to use the CRS in LU contexts or the NLS in LC
contexts. Examples (5.13), (5.14), and (5.15) show the absence of these discourse
structures in the low-imposition contexts. The absence of the discourse structures may be
explained by the fact that in the low-imposition contexts, the party at fault (i.e. the
siblings) was known, whereas in the high-imposition contexts it was not known.
Although this difference potentially contributed to the limited use of the new discourse
structures, other research supports the notion that limited mitigation occurs in contexts of
low-imposition.
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(01)

Example 5.13, LC03
S: Mis hermanos rompieron la jarra de vidrio.

(01)

S: My siblings broke the glass pitcher.

(01)

Example 5.14, LC29
S: Eh este:: (.) Dexter quebró la jarra que estaba ahí.

(01)

S: Eh u::m (.) Dexter broke the pitcher that was there.

(01)
(02)
(03)

Example 5.15, LU16
S: Eh la jarra de vidrio?
L: Es- (.)
S: La tumbó mi hermanito.

(01)
(02)
(03)

S: Eh the glass pitcher?
L: It’s- (.)
S: My little brother broke it.

Similar to the low-imposition contexts, four dialogues in high-imposition contexts
(HC01, HC04, HC21, HC29; HU14, HU19 and HU20) did not use either strategy as in
example (5.16), indicating that there is some individual speaker variation with respect to
mitigation tendencies in high-imposition contexts.
(01)

Example 5.16, HC04
S: Ay (.) lo que pasa es que me robaron el carro

(01)

S: Ay (.) what happens is that they stole the car from me.
Within the high-imposition contexts, the tendency is to use the CRS in contexts

with speaker uncertainty and the NLS in contexts with speaker certainty, when highimposition is present.
Table (5.4) represents the results considering both the quantitative and qualitative
findings. All (↑↓) symbols represent quantitative findings. Jointly, these findings indicate
that the degrees of imposition and uncertainty impact discourse tendencies. The
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mitigating discourse structures are found in the high-imposition contexts, yet they differ
depending on the degree of uncertainty present in the context.
Table 5.4 Quantitative and qualitative findings by context
More actual
stressor

Less actual
stressor

More potential stressor
High-imposition/Uncertain (HU)
CRS
↑ turns
↑ speaker-discourse markers
↑ speaker-listener markers
High-imposition/Certain (HC)
NLS
↑ turns
↑ speaker-discourse markers
↓ speaker-listener markers

Less potential stressor
Low-imposition/Uncertain (LU)
↓ turns
↓ speaker-discourse markers
unmarked speaker-listener markers
Low-imposition/Certain (LC)
↓ turns
↓ speaker-discourse markers
unmarked speaker-listener markers

Considering only the factor of imposition, these findings indicate that mitigation,
as in the high-imposition contexts, is achieved through an increase in turns and
structuring of discourse. In addition, the discussion of the pragmatic function of both the
CRS and NLS indicate that both structures indicate a lengthened period from the
beginning of the dialogue to the moment of mutual knowledge; therefore mitigation can
be described and communicated as such. While both structures increase the time until
mutual knowledge is constructed, they do so in different ways. The function of the CRS
is to create communicative pauses with the listener, which divides the surge of
information, while focusing on the second-track information. The function of the NLS is
to avoid the first-track information either by evading contribution of information or by
introducing other possible first-track topics, creating an ambiguous discourse structure
for the listener and limiting the second-track information. Therefore the CRS draws
attention to the second-track information while the NLS draws attention to the absence of
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first-track information. These discourse structures are similar in their lengthening of time
before mutual knowledge, but very distinct in the structural organization and therefore
the functional meaning, summarized in Table (5.5).
Table 5.5 Summary of mitigating discourse structures
Co-reconstruction structure (CRS)
Non-linear structure (NLS)
Increase in time until confirmed mutual knowledge
(1) Communicative pauses (co-participation) (1) Speaker avoidance of first-track or
(2) Focus on second-track information
accurate first-track information
(3) Allowance of co-textual anticipatory
(2) Limited co-textual anticipatory
schemata
schemata
(4) Limited contextual anticipatory schemata (3) Possible contextual anticipatory
schemata
Besides the functional meaning, the two discourse structures mitigate by creating
different effects. Various proposals have been made regarding the effect of the mitigating
discourse structures, including proposals that relate to illocutionary and perlocutionary
forces, politeness, involvement, agreement, egocentricity and anticipatory schemata. The
consideration of these proposals is discussed in Chapter 7, following the analysis of the
metalinguistic conversations, since the additional data provide a new perspective for the
consideration of the effects of linguistic mitigation. Furthermore, the proposal of the
definition in this chapter is also described in detail.
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CHAPTER 6: PERCEPTION RESULTS - METALINGUISTIC CONVERSATIONS
The results from the experimental scenarios, as well as some evidence from
naturalistic communications, have pointed towards distinct mitigating discourse
structures. The differences were prompted by the different degrees of speaker uncertainty
within the high-imposition contexts, where mitigation is expected. Yet, there is no
evidence thus far about the consequences of the different discourse structures from the
perspective of the interlocutors, which may relate to illocutionary or perlocutionary
effects. This chapter presents the results of the metalinguistic conversations, during
which interlocutors’ perceptions of the discourse structures and interactions were
conveyed.
Perception is defined here as the interlocutors’ ability to identify characteristics of
the discourse structures and reflect on the way in which the discourse structures in
dialogue impact them. Perception is not examined as a neurophysiological process in this
study. The data were collected from metalinguistic conversations that were recorded
between the speaker and listener of each group following the interactions in the roleplays.
There were 14 speakers and 14 listeners who had the opportunity to comment about their
interactions. Each group addressed and commented on the two dialogues that they
created. The metalinguistic comments were analyzed considering whether the interlocutor
participated as a speaker or a listener in the interaction that they were discussing. In this
study, the ‘speaker’ and ‘listener’ were determined based on the roleplay prompts. In
essence, the prompts gave the participant assigned the speaker role information about the
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event in question and provided the person assigned the listener role with minimal
information. Therefore, the speakers in the HU context were the listeners in the LU
context, and the speakers in the HC context were the listeners in the LC context.
Listeners in the HU and HC contexts were the speakers in the LU and LC contexts,
respectively.
Since there was no control as to how much the interlocutors commented on the
interactions, some groups relayed more information than others. Therefore, a qualitative
analysis was used in this analysis, and simple quantitative measures were provided as
support.
The data related to the CRS are presented first, and followed by the data about the
NLS. Finally the data related to the interactions in the low-imposition contexts are
provided, demonstrating differences in the perception of interactions with and without
mitigating discourse structures. These results describe how speakers and listeners: (1)
identify the structural properties of the different discourse structures; and (2) how
speakers and listeners evaluate the interaction and, therefore, the discourse structures. At
times, the comments are interpreted to indicate interlocutors’ perceptions regarding
illocutionary force and perlocutionary force. When the specific type of force perceived is
unidentifiable based on the data, the perceptions are said to refer to a general pragmatic
force, relating to either illocutionary or perlocutionary forces.
6.1 Perception of the co-reconstruction structure
The CRS, which is common in the HU context, is characterized by an increased
number of speaker-listener markers, speaker-discourse markers, and turn-taking. It also
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relies on steerers, and the use of temporality and locality markers to recreate the event by
providing surges of information followed by communicative pauses, which are often
created jointly by speakers and listeners. This structure focuses on the second-track
information.
6.1.1 Speakers’ identification of discourse structure and evaluation
The metalinguistic conversations addressed structural properties of the CRS. For
example, speaker HU16 said traté de usar la información para o sea para que tú (el
oyente) no te enojaras ‘I tried to use the information so or so that you (the listener)
wouldn’t get mad’. This speaker indicates that the information about the context was
‘used’, which reflects the discourse structure’s dependence on the second-track
information to recount what happened from the beginning. Another speaker (HU28) said
Tenía que ser directo. No podía estar escondiéndolo porque me hace sentir más culpable
‘I had to be direct. I couldn’t be hiding it because it makes me feel more at fault’,
indicating the perception of the transparency of the information. This perceived
transparency is likely the result of the communication of background details along with
communicative pauses. Similarly, speaker HU19 said that he spoke clearly, commenting
that he intended to hablar claramente con honestidad para que no haya un conflicto en
nuestra amistad ‘speak clearly with honesty so that there isn’t a conflict in our
friendship’. These metalinguistic comments indicated that the speakers perceived the
structural properties of the CRS as the presentation of information in a clear and direct
way. They did not comment on the increased use of discourse markers and turns or the
function of those structural characteristics. Their perception seems limited to the
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overarching discourse structure, which is likely explained by the fact that the discourse
structure as a whole represents the overall style of discourse as opposed to the individual
parts that comprise the discourse.
With respect to speakers’ evaluations of the CRS, the comments above indicate
that speakers perceived the discourse structure as preventing the listener from being
angry, thereby reducing a perlocutionary force on the listener, and preserving the
relationship between interlocutors. Speaker HU17 evaluated the CRS as being un poco
más suavecito porque (.) es un carro, te cuesta ‘a little softer because (.) it’s a car, it cost
you something’, indicating that the speaker perceived a reduction in illocutionary force
which made the utterances and act of asserting information ‘softer’. In addition, the
intended reduction in illocutionary force was explained by the fact that the imposition in
the situation was highly consequential for the listener (te cuesta ‘it cost you something’).
The comments by speakers HU16, HU19 and HU17 all addressed additional effects of
the discourse on the interlocutors.
While many of the speakers’ comments focused on the intent to diminish the
consequences of the discourse structure for the listener or the relationship, speaker HU22
indicated that the discourse structure allowed him to deslinarme de lo que sucedió
‘disassociate myself from what happened’. In the HU22 interaction, the deictic references
to the location of the car prior to the robbery were salient in line 04 (Example 6.1). The
speaker stated that the car was aquí ‘here’, meaning in close proximity to the speaker,
and that the car was cerquita de la casa ‘really close to the house’, again indicating the
close proximity to the speaker. Saying that the car was kept at a close proximity implied
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that the speaker acted responsibly to protect the borrowed item sufficiently. Therefore,
the deictic markers, as indicated in this speaker’s HU22 comment, disassociate the fault
from the speaker. In addition, the speaker expressed that he was unable to find the car,
showing that he attempted to find it. The incredulity expressed by the listener in line 06
shows that the situation is surprising, likely considering the close proximity of the car to
the speaker and, therefore, the indicated responsibility of the speaker.
(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)

Example 6.1, HU22
L: Eh qué onda? Vengo por mi carro, ya lo desocupaste?
S: Ah este: (.) es que se me presentó una situación.
L: Qué situación?
S: Fíjate que el viernes lo dejé aquí? cerquita de la cas b (.) y: (.) para hoy ya
no: (.) n- no lo podía localizar.
L: Cómo que no lo pudiste localizar?
S: Sí digamos que (.) ya no estaba.

(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)

L: Eh what’s up? I came for my car, are you done with it?
S: Ah u:m (.) it’s that a situation came up.
L: What situation?
S: Look, on Friday I left it here? really close to the house? (.) a:nd (.) by today
it’s no:t (.) I couldn’t find it.
L: What do you mean you couldn’t find it?
S: Yeah we could say (.) it wasn’t there.
This prior speaker’s comment demonstrated that speakers also view the CRS as

protecting themselves. Speaker HU22 continued to say that he interacted para proteger
mi persona de la culpabilidad ‘to protect myself from the blame’. This comment is
similar to that above by speaker HU28, who stated that if he had hidden the information
or had not been clear, he would have felt more at fault. Therefore, speaker HU28 also
was protecting himself from feeling at fault. Speaker HU13 commented that the discourse
structure was used, mostrando que sí estaba mortificada. Responsabilizarme ‘showing
that really I was mortified. To take responsibility’, similar to the attempt to show
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responsibility by speaker HU22. These 2 comments demonstrate an evaluation of the
discourse structure that is based on an egocentric perspective of the speakers.
Three other speakers evaluated the discourse structure by reflecting on their
feelings. Speaker HU15 stated Hablé (.) este nervioso, muy preocupado, asustado ‘I
spoke (.) um nervious, very worried, scared’. Other speakers described feeling medio
pena ‘a little shame’ (HU12) and avergonzada ‘embarrassed’ (HU30). These speakers
who addressed their emotions were also self-focused in their evaluations. This tendency
for speakers to be self-focused, highlighting their emotional involvement in feeling badly
about the situation, could be a method for speakers to explain to listeners their
perspective of the situation.
In summary, comments indicated that 3 speakers perceived the overarching
structural properties of the CRS. Related to the evaluation of the interaction, speakers
tended to explain why the discourse structure was used, and 14 evaluations were
conveyed by the 14 speakers. Table (6.1) summarizes the evaluation findings, based on a
count of the types of comments and responses given by the 14 speakers. Two comments
by speakers (14%) (HU16, HU17) explained the interaction as reducing a negative effect
on listeners (i.e. anger and force of the utterance). These comments are indications of
altruistic mitigation and reflect the common definition of mitigation, which is to alleviate
effects on listeners (Fraser 1980). Eight speakers were self-focused in their perception,
with 5 speakers (37%) (HU12, HU15, HU18, HU20, HU30) focusing on their affective
responses and 3 speakers (21%) (HU13, HU22, HU28) explaining that they used the
discourse to protect themselves, showing responsibility or reducing the affective
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perlocutionary effects of the information on themselves. These 8 comments indicate selfserving mitigation. One speaker (7%) (HU19) indicated that the interaction expressed to
protect the relationship between the interlocutors (HU19), which reflects both altruistic
and self-serving mitigation. One speaker (7%) (HU11) did not address self-serving or
altruistic perspectives, and 2 speakers (14%) (HU14, HU24) did not provide an
evaluation. Speakers view the effects of this discourse structure as impacting a variety of
entities, not focusing solely on the listener. This pattern reflects Fraser’s (1980)
perspective that mitigation can be self-serving or altruistic, yet the majority of the
speakers emphasized an egocentric and self-serving aspect of mitigation when reflecting
on the CRS.
Table 6.1 CRS speaker comments and emotions; Intentions
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6.1.2 Listeners’ identification of discourse structure and evaluation
Of the 14 listeners, 2 indicated that they perceived structural components of the
CRS. Considering that the task was a conversation, it would not be expected for both
interlocutors to repeat the same information. Therefore it is probable that listeners would
have commented more on the structure of the interaction if the speakers had not been
present, and vice versa.
Listeners that addressed the CRS mentioned the way in which the events were
described directly and how the events occurred, likely recognizing the sequentialorderliness that was expressed with the steerers and deictic markers. Some listeners said:
Example 6.2, Listener HU13
Como manejó la información…te dicen las cosas tan directas, tal cual son, y que
te muestran tan sinceridad
‘How he managed the information….they tell you things so directly, how it is,
and they show you so much sincerity.’
Example 6.3, Listener HU19
Se dicen las cosas y cómo sucedió
‘They tell you the information and how it happened’
These listeners did not indicate dissatisfaction with the discourse structure. Listener
HU20 commented that the speaker communicated in a sincere way, indicating
satisfaction with the discourse.
On the other hand, not all listeners were satisfied with the speakers’ behaviors.
Specifically, 2 listeners expressed annoyance with the lack of concrete, direct
information. Listeners said:
Example 6.4, Listener HU11
A mí me hubiera gustado mucho que me hubieras dicho lo que pasaba.
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‘For me I would have liked it a lot if you would have said what happened.’
Example 6.5, Listener HU24
Me hubiera gustado que realmente fueras sincera y me dijeras las cosas como
eran desde el principio.
‘I would have liked if you really were sincere and if you would have told me how
it happened from the beginning.’
In the interaction commented on by listener HU11, the speaker avoided
information in the beginning of the interaction, and then towards the end used more of the
structural components of the CRS. These comments indicate that when the CRS was
limited in the interaction, the listener responded negatively, showing that the CRS is the
preferred method of communication. According to Watts (2003) this comment
demonstrates that the expected norms were not used, identifying a moment of
impoliteness when the CRS was absent.
Listener HU18 also responded negatively, saying me lo dijiste demasiado de
golpe ‘you told it to me too much all at once’. This comment reflected the limited use of
the CRS structure in Example (6.6). Example (6.6) shows no contextualization, which
would be expected in the CRS. The perspective of listener HU18 indicates a
dispreference for a limited use of the CRS. Not only are listeners able to perceive
structural tendencies of the CRS as shown in the few cases above (HU13 and HU19), but
they also can perceive a limited use of the structure and evaluate the limited structure as
dispreferred (HU11 and HU18).
(01)
(02)
(03)

Example 6.6, HU18
L: Te acuerdas que te presté mi carro.
S: Es que no me vas a creer.
L: Qué le paso?
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(04)

S: No lo encuentro.

(01)
(02)
(03)
(04)

L:
S:
L:
S:

Remember that I lent you my car.
It’s that you’re not going to believe me.
What happened to it?
I can’t find it.

The comments that expressed dissatisfaction with the limited use of the discourse
structure indicated listener self-focus in the evaluation, since these listeners focused on
their own preferences with little recognition of the difficulty for the speakers. Listeners
seemed to perceive the communication of information as being for their benefit. In this
situation of a stolen car, speakers had the responsibility to tell listeners, since the listeners
owned the car, but there was no indication that listeners were concerned or even aware of
the difficulty of the situation for the speaker.
While only 2 of the listeners expressed dissatisfaction when the interactions
lacked the CRS structure, the majority of listeners (9 of 14) expressed emotions that they
associated with the information conveyed in the interaction. Listener HU12 described
feeling preocupación ‘worry’, and listener HU15 felt molesta ‘bothered’ and enojada
‘angry’. Listeners HU28 and HU30 also used enojada/o ‘angry’, and Listener HU16
commented that the news fue una sorpresa ‘was a surprise’ and that it made him nervioso
‘nervous’. Listener HU17 similarly indicated surprise, saying that in this situation me
sacaría de onda ‘it would take me by surprise’ (lit. ‘out of the wave’) and said me
sintería muy mal ‘I would feel very bad’.
These comments demonstrate that listeners focused on the emotional impact of
the interaction and the news. Nine of the 14 listeners (HU11, HU12, HU13, HU15,
HU16, HU17, HU20, HU24, HU30) expressed heightened emotional states (e.g. anger,
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worry, surprise), indicating that listeners most often were self-focused in their evaluation
of the discourse structure and the interaction (Table 6.2). The other 5 listeners did not
express emotional states, and 1 of these listeners (HU22) did not contribute to the
metalinguistic conversation.
Table 6.2 CRS listener comments and emotional reactions

In addition, comparing the listener comments in all four of the roleplay contexts,
of the 20 lexical items used that expressed emotion (e.g. nervioso ‘nervous’, sorpresa
‘surprise’), 45% of them occurred when talking about the HU context in which the CRS
was common (Table 6.3). This result indicates a high emotional impact on the listeners as
a result of the CRS.
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Table 6.3 Percentage of listener affective comments by context

In summary, there were speakers and listeners who were able to perceive the
structural components of the CRS, although the majority of both groups did not comment
on the discourse structure. Neither group addressed the use of discourse markers, a salient
feature according to the statistical analysis, and neither group addressed the listener role
in creating communicative pauses or, more broadly, the turn-taking of the interlocutors.
The lack of attention to the communicative pauses and listener participation in the
discourse structure may be explained by the fact that, as seen in the qualitative production
analysis, the communicative pauses contribute to the structure, but they may not change
the relationship between the speaker and the listener. Therefore, considering that the
speaker and listener evaluations focused on themselves and their emotions, it can be
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concluded that it would be unlikely for interlocutors to perceive a structural aspect of the
discourse that did not relate to their relational or affective positions.
In their evaluations of the discourse structure, the speakers provided explanations
of the use of the discourse structure, while listeners did not. The speakers’ explanations
indicated that they wanted to reduce the blame on themselves or the impact on the
listener or the speaker-listener relationship. Most of the speakers’ comments were selffocused. Listeners responded to this discourse model with highly emotional expressions,
also indicating a tendency toward self-focused perspectives. In the HU context in which
the CRS was common, speakers and listeners were both self-focused in their perceptions
of the impact of the discourse.
Considering the production findings presented in Chapters 4 and 5 that the CRS
illustrated significantly more speaker-listener markers and the proposal that these markers
reduce the degree of the speaker’s egocentric perspective, these metalinguistic
conversation results are contradictory. In Chapter 5, it was proposed that speaker-listener
markers may either allow the listener to share in the creation and sharing of information
or that they simply represent a structural element that assists in the creation of a
communicative pause. The evaluations did not indicate that the interlocutors perceive
themselves to share in the creation of information with the other considering the selffocused tendency. In addition, the structural component that listeners identified was the
speakers’ tendency to give direct and clear information to the listeners, again showing
limited perception of their own sharing in the construction of information. These
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evaluations support the proposal that the speaker-listener markers primarily serve a
structural purpose in the CRS.
Also distinct from speakers, listeners did not explain why the dialogue happened
as it did, possibly because in some cases: (1) it was already explained by the speaker who
was likely considered a more reliable source; (2) they didn’t know why it occurred the
way it did; or (3) listeners may have a limited capacity to analyze metalinguistically the
interactions. Since Arnold and Tanenhaus (in press) indicated that listeners could identify
why speakers used a particular discourse marker (i.e. ‘uh’), there is reason to believe that
listeners, if asked directly, could provide some explanation. Yet, this ability has not been
tested with respect to discourse structures, only discourse markers.
6.2 Perception of the non-linear structure
The NLS, which is common to the HC context, is characterized by increased
speaker-discourse markers and increased turns that are prompted by false steerers and
expanded adjacency pairs. In general, the NLS avoids first-track information and at times
uses ambiguous discourse structures.
6.2.1 Speakers’ identification of discourse structure and evaluation
The speakers described the way in which they structured the discourse as a
passive and softened way to express the information. Specifically, speaker HC04 said that
the goal was hablar de una manera pasiva ‘to speak in a passive way’, speaker HC05
said traté de ablandarlo un poco ‘I tried to soften it a little’, and speaker HC07 reflected
on his strategy advising no tanto llegar a las noticias ahí ‘don’t so much get right to the
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news’. Similarly, speaker HC08 used a smoothing hand gesture to indicate the smoothing
style of discourse and followed the motion by saying decirlo despacio la noticia ‘say it
slow, the news’. Speakers viewed the NLS, which avoids first-track information, as a
gentle way to present the information. This perception reflects the general understanding
and definition of mitigation, which is that mitigation reduces the illocutionary force and
the associated perlocutionary effects. The speakers even used words like ‘soften’, which
is the colloquial understanding of mitigation and the understanding that is based on the
definition of mitigation as a reduction in perlocutionary force. Therefore, the speakers
perceived themselves as using the NLS as a mitigating structure that softens information,
reducing the illocutionary or possibly perlocutionary force of the news. This finding is
discussed further as it relates to the analysis of the NLS, which did not lend itself to the
definition of mitigation as a reduction in pragmatic force.
Also related to the discourse structure, one speaker indicated that he should have
handled the situation differently. Speaker HC29 reflected on his interaction saying Sentí
que te lo dije muy acelerada, muy “ah”….muy de golpe…no lo puse suavecito, “Ay pues
fíjate”. ‘I felt that I told you very accelerated, very “ah”…very abruptly…I didn’t put it
softly, “Um well look”.’ The interaction HC29 that was reflected upon by this speaker
was a short interaction in which the speaker told the listener about the car in the first turn,
confirming the first-track information quickly, unlike most of the HC interactions that
used the NLS (Example 6.7).
(01)

Example 6.7, HC29
L: Desocupas el carro?
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(02)
(03)

S: Lo que pasa es que (.) mientras (.) mientras estaba (.) estaba de viaje con el
carro (.) eh (.) me lo robaron.

(01)
(02)
(03)

L: Are you done with the car?
S: What happened is that (.) while (.) while I was (.) was on the trip with the
car (.) eh (.) it was stolen from me.
These comments presented up to this point demonstrate that some speakers

associate a softening effect with the NLS. Some comments indicated that speakers would
like to have used a more softened effect. In the prior comment, speaker HC21 indicated
that he should have used a softening effect by saying something like Ay pues fíjate ‘Um
well look’. Typically interlocutors did not address the use of discourse markers in their
analyses of their own interactions but speaker HC21 perceived markers like ay ‘um’, pues
‘well’, and fíjate ‘hey look’ to soften the interaction. These 6 speakers commented on the
structure of the interaction (HC04, HC05, HC07, HC08, HC21, HC29). The other
speakers did not comment on the structure, choosing to comment on other aspects of the
interaction.
Similar to the metalinguistic conversations reflecting on the CRS, the speakers
who reflected on the NLS also provided explanations as to why they communicated in the
way they did. Listeners, again, did not provide explanations. The speakers’ explanations
most often addressed an attempt to improve the situation for the listener, as in these
examples:
Example 6.8, HC04
para que entendieras
‘so that you would understand’
Example 6.9, HC07
para tratar de encontrar una solución para ti
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‘to try to find a solution for you’
Example 6.10, HC08
pensando en como te sintirías tú…no le da un infarto
‘thinking about how you would feel…not to give him a heart attack’
Example 6.11, HC31
para hacerte sentir mejor con la situación, para que no te preocuparas tanto
‘to make you feel better with the situation, so that you wouldn’t worry so much’
These were all of the explanations provided by speakers and all of them indicated
that the discourse structure was used to reduce the impact on the listener by making the
information clear, by solving the problem, or by reducing negative emotion and shock.
This context of certainty focuses the speakers’ explanations on only the listener, as
opposed to the context of uncertainty in which speakers’ explanations were most often
self-focused. It is proposed that the certainty in the context as compared to uncertainty
reduces some of the speaker’s cognitive load, allowing speakers in the certainty context
to focus on the listener and the impact of the discourse on the listener. This proposal
would explain the increased egocentric and self-protecting speakers when reflecting on
the CRS as opposed to those speakers reflecting on the NLS.
Speakers also commented on their emotions in contexts with the NLS. Seven
speakers indicated emotions like dificil de comunicar ‘difficult to communicate’ (HC01),
miedo de decirlo ‘fear of saying it’ (HC03), te da cosas este tipo de noticias ‘it makes
you feel bad this type of news’ (HC05), me da coraje…nerviosa ‘It makes me
mad….nervous’ (HC02), and Me sintiría muy mal porque finalmente me confiaron un
carro, o sea no es cualquier cosa ‘I would feel bad because finally someone trusted me
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with a car, I mean it’s not any old thing’ (HC08). Of all of the speakers’ comments about
emotion in all four of the interactional contexts (N=16), 7 or 44% were in the HU
contexts, in which the NLS was found (Table 6.4).
Table 6.4 Percentage of speaker affective comments by context

Compared to the speakers’ evaluations of the CRS (HU context), the evaluations
of the NLS (HC context) indicate more speaker emotion. It was hypothesized as a result
of the quantitative speaker-listener findings that the HU context provoked more speaker
emotion that resulted in the significantly greater use of speaker-listener markers. This
emotional connection was not confirmed in the qualitative analysis in which those
speaker-listener markers were seen to have a structural function, and not a relational or
emotional one. This current finding that speakers reflected on emotions more in the NLS
than the CRS also does not support that hypothesis.
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While it was argued in Chapter 5 that the limited use of speaker-listener markers
in the HC contexts in which the NLS is used indicates that certainty stifles emotive
language, these evaluations indicate a high degree of actual speaker emotion in these
contexts. It seems that speaker certainty prompts high levels of speaker cognitive
emotion, as expressed in the metalinguistic comments, which may prevent emotional
language in the discourse structure and prompt the avoidance tendency present in the
NLS.
In summary (Table 6.5), 4 speakers (27%) (HC04, HC07, HC08, HC31) identified
the NLS as having a softening effect on listeners, explaining that the discourse structure
is meant to reduce the impact on the listener. Seven speakers (46%) (HC01, HC02,
HC03, HC05, HC08, HC09, HC27) felt negative emotions (e.g. nervous, bad). Three
speakers (20%) (HC06, HC21, HC29) commented on other aspects of the interaction, and
1 speaker (7%) (HC10) did not comment. There were 15 total comments counted because
speaker HC08 commented on the softening effect and also a negative emotion.
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Table 6.5 NLS speaker comments and emotions; Intentions

The speakers’ reflections on their affective feelings in the NLS (e.g. nervous,
horrible) may explain the speaker tendency to avoid addressing the actual first-track
information in the NLS. Regarding the speakers’ view that the NLS reduced the
perlocutionary effect on the listeners, the production data in Chapters 4 and 5 did not
support this perspective. The fact that speakers claim to reduce the perlocutionary effects,
but in reality they do not, may be explained as representing the speakers’ desire to follow
a social expectation to appeal to the listener (e.g. Brown & Levinson’s [1987] politeness
theory). Yet, even if speakers desire to follow this social norm, they do not follow it, as
evidenced in Chapters 4 and 5 and as shown in the next section with the HU listener
comments. It is also proposed that the highly affective position of the HU speakers may
disallow the implementation of a discourse structure that in actuality reduces the effects
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of the interaction on the listener. This discussion introduces the issue of intention, as
referred to in pragmatic studies (e.g. Grice 1975; Levinson 2002). In studies of
illocutionary force, it is assumed that the illocutionary force is the intention of the
speaker (Grice 1975). It becomes obvious that in the NLS, the speakers’ intention is not
pertinent, since the intention is not reflected in the actual discourse structures. Therefore,
as Arundale (2008) proposed, conscious intention is not at the heart of linguistic
interaction. More evidence that a reduction in perlocutionary effects was not
communicated or created by the HU speakers is found in the HU listener evaluations,
presented in the next section.
6.2.2 Listeners’ identification of discourse structure and evaluation
Few listeners identified structural characteristics of the NLS. Listener HC09 told
the speaker no llegaste a alarmarme ‘you didn’t alarm me’. Like the speaker HC21 who
mentioned discourse markers as being appropriate in this context, listener HC10 gave an
example of a preparator that would be appropriate in this context saying es que no sé
cómo decirtelo ‘it’s that I don’t know how to tell you’. This pattern indicates that
speakers and listeners have perceptions of the ways in which information should be
conveyed, although only few listeners identify structural properties of the NLS in their
metalinguistic conversations. Only listener HC03 indicated a negative evaluation of the
discourse structure, saying that the speaker hizo todo para distraerme ‘did everything to
distract me’. This listener HC03 likely was aware of the speaker’s tendency to avoid the
confirmation of pertinent first-track information, which may seem distracting from the
main point of the communication.
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The limited listener perception of the discourse structure may again be explained
by the fact that if speakers identify structural properties, then listeners in the
metalinguistic conversation would likely not repeat the same information. Three listeners
(HU06, HU09, HU27) expressed general satisfaction with the discourse, stating, Como la
relatamos. Fuimos directo al punto pero pensando en lo que el otro iba a decir. ‘Like we
said it. We went directly to the point but thinking about what the other was going to say’
(HU09). Another listener said igual así no más, te lo dicen indirecto y te desesperas ‘the
same like that only, they tell it to you indirectly and you become impatient’ (HU06). This
general satisfaction that does not represent the other listener comments can be explained
by the fact that in all three of the metalinguistic conversations, the speaker began the
conversation by stating that the interaction had occurred in an acceptable way. The
listeners agreed with the speakers, which may reflect a mirroring of opinion and not an
actual contemplation of the discourse structure.
Three other listeners (HU07, HU10, HU29) provided suggestions as to how the
speaker could have communicated the information better. These listeners suggested being
un poquito más cortés ‘a little bit more polite’ (HU10, HU07) and más poco a poquito,
invitar a una coca ‘more little by little, invite the person to have a Coke’ (HU29)
indicating that the listener’s expectation is to have the information given over a greater
period of time while creating a more comfortable environment in which the interaction is
not rushed. These suggestions indicate that the listeners were impacted by some effect,
which could be reduced if the speaker were to follow the listeners’ advice. Therefore, it is
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presumed that these listeners felt some dispreferred perlocutionary effect as a result of the
NLS.
Additional evidence that most listeners did not perceive the NLS to have positive
effects was found in the analysis of the listeners’ emotional comments. Five out of 14
listeners directly addressed the emotional effects felt in the interactions that used the
NLS. While more listeners reflected on emotions in the HU contexts, thinking about the
CRS, the type and not the number of affective response is focused on here. The HC
listeners’ emotional expressions included: perder el control ‘lose control’ (HC02),
alterada ‘agitated’/‘upset’ (HC02), acelerado ‘accelerated’/‘agitated’ (HC04),
enojado…coraje ‘mad….mad’ (HC05). Compared to the emotions expressed with respect
to the CRS (e.g. surprise, nervous, angry, bothered), these HU listener emotions are more
negative, focusing specifically on anger, even though the situation of the stolen car was
the same. This result indicates that since the situation was the same, it was the discourse
structure that provoked increased negative emotion for the listeners.
In summary, listeners did not often identify the discourse structure, and they did
not provide explanations. Three listeners (21%) (HU06, HU09, HU27) indicated that they
were satisfied with the interaction, yet these comments seemed to be repetitions of the
speakers’ initial approval of the interaction. Three other listeners (21%) (HU07, HU10,
HU29) offered suggestions as to how speakers could have expressed themselves more
appropriately, indicating some negative pragmatic force as a result of the way in which
the discourse structure was used to communicate. Five listeners (37%) (HU02, HU03,
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HU04, HU05, HU21) focused on their negative feelings of anger provoked by the NLS,
and 3 speakers (21%) (HU01, HU08, HU31) did not comment (Table 6.6).
Table 6.6 NRS listener comments and emotions

The speakers’ limited contribution of contextual information in the NLS, which
disallows listeners’ accurate anticipation of first-track information, does not seem to
reduce the perlocutionary effects felt by the listeners, although HU speakers thought that
this was the case. In fact, it was demonstrated that the NLS is a more confrontational
discourse structure as compared to the CRS, based on the comparison with Maynard’s
(2004) conclusions in Chapter 5. Although speakers claimed to use the discourse
structure to reduce pragmatic effects, most listeners did not comprehend or were not
impacted by the speakers’ intended effects. This mismatch between intended and
achieved or communicated force supports the proposal made in Chapter 5 that the NLS
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allows the distance between the speaker and listener and their individuality to be
maintained. The qualitative discourse analysis data in Chapter 5 supported this hypothesis
in that the discourse structure did not seem to align with positive or negative politeness
norms. In this metalinguistic data, the very distinct perceptions by the speakers and
listeners indicate little shared perspective and the maintenance of the individual
interpretations despite the fact that speakers and listeners co-construct dialogue together.
Summarizing the metalinguistic conversation data with respect to the NLS,
speakers explained that the discourse structure was used to reduce the perlocutionary
force on the listener. Speakers also commented on their emotions of fear and
nervousness, which possibly prompt the avoidance found in the NLS and limit their
ability to view the reality of the impact of the NLS. Listeners did not generally indicate
that the discourse structure reduced perlocutionary or illocutionary effects or had a
positive impact on them, but they did express suggestions to improve the interactions and
their emotions of anger. These findings question definitions of mitigation that are defined
or described as having a positive impact on the relationship in the interaction (e.g. Brown
& Levinson 1987; Briz Gómez 2003; Félix-Brasdefer 2004).
6.3 Perception of low-imposition contexts
Since the quantitative and qualitative analyses of the discourse structures in the
four contexts did not draw attention to salient differences between the LU and LC
dialogues, both low-imposition dialogue contexts are discussed together with respect to
the speaker and listener metalinguistic conversation data.
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Speakers verified that they followed a social norm that led them to use apologies
and to think about the listener as they informed the listener of information. Regarding the
LU dialogues, speaker LU24 reflected on his discourse saying Dije discúlpame ‘I said
excuse me’ and speaker LU30 said (Lo dije) disculpándome ‘(I said it) excusing myself’.
Both of these comments show that, from these speakers’ perspectives, the apology is a
salient and appropriate part of the interaction. These speakers did not express any other
evaluation of their discourse or behavior. Speaker LU21 commented that se trata de
evitar de incomodar a las demás personas y hablé así de esa manera ‘it’s about not
making the others uncomfortable and I spoke like that in that way’, and speaker LU20
indicated that it’s best to communicate de una forma sincera ‘in a sincere way’.
Similar to the speakers’ reflections of the LU interactions, speakers’ reflections of
the LC interactions also addressed the speakers’ responsibility to be clear, think about the
listener when expressing the information, and apologize. This common tendency
indicates that these are the expected norms of communication, ideally followed by
speakers. The following comments represent the speakers’ evaluations of the discourse in
this LC context:
Example 6.12, Speaker LC09
Fuimos directo al punto pero pensando en lo que el otro iba a decir
‘We went directly to the point thinking about what the other was going to say’
Example 6.13, Speaker LC07
De forma amable y de forma directa. Ser honesta.
‘In a nice way and direct way. Be honest.’
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Example 6.14, Speaker LC10
Hablé así porque no está tan mal…te pedí disculpa
‘I spoke like that because it’s not that bad…I asked you for forgiveness’
Overall, the speakers indicated that the discourse in the low-imposition contexts
should consider the position of the other interlocutor and the possible impact of the
information on the listener. Asking for forgiveness and apologizing were perceptually
salient, and speakers were satisfied when they felt that they had presented the information
directly and clearly. The desire to inform the other in a clear way reflects the lack of
mitigating discourse structures found in the low-imposition contexts. Considering that the
mitigating discourse structures increase the time until mutual knowledge is created, the
absence of these strategies allows the information to be delivered in a quicker and more
direct way. The limited number of turns in the low-imposition contexts as compared to
the high-imposition contexts (Chapter 4) also indicates that the communication of
information is more rapid in low-imposition contexts.
From the perspective of the listener, the discourse that occurred in the LU context
was acceptable. There were few comments that indicated that the discourses seemed out
of the ordinary in any way. The following listeners’ comments indicate the normalcy, and
therefore appropriateness, of the LU discourses:
Example 6.15, Listener LU17
(La interacción era) normal
‘(The interaction was) normal’
Example 6.16, Listener LU18
(La interacción era) estuvo bien
‘(The interaction was) fine’
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Example 6.17, Listener LU28
La forma que me dijo me parece bien
‘The way in which he told me seemed fine’
Example 6.18, Listener LU 13
Entendí bien y claramente
‘I understood well and clearly’
Similarly, the listeners in the LC contexts reflected on their interactions indicating that
direct, clear, and sincere interactions that they experienced are preferable. Listeners
suggested:
Example 6.19, Listener LC05
Más directa mejor. Honesta.
‘More direct, better. Honest.’
Example 6.20, Listener LC07
Con sinceridad. Fuiste al punto.
‘With sincerity. You got to the point.’
Example 6.21, Listener LC31
Prefiero que me digan las cosas o que no me digan nada.
‘I prefer that they tell me how it is or that they don’t tell me anything’
In the absence of mitigating discourse structures, the speakers and listeners
similarly evaluated the discourses. The speakers and listeners who commented indicated
that in any context of low-imposition, there are general norms of communication that
they expect to be followed. Namely, speakers should give clear and direct information
and that the speakers should be sincere. Speakers indicated that apologizing is required,
especially when uncertainty is present in the context. It should also be noted that in
general the speakers and listeners participated less in the conversations about the low206

imposition contexts (Table 6.7). Table (6.7) shows the number of interlocutors who
participated in the metalinguistic conversations in each of the four contexts (HU: 12
speakers and 13 listeners; HC: 13 speakers and 11 listeners, LU: 8 speakers and 5
listeners; and LC: 9 speakers and 10 listeners). In addition to having fewer participants,
the low-imposition conversations were observationally more succinct, giving the
impression that the low-imposition contexts were perceived as mundane with comments
like ‘(the interaction was) normal’.
Table 6.7 Participation count in metalinguistic conversations

6.4 Interlocutors, mitigation, and the social and cognitive world
This discussion addresses the results of the metalinguistic conversation data with
respect to the light that they shed on the mitigating discourse structures found in the
production data and more general trends about interlocutors in the social and cognitive
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world, broaden the relationships defined in the mitigation process (Martinovski et al.
2005).
6.4.1 Cognitive before social stressors
As already stated, in the CRS, the increased time to mutual knowledge can be
attributed to the speaker’s cognitive stress of uncertainty, which presents the speaker with
a cognitive problem to solve. The CRS allows the speaker to work through the solution to
the problem, but it also allows the speakers to focus on only their problem, reducing the
likelihood of speakers focusing on the listeners, as evidenced in the metalinguistic data. It
is proposed that cognitive stress is addressed before social, and that the presence of
cognitive stress takes precedence over the social concerns. Therefore, in the HU context,
speakers are egocentric in their explanations and indicate minimal concern for the
listeners’ perception of the information.
To support this claim, other examples of cognitive stressors interacting with social
ones can be provided. For example, if a student is in the process of calculating a difficult
mathematical problem and another person begins talking, it would not be unusual for the
student to hold up a hand, signaling that the other person wait a moment before
continuing to talk. The purpose for this requested time is to allow the student to finish the
cognitive problem that the math problem represents. In this example, the speaker
addresses the current cognitive stressor before dealing with the social one, even though it
may be considered more socially appropriate to stop doing the math problem to talk with
the other person. The other person in this proposed situation would likely understand, on
some level, why the student requested that the person wait to speak. To explaining how
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the other person would understand why the student asked for additional time before the
social interaction, it is possible that all interlocutors function under this norm to address
cognitive issues before social ones; therefore, both speakers and listeners may be able to
perceive the requirements imposed by cognitive and social stressors in interaction. The
social interaction can break concentration on the cognitive task; thus it seems that the
cognitive responsibilities are taken care of first when the cognitive task is deemed more
important. Although this proposal requires further research, data reflecting the CRS point
towards this possibility.
Looking further at the cognitive problem-solving that was faced by the speakers
in the HU context, the problem was solved by working through the details step-by-step.
In providing step-by-step information, the listeners also are led through the problemsolving discourse structure during which they constantly reevaluate and possibly confirm
their anticipatory schemata. Involving the listener in this problem-solving process
explains the listeners’ self-focus expressed in the evaluations of the CRS, since listeners
also undertake some cognitive stress.
In addition, as indicated in the evaluations of the low-imposition contexts, the
social act of communication is perceived as being listener-focused. The listeners’
egocentricity expressed in the HU metalinguistic comments may result from the social
norm to focus on listeners in linguistic interactions, as indicated in these data.
Comparing the comments about the CRS and NLS, both speakers and listeners
seem to indicate that the CRS is a more agreeable way to communicate. Therefore, the
CRS could be considered to impact the interaction more positively as compared to the
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NLS. The agreement between speakers and listeners that the CRS is more positively
perceived compared to the NLS could be attributed to: (1) the structural co-construction
of the discourse structure; (2) the joint activity of problem solving that uses temporallyand locally-organized information; and (3) the perception of cognitive stressors being
addressed before the social, with an underlying understanding that cognitive issues are
addressed before social ones. These three aspects of the context may all contribute to the
agreed upon perception that the CRS is an acceptable way to communicate, indicating
that: (1) joint activity and co-construction seem to be preferred; even if the coconstruction is limited to the structural aspect of discourse, as discussed in Chapter 5; and
(2) it is a recognized social norm to deal with cognitive stressors before social stressors.
6.4.2 Emotional before social stressors
In the NLS, the increased time to mutual knowledge can be explained as a result
of the speakers’ emotions that become a strong factor in the absence of the cognitive
problem (i.e. uncertainty). Since the speakers are not engaged in cognitive problem
solving, they are accountable only for the social responsibilities of telling the
information. When left only with the social responsibility, speakers indicated feeling fear
and resisted telling the information, not following the social norm to act in a way that
favors the listener. Although speakers indicated that their discourse was to reduce the
pragmatic force on the listener, the production findings and the listeners’ perceptions did
not indicate this reduction. Therefore, in the presence of the speakers’ heightened
emotions of fear, speakers were unable to meet the expected social norms. It is proposed
that speakers deal with heightened emotional stressors, like fear, before the social
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stressors. Again, other examples of emotional stress taking precedence over social stress
are useful. For example, often when someone is upset, other interlocutors may say
something like, “Calm down, then tell me why you’re upset”. Familiar examples like this
one indicate that interlocutors sense in some way that taking care of the emotional stress
is the first step, while actually partaking in the linguistic social interaction is the second.
Another example is anxiety in the classroom. There have been various investigations
about the negative impacts of anxiety in the classroom (e.g. Horwitz & Young 1991;
Horwitz 2001), which provide evidence that anxiety inhibits the ability to interact
socially with language, possibly indicating that addressing emotional stress takes priority
over social stress.
Related to the perceptions of this discourse structure, many mismatches occurred.
First, speakers believed that their interactions were based on concern for the listener, yet
their produced language did not provide evidence that they were concerned for the
listener. Specifically, this discourse strategy used avoidance and could not be considered
as positively impacting the relationship between the speaker and listener. Second, the
listeners’ perceptions of the NLS as causing anger did not match the speakers’
perceptions.
Whereas the speakers and listeners reflecting on the CRS found the structure to be
an agreeable way to communicate, interlocutors reflecting on the NLS did not. It is
possible that the speakers and listeners did not find this discourse structure to be
acceptable for the interaction because there is a general lack of acceptance or awareness
of speakers’ emotional stressors and their tendency to address those before the social
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stressors. The fact that speakers’ perceptions were far from the reality indicates that even
those interlocutors who experienced the stressors in the HC context are not able to
understand their impact on the way in which they interact. It is possible that interlocutors
are simply not aware of the potential results of emotional stress in these contexts.
6.5 Conclusion of metalinguistic conversation results
While various proposals have been put forth in this chapter, further investigation
would provide more evidence about the perceptions of speakers and listeners in linguistic
interaction, relationships among different types of stressors and their social acceptability,
and preferred ways of interaction in the Mexican society. The concluding chapter briefly
summarizes the findings of these experiments and addresses the posed research questions.
In addition, the final chapter discusses the notion of mitigation and further explores the
new definition of mitigation, based on the analysis in this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The purpose of this final chapter is to discuss the results from the tripartite
investigation of mitigation in dialogue (Chapters 4, 5, and 6) and draw final conclusions.
As an overview of this chapter, Section (7.1) briefly reviews the results related to the
posed research questions that have been answered throughout Chapters 4 to 6. Section
(7.2) explores the proposal that mitigation can be defined as a delaying-mechanism
before presenting confirmed knowledge, referencing Pinker’s (2007) evolutionary social
psychological perspective of language for explanation. In section (7.3) the linguistic
patterns of mitigation, including discourse structures, are discussed as they relate to
coping mechanisms, as is defined in the mitigation process by Martinovski et al. (2005).
Next, section (7.4) evaluates the mitigating discourse structures and their interactional
impacts by comparing them to Caffi and Janney’s (1994) proposal of emotive devices.
Finally, in section (7.5), a brief conclusion is drawn, contributions to the field of language
study are identified, and future research is proposed.
7.1 Summary and responses to research questions
The research questions that guided this study related to the degree to which
imposition and speaker uncertainty determined the frequency of linguistic devices
associated with mitigation, the degree to which these factors influenced discourse
structure, and interlocutor perception of discourse and the effects of discourse on them
(Table 7.1).
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Table 7.1 Research questions
Part 1: Linguistic devices
1. To what extent does degree of imposition determine the frequency of linguistic
devices associated with mitigation?
2. To what extent does degree of speaker uncertainty determine the frequency of
linguistic devices associated with mitigation?
Part 2: Mitigation in discourse
3. To what extent does degree of imposition influence the emerging discourse?
4. To what extent does degree of speaker uncertainty influence the emerging
discourse?
Part 3: Speaker and Listener perception
5. How do speakers and listeners express their perception of the production findings
from Parts 1 and 2?
The quantitative and qualitative production analyses led to results verifying that linguistic
devices and discourse structures were influenced by the presence of different degrees of
imposition and speaker uncertainty in interactional contexts.
7.1.1 Linguistic devices
In the quantitative analysis in Chapter 4, new findings related to speakerdiscourse markers, speaker-listener markers, and epistemic markers were indicated. The
quantitative analysis demonstrated that the use of these three types of discourse markers
varied in the different contexts. For example, speaker-discourse markers were used more
frequently in high-imposition contexts, but this pattern was not the case for either
speaker-listener markers or epistemic markers. Within high-imposition contexts,
significantly more speaker-listener markers were used in uncertain contexts and
significantly fewer speaker-listener markers were used in certain contexts. As discussed
in Chapter 4, this finding not only demonstrates different types of mitigation (i.e. some
types make use of speaker-listener markers and some do not), but it also indicates that the
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lack of speaker-listener markers contributes to mitigation and the mitigating discourse
structure (NLS). More generally, this finding implies that the marked reduction in use of
any linguistic device can contribute to mitigation.
Epistemic markers were used infrequently in all situations, although prior
research has indicated that the use of these types of discourse markers is an important
feature of mitigation. Again, the varied uses of these different markers show that contexts
requiring mitigation do not all prompt the same types of linguistic features used as
mitigation devices.
The quantitative analysis, along with the analysis of speaker-listener markers
within the discourse structures, also indicated a new function associated with speakerlistener markers. In the CRS, they were found to engage listeners by prompting turns that
functioned as structural components of the discourse structure. Therefore, while speakerlistener markers have been shown in the past to draw attention to the speaker-listener
relationship (e.g. Schiffrin 1987), these markers serve a structural purpose in the CRS
that partially defines the mitigating discourse structure.
Finally, epistemic markers were found to be infrequent in all contexts, which was
surprising, considering the consistent mention of epistemic markers in prior mitigation
research (e.g. Prince et al. 1982; Félix-Brasdefer 2004). Prince et al. (1982) indicated that
epistemic markers are used when speakers cannot commit to a more certain expression.
The contexts that were studied in this current research included those in which speakers
had limited certainty, thereby imposing a condition that the speakers could not commit to
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a certain expression. Even in contexts where speakers were under this condition,
epistemic markers were used infrequently.
In addition, the qualitative analysis of dialogue gave new insight into the use of
deictic markers, particularly as evidenced in the CRS. Personal deixis, and specifically
the use of first-person singular pronouns, had been noted as mitigating devices in that
they use a first-person perspective. Personal deictic markers have been said to reduce the
force of the utterance (Ballesteros Martín 2002; Briz Gómez 2003; Félix-Brasdefer
2004). Temporal deixis has also been mentioned, referencing verb usage like the
imperfect aspect (Félix-Brasdefer 2004) and conditional mood (Koike 1989), which
mitigate by referencing a temporally distant period. This current research found examples
of temporal deixis expressed with adverbial phrases like ayer ‘yesterday’ and hoy
‘today’. The use of this type of temporal deixis was used in conjunction with spatial
deixis. The spatial deixis was indicated with lexical items like afuera de mi casa ‘outside
my house’ and aquí cerquita ‘here really close’ and indexed egocentricity. Together these
two types of deixis were used in the CRS to show speaker responsibility, as indicated in
the discourse structure produced and supported by the speakers’ metalinguistic comments
in which they said they attempted to show their responsibility through the CRS. This may
indicate that staying within the normal places of one’s life, like one’s neighborhood or
close to the house, and being aware of the sequences of events, are “responsible”
behaviors in these contexts.
The Part 1 research set out to provide evidence of the exact relationships between
discourse markers and mitigation, and has shown that the relationship depends on the
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motivations for mitigation that prompt diverse uses of different discourse markers, and
thereby prompting different types of mitigation.
7.1.2 Discourse structures
Part 2 of this current research is the first to identify mitigating discourse structures
as products of motivations of mitigation, which according to Martinovski et al. (2005) are
stressors. In the qualitative analysis, two mitigating discourse structures were found, the
Co-reconstruction structure (CRS) in High-imposition/Uncertain contexts (HU) and the
Non-linear discourse structure (NLS) in High-imposition/Certain contexts (HC). These
discourse structures were discussed in Chapter 5 with respect to their structures,
pragmatic functions, and possible effects as mitigating discourse structures.
The conclusions of the qualitative analysis indicated that the CRS focused on
second-track information to create bursts of information followed by communicative
pauses. The presence of the listener is exploited to assist in the creation of
communicative pauses, and this structure allows the listener to rely on co-textual
anticipatory schemata. The NLS avoids first-track information, ignores listeners’ input,
and was shown to create ambiguous discourse, limiting the listeners’ ability to anticipate
the upcoming discourse clearly.
Both of the structures (CRS and NLS) occurred in high-imposition contexts,
verifying the findings in previous research that imposition prompts mitigation (e.g. House
& Kasper 1981; Brown & Levinson 1987; Briz Gómez 2003). Distinct from the previous
research, these current investigations have led to the conclusion that the presence or
absence of the cognitive factor of speaker uncertainty, which was defined for this
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research as resulting from implicit or explicit information, also provokes different types
of expressions of mitigation. The goal in the HU and HC contexts was to share the
information that a car had been stolen. Although the contexts shared the same
communicative goal, two discourse structures were produced as diverse coping
mechanisms in response to two different degrees of uncertainty held by the speakers in
these contexts.
Considering these findings that depend on the presence of uncertainty or certainty,
the comment that mitigation is likely in “socially delicate situations” (House & Kasper
1981, 177) must be qualified. While both structures occur in socially delicate situations,
they are different expressions of mitigation that are impacted by more factors than just
the social one (i.e. high-imposition). Therefore, although mitigation occurs in socially
delicate situations, the way in which it occurs depends on cognitive factors as well.
Considering the finding of mitigating discourse structures, in response to FélixBrasdefer’s (2004) call for additional empirical studies on the function of mitigating
strategies and also the inventory of mitigating devices, this current research indicates that
the study of mitigating devices in discourse may be more pertinent as it allows for the
analysis of various levels of linguistic interaction as they contribute to the function
separately and jointly to mitigate. This pragmatic research is the first to demonstrate
empirically the influence of social and cognitive motivations of mitigation on discourse.
Based on Parts 1 and 2 of the production data, various effects were proposed that were
further analyzed with results from the perception data.
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7.1.3 Interlocutors’ perceptions of discourse structures
Interlocutors’ perceptions varied depending on the discourse structure used in the
context. One of the most salient findings was that when the CRS was used in interactions,
both speakers and listeners evaluated the interactions from an egocentric perspective.
This perspective was indicated by speakers’ explanations that they used the CRS to
protect themselves and listeners’ reflections on heightened emotional states that resulted
from the CRS as compared to the discourses in low-imposition contexts. Overall, though,
listeners expressed feelings of surprise and feeling badly, indicating that their emotions
were not limited to those of anger, as was the case in contexts with the NLS.
When reflecting on interactions in which the NLS was used, speakers commented
on the emotional impact on themselves in this situation, distinct from the CRS and the
low-imposition interactions, which possibly indicates increased emotional stress.
Furthermore, speakers and listeners often expressed contradictory perceptions. Speakers
indicated that their NLS interaction reduced the illocutionary or perlocutionary force on
the listener; yet listeners expressed anger, an emotion that does not likely represent a
limited perlocutionary force. If the speakers’ evaluations are considered to reflect the
intentions, then the mismatch between speaker and listener perceptions indicates that
speakers’ conscious intentions do not impact listeners’ perceptions, questioning the
explanatory power of pragmatic theories that focus on the intentions of speakers, such as
Gricean, Neo-Gricean, and Relativist theories, for the purpose of understanding
mitigation.
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From the listener perspective, the CRS was preferred. This preference was
determined by the communication of less intense emotions as compared to what was
expressed about the NLS as derived from metalinguistic conversations. Considering the
discourse structures, the preference of the CRS is explained by: (1) the presence of
problem-solving as a joint activity undertaken by speakers and listeners, which is made
possible by the listeners’ co-textual anticipatory schemata; (2) the contribution of
listeners’ utterances in the creation of communicative pauses, as compared to the
disregard for listeners’ utterances in the NLS; and (3) a possible understanding, conscious
or not, that the speaker was under cognitive stress, which, as a social norm, may take
precedence over the speakers’ attention to social concerns, as discussed in Chapter 5.
Considering the speakers’ evaluations, the results were explained by considering
the stressors that were present in the contexts of each discourse structure. In the NLS, the
only stressor was a social one (high-imposition) and, in the CRS, a social and cognitive
stressor was present (high-imposition and uncertainty). When reflecting on a context with
only a social stressor (NLS), speakers indicate their awareness of social norms by
explaining that their interactions were to show concern for the listener, yet their highly
emotional responses likely indicate their focus on an emotional stressor perceived in the
context. On the other hand, when both a cognitive and social stressor were present (CRS),
the speakers did not indicate awareness of the social norm to show concern for the other
interlocutor. The fact that speakers did not attend to the social and interactional norms in
the presence of the additional cognitive stressor leads to the proposal that, in these
contexts, the presence of the cognitive factor takes precedence over the social ones.
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7.2 Definition of mitigation
While there have been various descriptions and definitions of mitigation in the
prior research, the conclusion that various types of pragmatic mitigating structures exist,
characterized by frequent and infrequent marked mitigation devices (speaker-listener
markers) and different types of mitigating discourse structures (CRS and NLS), seems to
complicate further the task of defining mitigation. In past research, mitigation has been
defined as the linguistic result of “socially delicate situations” (House & Kasper 1981,
177), a claim that has already been shown to be insufficient in section 7.1.2. It has also
been described in terms of the effects, such as a reduction of illocutionary or
perlocutionary force (Fraser 1980) and increase of involvement, cooperation (Briz
Gómez 2003; Félix-Brasdefer 2004) or agreement (Hübler 1983). In Chapters 4, 5, and 6
proposals related to pragmatic forces, involvement, agreement, and politeness were
entertained, and it was found that the two mitigating discourse structures and the
interlocutor perceptions of them do not reflect these proposed effects equally. Therefore,
the data confirmed that these effects do not serve to define all mitigating discourse
structures or types of mitigation. Perhaps this finding indicates that a different
perspective is necessary to define mitigation in discourse as a single phenomenon.
Throughout the analyses, the findings related to increased turns and speakerdiscourse markers in high-imposition contexts led to the proposal of depicting mitigation
in discourse as a delaying mechanism before creating mutual knowledge or, more
specifically, confirmed knowledge (CK), which is discussed in section 7.2.1. The
increased use of speaker-discourse markers also prompts future predictions of discourse,
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which not only lengthen the time but also direct the attention of listeners to a future
moment.
Therefore, linguistic mitigation at the discourse level is defined here as a delay in
communicating CK. Table (7.2) models this definition by showing that the time (t)
between the beginning of an interaction (B) and the confirmed knowledge (CK) is
increased by some variable ‘x’ making the interaction marked as a mitigating discourse.
Table 7.2 Mitigation as a delay to confirmed knowledge
Unmarked interaction

B(----------(t)----------)CK

Marked interaction (mitigation)

B(-------------- t + x--------------)CK

(B: Beginning of interaction; CK: Confirmed knowledge)
7.2.1 Types of mitigating discourse
In addition to simply increasing the time until knowledge is confirmed, which can
be understood as a lengthening of the pre-head act, the way in which given and
anticipated knowledge is modulated should also be considered as defining characteristics
of different types of mitigation. Given knowledge (GK) represents the information
provided by speakers on which listeners may base their anticipatory schemata, resulting
in anticipated knowledge (AK). Confirmed knowledge (CK) is created when the speaker
informs the listener of the first-track information in the head act, which confirms or
denies the listeners’ existing AK. The two mitigating discourse structures have been
defined according to the type of GK presented and the listener ability to use the GK to
create AK, using different types of anticipatory schemata. The CRS provides listeners
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with GK related to second-track information in the form of temporally- and spatiallyorganized cues, which allows listeners to form AK based on co-textual anticipatory
schemata (Chapter 5). Specifically, co-textual anticipatory schemata utilize prior
moments of discourse to predict future moments of discourse; therefore, the step-by-step
presentation of the context and information in the CRS structure makes it possible for
listeners to foresee the continuation of a step-by-step narration. The NLS offers listeners
ambiguous discourse structures and indications of avoidance from which to they create
AK based on contextual anticipatory schemata (Chapter 5). Contextual anticipatory
schemata, which rely on expectations about how speakers will interact in specific
discourse environments, considering social, emotional, and cultural norms, are used in
the NLS since the avoidant structure identifies the context as one of bad or unfortunate
news (Chapter 5).
Table (7.3) demonstrates these different modulations of GK found in the two
discourse structures. GK that relates to second-track information and provokes the use of
co-textual anticipatory schemata in the creation of AK, as in the CRS, is indicated by
GK2 (2 represents second-track information). GK that focuses on possible trajectories of
first-track information, avoids actual first-track information, and encourages AK based on
contextual anticipatory schemata, as in the NLS, is represented by GK1 (1 represents
first-track information). Mitigation has been associated with the notion of modulation in
general (e.g. Caffi 2006) but, in this current proposal, the creation of GK and AK is
modulated in different ways through discourse to create a lengthened period until CK.
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Table 7.3 Modulation of knowledge
Co-reconstruction structure (CRS)

B(------GK2---GK2---GK2 -----) CK

Non-linear structure (NLS)

B(------------- GK1 --------------) CK

(B: beginning of interaction; GK2: second-track given knowledge; GK1: first-track
given knowledge; CK: confirmed knowledge)
7.2.2 Modulation of given knowledge as plausible deniability
One way to understand this proposed representation of mitigation as a discursivestructural element is from an evolutionary social psychological perspective. From this
perspective, Pinker (2007) analyzed indirect speech in situations where the speaker’s and
listener’s interests were partially in conflict, which are common situations according to
Pinker. His focus was on the relationship between the speaker and listener and the way in
which that relationship was negotiated or maintained. He indicated that when indirect
language is used that is also ambiguous, both interlocutors can plausibly deny any of the
possible meanings by favoring another. The example given in Chapter 2 was that if John
asked Mary out on a date by saying “Are you free tonight?”, both Mary and John could
elect to interpret this utterance as a question about Mary’s schedule. Of course, it could
also be interpreted as an invitation, but both interlocutors could plausibly deny this
interpretation.
Pinker (2007) explained that this communicative method of arriving at mutual
knowledge occurs when the interlocutors approach a relational boundary. The arrival at
mutual knowledge may represent a change in the personal relationship between
interlocutors, and people do not like to negotiate those boundaries (Fiske 2004, 88). Since
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they do not like to negotiate them, they create plausible deniability that would allow
either interlocutor rationally to deny the proposed change in the personal relationship. For
example, if Mary did not want to go on a date with John and did not want to modify the
relationship that she had with him, then she could say that she was not free that evening.
Thereby, she would have denied the interpretation of the utterance as an invitation and
avoided a renegotiation of the relationship.
Similarly, in the mitigating discourse strategies in this research, clues about the
upcoming head act are given throughout the discourse strategy in the form of GK. This
GK is sufficient for the listener to develop AK about the upcoming CK. During the time
in which AK exists, there is no certainty regarding whether the AK may be found to
reflect accurately or inaccurately the speaker’s knowledge that is communicated when
CK is presented. Therefore, like the ambiguous utterances in Pinker’s (2007) analysis, the
AK does not clearly reflect the speaker’s knowledge or, in this case, the upcoming CK.
Therefore, the period of time in which the AKs exist prior to the CK in these mitigating
discourse structures can provide the opportunity for all interlocutors to avoid, or plausibly
deny, at least momentarily, that a change in the relationship has occurred or is
approaching.
These mitigating discourse structures are different from the indirect utterances
that Pinker (2007) describes because they necessarily culminate with a confirmation of
mutual knowledge or CK. Therefore, the delay before CK provides the interlocutors
plausible deniability if chosen, and it represents speaker postponement of the negotiation
of the relationship. In these contexts of bad news and mitigation, speakers are required to
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assert the news at some point, yet they avoid this relational boundary associated with
mutual knowledge for a time, which can affect the force of the message.
7.3 Mitigation and coping
Re-exploring the mitigation process (Martinovski et al. 2005), the discourse
structures found are considered products of their surrounding contexts, which involve
degrees of social and cognitive stressors, aligning with Martinovski et al.’s (2005) notion
of potential and actual stressors (Table 7.4, also 1.1). The linguistic patterns identified in
this process are defined as ‘discourse moves’ which culminate in ‘arguments+acts’
(Table 7.4, boxed rectangle).
Table 7.4 Mitigation process

The ‘discourse moves’ in the mitigation process align with Clark’s (1994) secondtrack information, since they can be understood to relate to the background organization
that allows speakers to shift topics as the discourse moves towards an argument. The
‘arguments+acts’ align with Clark’s (1994) first-track information, since both represent
the speech act or utterance from which new knowledge is gained or expressed. Therefore,
the CRS follows the progression that is presented in the mitigation process since it
addresses the second-track information, which aligns with ‘discourse moves’, and then
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first-track information, aligning with ‘arguments+acts’. On the other hand, the NLS
passes over the ‘discourse moves’ and directly focuses on the first-track information,
which aligns with ‘arguments and acts’.
According to Martinovski et al. (2005), the linguistic patterns parallel cognitive
processes. ‘Discourse moves’ align with ‘coping strategies’ and ‘arguments+acts’ align
with ‘mental operators’. Considering the linguistic patterns in the CRS and NLS,
described above, the speakers of the CRS go through ‘coping mechanisms’ before
arriving at ‘mental operators’. The speakers of the NLS omit demonstration of ‘coping
mechanisms’ through ‘discourse moves’, expressing instead ‘mental operators’.
This discussion provides further explanation as to why the different discourse
structures emerge in the different contexts. The CRS emerges as the speaker actively
copes with the actual and potential stressors that are present in the HU contexts, while the
NLS emerges as the speaker evades the coping strategies and passes over them in favor
of arriving at the main arguments and acts that provide new information or a changed
perspective. This analysis is supported by Folkman et al.’s (1986) description of coping
strategies, which state that people can use active or evasive coping strategies. Folkman et
al. (1986) also indicate that coping strategies may employ problem-solving skills or
emotional control. It seems that the speakers in the HU contexts using the CRS rely on
their problem-solving skills to put the inferential information together in a logical and
sequential order for themselves and the listeners. Considering the NLS, it seems that the
speakers depend on evasive coping strategies, which, referring to the metalinguistic data
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discussion in Chapter 6, may relate to their increased emotional response and possibly to
emotional control as a coping mechanism.
This discussion has indicated, as evidenced in this current investigation, that when
speakers are required to predict information, they depend on active coping strategies. The
absence of this requirement, they depend on evasive coping strategies and rely on
emotion. This discussion of mitigation draws attention to speakers’ cognitive (i.e.
problem-solving) and emotional responses while using linguistic patterns of mitigation in
discourse, and not socially-expected responses to high-imposition contexts, such as
consistent displays of politeness norms (e.g. Brown & Levinson 1987). It points toward
the fact that mitigation must continue to be analyzed from perspectives not limited to
social ones and with analyses not bounded by the word or utterance level, as has been
done in this study.
As an associated theoretical claim, the absence of expected politeness norms may
indicate something about speakers’ reliance on a Theory of Mind (ToM) within these
mitigating contexts. Specifically, it is assumed that socially expected responses would
require some reliance on ToM, to consider the other’s perspective. In the absence of
socially expected responses, as in the CRS and NLS when speakers use cognitive and
emotional coping mechanisms, the indication is that a ToM is relied upon less by the
speaker.
7.4 Discourse structures and emotive devices
As a final analysis, the discourse structures and interlocutor responses to them are
compared to Caffi and Janney’s (1994) categories of emotive devices (cf. Caffi 2006,
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138-143). Emotive devices indicate the relational dispositions that are at times mitigated
in communication (Caffi 2006). The discussion above on confirmed knowledge and
relational boundaries also demonstrated that mitigation can be analyzed as it relates to
relationships. Emotive devices are viewed by Caffi (2006) as linguistic categories that
typically reference specific, salient contrasts such as ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ or ‘clear
and ‘vague’ (Table 7.5). These contrasts are used as spectrums to describe the
interactional impact of the CRS and NLS, referencing the findings from Parts 1, 2, and 3
of this investigation.
Reviewing the production and perception results of this investigation, the
following conclusions were made regarding the two mitigating discourse structures. Both
structures are classified as towards the ‘negative’ side of the positive-negative emotive
spectrum since they were more negatively than positively evaluated in the metalinguistic
conversations. Also, both discourse structures are classified as being closer to ‘more’ than
‘less’ in quantity since there was more overall time spent in talk in these discourse
structures used in high-imposition contexts as compared to the interactions in lowimposition contexts. This argument was clarified in the discussion of the new definition
of mitigation in section (7.2). ‘Negative’ and ‘more’ were the only two emotive devices
that were shared by the two mitigating discourse structures, thereby indicating that
mitigation in general may be classified towards the ‘negative’ and ‘more’ end of those
two spectrums on the chart in Table (7.5). ‘Confident’ and ‘doubtful’ were the only
contrasts that were not used in this classification of the CRS and NLS, since the data did
not lend themselves to evidence of this scale.
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Table 7.5 Emotive distances
Linguistic categories
Evaluation
Proximity
Specificity
Evidentiality
Volitionality
Quantity

Main contrasts
Positive
Negative
Near
Far
Clear
Vague
Confident
Doubtful
Assertive
Unassertive
More
Less

For comparative purposes, each discourse structure is classified by using the
extremes of the emotive device spectrums. Although the endpoints are used for
descriptive purposes, this analysis should be interpreted as showing that the discourse
structures are weighted more in one direction or another.
The CRS is classified as ‘near’ because the speakers often expressed locational
proximity of the car, and ‘clear’ based on the use of contextualization and temporal
markers and the fact that avoidance was not present as in the NLS. The CRS is classified
as ‘assertive’ since the way in which the discourse was structured was evaluated as
providing information, indicating the assertion of second-track information that was
present (Table 7.6). The NLS was classified as ‘vague’ and ‘unassertive’ since the
speakers were perceived as evasive in their communication. No evaluation of the NLS as
‘near’ or ‘far’ was possible, based on the data (Table 7.6).
Table 7.6 Comparison of two discourse structures
Co-reconstruction structure
Negative
Near
Clear
Assertive
More

Non-linear structure
Negative
Vague
Unassertive
More
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The use of the emotive distances provides a detailed description and comparison
of the discourse structures and information about their potential impacts on interaction.
Considering the preferences indicated in the metalinguistic conversations, this current
analysis of emotive devices may indicate that the CRS, which is preferred by listeners, is
evaluated as such because of the reliance on the ‘near’, ‘clear’, and ‘assertive’ ends of the
spectrums associated with emotive distances. In contrast, the lesser preference for the
NLS supports the notion that ‘vague’ and ‘unassertive’ are dispreferred in comparison to
discourse structures that are associated with the opposing end of those spectrums.
As a comparative tool, this information is useful, yet it is questionable whether it
is practical to analyze discourse in this way, considering that these linguistic categories
and their associated contrasts are not isolated in discourse. Although discourse can be
analyzed according to these various linguistic categories, it is unclear whether the
isolation of them from their joint positions within discourse in actuality represents their
joint function. The current discussion does not provide enough insight to this query.
7.5 Conclusion
This investigation has depended on a multidimensional and interdisciplinary
pragmatic analysis of linguistic interaction, including production and perception
perspectives. It has addressed the mitigation process by studying the motivations behind
mitigation, mitigating linguistic patterns, and effects of mitigation on interlocutors and
interactions.
This study supports the mitigation process as proposed by Martinovski et al.
(2005), in that linguistic mitigation occurs as a result of speakers’ exposure to stressors
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and their accompanying coping mechanisms. The results that were presented in Chapters
4, 5, and 6 indicate that speakers respond differently to social and cognitive stressors,
evidenced in their use of specific discourse markers and production of different
mitigating discourse strategies (CRS and NLS). Both social and cognitive factors were
shown to impact the produced discourses and the effects on speakers, listeners, and the
interaction.
7.5.1 Contributions
This current research has contributed empirically and theoretically to the study of
mitigation and to the pragmatic study of communication in general. In addition, it
contributes the first empirical investigation of mitigation as the result of a cognitive
stressor. It is also the first systematic analysis of mitigation beyond the word and
utterance levels in Spanish, representing the only study of mitigation in discourse that
resulted discourse-level mitigation devices. Furthermore, the discussions in this
dissertation rely on various perspectives of language, including pragmatics,
psycholinguistics, Conversation Analysis, and psychology, thus incorporating a more
expansive perspective of context and linguistic interaction.
7.5.2 Limitations and future research
This study, like all others, has limitations both in the implementation of the
experiment and in the ability to make general claims about communication. Regarding
the implementation of the experiment, one limitation was the number of participants.
While a more than sufficient number of interactions were recorded for this study,
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participants were required to participate in two interactions. The groups, order of
interactions, and contexts were semi-controlled, thereby validating the system that was
used. However, limiting the participants’ involvement to one interaction alone would
have been ideal for comparative purposes.
Another limitation was the largely uncontrolled metalinguistic conversation.
While the participants and the groups in this activity were controlled, the types of
information given were not always similar, requiring an almost complete dependence on
a qualitative analysis. The qualitative analysis provided useful findings, but future work
should include other measures of perception. Possibilities include a Likert-scale
questionnaire or written responses to specific questions. In addition, the participation of
speakers and listeners together in the metalinguistic conversations likely limited the
expressed perceptions of both groups.
Regarding the ability to make general claims about communication, this study
was limited by the contexts that were analyzed. Communication occurs in a large variety
of contexts; therefore any claims regarding norms of communication should be validated
by additional studies. The results from this tripartite analysis of mitigation in Spanish
indicate that future research should consider the following issues:
(1) pragmatic theories that include cognitive and emotional perspectives;
(2) validation of the mitigating discourse strategies through the study of other
Spanish varieties and other types of data;
(3) measure of the mitigating power of the discourse structures, considering that
mitigation is scalar;
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(4) the definition of mitigation proposed here and its capacity to describe other
types of mitigation (e.g. propositional, illocutionary);
(5) validation of the definition of mitigation and the listeners’ use of anticipatory
schemata based on response-time tasks;
(6) analysis of multi-modal communicative cues as they contribute to mitigating
discourse strategies;
(7) measures of the benefit of mitigation for the listener; and
(8) a cross-cultural study of mitigation in discourse to find to what degree the
increased time until mutual confirmed knowledge is culturally learned or
cognitively dependent.
This long list of future studies indicates that there is still much work to be done related to
this specific research and to the broader scopes of mitigation, pragmatics,
communication, and human interaction.
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Appendix A1 Participant questionnaire
# de grupo: ________ # de participante: ________
Email: _____________________
¿Cuántos años tienes? _________
¿Eres hombre o mujer? _________
Lugar de nacimiento: ____________________
¿Cuánto tiempo llevas en Nuevo León, si no naciste aquí? ____________
¿En qué otros países has vivido y por cuánto tiempo? ________________________
¿Cuáles otros idiomas hablas?
__________________________ muy bien 1 2 3 4 5 un poco
__________________________ muy bien 1 2 3 4 5 un poco
¿Cómo y desde cuándo conoces a tu compañero/a que va a participar contigo?
________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Conozco a mi compañero/a: muy bien 1

2

3

4

5 6

7 no muy bien

Group #: ________ Participant #: ________
Email: _____________________
How old are you? _________
Are you male or female? _________
Place of birth: ____________________
How long have you been in Nuevo Leon, if you were not born here? ____________
In what other countries have you lived and for how long? ________________________
What other languages do you speak?
__________________________ very well 1 2 3 4 5 a little
__________________________ very well 1 2 3 4 5 a little
How do you know your friend/classmate/schoolmate who will participate with you and
since when?
________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
I know my friend/classmate/schoolmate: very well 1
well
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2

3

4

5 6 7 not very

Appendix A2 Linguistic device mean densities by speaker
(Density=Linguistic device count/Speaker turn count)
Lexical
Politeness solidarity
Epistemic Parenthetical Modal Speaker
Context Group Hesitations markers markers Appealers Cajolers
verbs
verbs
adverbs turns
UC
11
0.36
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
14
UC
12
2.00
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
4
UC
13
4.00
0.00
0.00
2.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1
UC
14
1.50
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2
UC
15
6.00
0.00
0.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1
UC
16
3.00
0.00
0.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1
UC
17
2.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
2.50
0.00
0.50
0.00
2
UC
18
1.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2
UC
19
2.00
0.00
1.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
1
UC
20
2.00
0.00
0.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1
UC
22
0.33
0.00
0.00
0.67
0.33
0.00
0.00
0.00
3
UC
24
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.67
0.67
0.00
0.00
0.00
3
UC
28
1.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2
UC
30
3.00
0.00
0.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
21
27
29
31

0.33
1.33
1.50
2.00
0.50
0.33
2.50
1.00
2.00
3.50
1.00
3.00
2.00
1.67

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.33
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.33
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.25
0.00
0.00
0.33
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.25
0.00
0.00
0.33
1.00
0.00
0.33
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

3
3
2
1
4
3
2
3
1
2
3
2
1
3

UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
28
30

0.00
1.00
0.00
na
0.00
0.50
3.00
0.50
0.67
1.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
2.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
na
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
1.00
na
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
na
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.50
1.33
2.00
na
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
2.00

0.50
0.00
0.00
na
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
na
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.33
0.00
0.00
3.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
na
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2
3
1
na
1
2
1
2
3
1
1
1
4
1

CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
21
27
29
31

1.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.50
1.00
0.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
2.33
0.50
2.00
1.00

0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.33
0.00
0.00
1.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.67
0.50
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
3
2
1
1
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